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ABSTRACT

A study was undertaken of erosion and sedimentation in a catchment in South Australia. An

erosion and sedimentation model was developed and interfaced with the existing digital

terrain models called TAPES-C and THALES, to estimate soil erosion and deposition in

Sauerbier Creek catchment. The model was developed on physical principles of soil

detachment and transportation, which can model environmental changes within the

catchment. Another model based on the relationships of turbidity and suspended sediment

was developed to estimate short and long term erosion in the catchment based on the

predicted storm flow. A data collection and processing program was developed in the

catchment to collect and process data on field soil, flow, rainfall, water sample and

turbidity. The original models were examined, modified or improved where appropriate to

adapt to the catchment and modelling reality. In addition to modelling at the catchment

scale, the study also demonstrated erosion and sedimentation modelling results on an

element scale. Catchment transport capacity was found to be very large on the hilly

catchment with steep slopes, and little deposition were modelled or observed on the slopes

suggesting a very efficient catchment sediment delivery system. The findings through this

research challenge the traditional ideas and beliefs of erosion and sedimentation in

Australian catchments. Predictions of storm erosion and sedimentation using physically

based models in combination with digital terrain hydrological models on a catchment scale

have rarely been done in Australia or elsewhere in the world, and so does using storm based

turbidity and suspended sediment relationships for annual erosion estimation in a catchment.

This research is one of the very few sediment modelling attempts using both methods for

catchment environmental studies. Modelüng results using the physically based and the

statistical approaches showed that this is a very successful undertaking as better modelling

results with more physical meaning compared to traditional modelling methods were

obtained. This research is unique in providing a better understanding of the erosion and

sedimentation processes, and a practical tool for better sediment yield estimation in a

catchment. The methods developed in this study for catchment erosion and sedimentation

estimation have the potential to be extended to other studies such as catchment evolution

and chemical transport estimations, and to catchments where little sediment data are

available.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 CATCHMENTHYDROLOGICALSTUDIES

A defined catchment is a natural unit for water and sediment studies. Small catchment

studies often provide information for better understanding of the water and sediment cycles

in the environment. Although significant progress has been made on water flow and

sediment transport in the natural environment during the last few decades, more work is

needed for a better comprehension of these dynamic systems and for practical and more

convenient applications. The present understanding of water flow in the natural environment

may be rated as moderate, the understanding of sedimentation in the natural environment

can only be rated as low. This is chiefly because of the more dynamic and complex system

and larger furancial need associated with erosion and sedimentation studies.

Catchment hydrological models based on digital elevation models are used increasingly for

estimating catchment environmental changes caused by rainfall and other factors. This is

because of the distributed nature of these models that usually involve large data sets and

could rarely be dealt with before the advancement of computer technology. V/ater flows and

sediment loads are the two most important outputs from a catchment, both of which a¡e

frequently needed for planning and management as well as for research purposes. The use of

digital elevation models can enable a better understanding of the catchment runoff, erosion

and deposition processes. Currently there are quite a few runoff models based on digital
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terrain networks, yet few are constructed with an erosion and sedimentation component,

and even fewer are seriously tested in real catchments.

The understanding of the hydrological processes has been greatly enhanced by computer

technology development. The advancement in computer technology has led to many new

developments in water resources management including better data acquisition and digital

elevation models. For the first time, land surface information can be stored in computers for

easy access for various resource management and modelling purposes. 'With the ever

increasing technology advancement, traditionally catchment modelling methods can be

further transformed particularly in the area of data acquisition.

Since our ability in understanding the mechanisms of sediment generation, transport and

deposition in a natural environment is very limited, current studies generally concentrate on

some aspects of sediment evolution particularly under laboratory and plot size conditions.

When it comes to modelling of the physical processes of erosion and sedimentation in a

natural catchment, significant simplifications are needed to derive sensible and practical

applications, which would enable modelling with limited data available. Modelling with little

calibration and in ungauged catchments have been the pursuit of generations of

hydrologists, dynamic geographical information system (GIS) modelling which a

combination of dynamic process modeling based on a GIS network represents another step

towards that direction.

I.2 AIM OF THE RESEARCH

The pu¡pose of this study is to investigate runoff and erosion processes in a small

catchment, with an emphasis on developing and applying an erosion and sedimentation

model in the catchment. Significant field data are to be collected to test the developed

model and to estimate short as well long term catchment erosion and sedimentation. This

study would not only be a theoretical approach based on physical principles in model

construction, but also a practical approach allowing convenient sediment estimation based

on the established models and the catchment data obtained. The study will look at using

fewer model parameters and using as Iittle calibration as possible to make predictions. This

author believes that too much calibration as observed in many studies, seriously hindered

2
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model applicability out of data range and specific locations, which are more likely to create

artificially good fits instead of following the laws of physics. The study will also develop

statistical models for erosion estimation based on predicted flow, water sampling and

turbidity data. The approaches adopted in this study are to be unique in that few researchers

had ever tried the same methods for sediment estimations. The results from this study are

aimed at achieving world standard which should be better or comparable to other studies in

the field.

The runoff study would be based on an existing research oriented digital elevation model,

which would allow partitioning of the chosen catchment into small elements, and routing the

catchment flow along the natural flow paths formed by the partitioning process. This study

would check the validity of the runoff model developed elsewhere in Sauerbier Creek

catchment, and to develop and test new approaches and parameters suitable for the

catchment. Corrections and modifications of catchment partitioning and the runoff model

and parameters are to be made where appropriate, but it is not the main aim of this study to

test the existing models and the parameters or modiff them in the Sauerbier Creek

catchment. The main purpose of this study is instead to develop and verify an erosion and

sedimentation model based on suffrcient data collected from the catchment, which when

combined with the runoff model form a more comprehensive package that can model and

deal with environmental changes in the studied catchment. Both short term and long term

erosion and sedimentation in the catchment are to -be obtained by using the models

established in this study. The sediment calculations should be based on storm events which

will distinguish this study from the traditional empirical approaches such as the rating curve

method. It is envisioned that the model can be extended to catchment evolution studies and

applied to other catchments with limited modification.

The characteristics of the modelling approach adopted in this study as distinguished from

most others include: firstly, the distributed modelling approach based on a digital elevation

model which can identi$ erosion and deposition on an element as well as catchment scale;

secondly, modelling is undertaken on a storm basis with detailed sampling data for both

short and long term sediment estimation; thirdly, sediment modelling is based on physical

principles of sediment detachment and transport; and lastly sediment modelling is based on

dynamic unsteady flow in a natural catchment. Moreover, a statistical modelling approach in

3
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addition to physically based modelling, using predicted flow data for storm based erosion

estimation should also distinguish this investigation from the traditional empirical approach.

This statistical approach would provide a convenient and reliable method for practical

catchment erosion estimation. These features of catchment sediment modelling would

discern this study to be a very unique approach for catchment erosion and sedimentation

studies in Australia or elsewhere in the world. The approach may well represent the future

direction of catchment erosion and sedimentation research in Australia.

1.3 SETTING UP OF THE RESEARCH

The research program includes the initiation and establishment of raingauges, flow

measurement equipment, an automatic sampler, and a turbidity meter in the catchment; soil

data collection and testing; continuous rainfall and flow data collection, water sampling,

turbidity data collection; processing of soil and water samples in the laboratories, and

equipment maintenance for a period of up to th¡ee years. The whole series of field and

laboratory work represents an effectively project management opportunity for research

oriented field data acquisition, which comprises a significant part of the overall research

program, and provides a very sound foundation for modelling work.

T.4 LAYOUT OF THE THESIS

Chapter 2 reviews the major hydrological processes and some of the known hydrological

and sedimentation models. The hydrological processes reviewed include rainfall,

interception, evapotranspiration, surface depression storage, infiltration, and surface and

subsurface flow. Different hydrological models such as black box models, lumped

conceptual models, variable source area models, distributed models, and digital terrain

models are briefly reviewed. The hydrological models reviewed include SHE (Beven et al.,

1980; Abbott et al., 1986a, b; Wicks and Bathurst, 1996), IHDM (Moris, 1980),

TOPMODEL (Beven, et al., 1984; Quinn et al., 1991) and the TOPOG (Information from

the Internet, 1998). The erosion and deposition processes reviewed include rill and intenill

detachment and transport, and channel sediment transport. The erosion and deposition

models reviewed are USLE (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978), WEPP (Foster and Lane, 1987),

4
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The Grifhth University Model (Rose et al., 1983a, b; Rose, 1985; 1993), ANSWERS

(Beasley et al., 1980), CREAMS (Foster et al., 1980), AGNPS (Young et al., 1989), and

SEDLAB (Borah et al., 1981). Although not all the hydrological processes reviewed in this

chapter are used in the modelling in later chapters, they are nevertheless reviewed, though

some very briefly, on the basis that they form complete hydrological processes and they all

influence the modelling results. The few models which are reviewed in this chapter are

closely related to the model development in this research, and thus need more detailed

explanation.

Chapter 3 outlines the data collection program. It includes the collection of soil, rainfall,

flow, sediment, and turbidity data in the catchment, and data transfer from another

catchment. It also includes assessments of data archiving, equipment maintenance and

equipment reliability. This chapter provides the basic and essential catchment background

and data need for modelling which is a very significant part of the research progranr.

Chapter 4 firstly describes the hydrological model used in this study, the TAPES-C and

THALES digital elevation models (Moore and Grayson, l99l). The TAPES-C model is a

catchment partitioning model which provides the basic elemental structure of a catchment

related to the flow structure of the natural catchment. THALES is a runoff routing model

which models the basic hydrological processes of infiltration, soil water, evaporation, and

surface and subsurface flow routing in the catchment. Chapter 4 then shows the runoff

modelling results for six major storm events which occurred in 1993 using the model

outlined in the first part of this chapter. Various spatial rainfalls and parameters were

developed and tested to study the catchment responses. The original catchment moisture

representation was modified and improved significantly. The modelling results, model

structure, and parameters are discussed in this chapter which provide a sound basis for

sediment modelling in the next two chapters. The representation and modelling of flow

constitute an important part of sediment modelling developed in this study.

Chapter 5 firstly describes the erosion and deposition model developed in this study. It

includes the detachment and transport processes of rill and interrill processes, sediment

transport in channels and the description of sediment transport capacity formulae of Yang

(1973) and Moore and Burch (1986a). Chapter 5 then describes the modelling of runoffand

5
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sediment for I I storm events, which are all the storm events occurred in 1996 with

synchronised observed data sets of rainfall, runoff and sediment sampling, using the model

outlined in the frst part of the chapter. The modelling results are compared with simila¡

studies reported in the last few decades. The discussion compares this approach with other

sediment modelling approaches. This chapter is one of the major parts of this research.

Chapter 6 describes the modelling processes of runoff and sediment for 12 storm events

occurred in 1996 using turbidity data. The turbidity data were first conelated to the

sampled data to obtain the turbidity and suspended sediment concentration relationships,

and then these relationships were used for catchment erosion estimation. The predicted and

observed results for the storm events are compared and discussed. Total sediment load for

the 28 data sets for the March-September, 1996 period, as well as the annual sediment yield

of both suspended and bed sediment yields from the catchment for the year 1996 were

estimated. This chapter represents another major part of this research.

Chapter 7 provides a sunnìary, conclusions, and major contributions in particular from this

research. Recommendations for future work are also presented in this chapter.

6



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.I CATCHMENT HYDROLOGICALPROCESSES

The science of hydrology entered a new stage in the 1930s when Horton (1933) introduced

the infiltration excess theory as the basic flow generating mechanism, anci Sherman (1932)

introduced the unit hydrograph for runoff routing. The Horton theory fundamentally

changed the previously more empirical approaches in the study of water movement in the

natural environment. It represents a milestone of modern hydrology for predictive purposes.

The infiltration excess theory dominated hydrological research for more than two decades

without much challenge of its validity in the diverse climate, geography and topography of

the world. However, studies of hillslope hydrology from the 1960s revealed new aspects of

the runoff generation mechanisms and questioned the universal applicability of the Horton

theory. It was eventually found that Horton theory is applicable mainly to arid and semiarid

areas of the world, whereas in most humid and temperate regions runoff is generated from

saturated areas of the catchment which usually constitute a small percentage of the total

catchment area. These saturated areas vary with rainfall and local moisture conditions which

spread along the channels and depression areas of the catchment. These areas expand with

wetter conditions and increasing rainfall, and contract with drier conditions and decreasing

rainfall. The new findings led to saturation excess flow theory. In order to describe the

hydrologically different areas of a catchment, the catchment needs to be discretised to

smaller areas of cells, grids, or elements, with each cell or element representing a
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hydrologically homogeneous unit for description. This led to the development of variable

source area models and distributed hydrological models. The saturation excess flow theory

and modelling practices have once again fundamentally changed the face of hydrology and

hydrological modelling. Many of today's hydrological models use the concepts and findings

from experimental hillslope hydrology. Current developments in flow through porous

media, remote sensing, and rainfall prediction would further advance hydrology into perhaps

another new stage.

The science of hydrology was greatly enhanced along with other sciences by the exploding

advancement of computer science. The advances in computer science make many

hydrological problems which were difftcult to solve in the past, solvable today. The

previous limitations on modelling caused by the rnemory and speed of the computer are

almost gone except for some specific purposes such as some optimisation algorithms where

it seems computer speed will never be fast enough for a global optimisation. Many would

argue that our computational ability has far exceeded our abilities of data collection and

field investigation. There are good reasons for the current situation, one is that as computer

hardware and software are getting cheaper almost by the day, human labour is getting ever

more expensive which makes field data collection a more diffrcult task. This is particularly

so when considering the need for the vast amount of data to fulfil the requirements of

distributed hydrological modelling. On the other hand there is still lack of understanding and

tools for description of the processes of runoff and sediment generation and transportation,

more effort are needed for modelling and explaining the hydrological phenomena happening

in the natural environment.

The observation that an unusually abrupt or discontinuous burst of rainfall, becomes

generally a smooth and continuous hydrograph through the transformation of a catchment,

has inspired many hydrologists to investigate rainfall runoff relationships and to seek the

reasons behind the transformation. The hydrological processes behind this rainfall runoff

transformation are quested by most hydrologists: how did it happen or what needs to be

done to reproduce the transformation for future events? There is yet to be found a precise

solution or a precise description of the processes except under very simple conditions or

circumstances. There is still a lack of understanding of the interactions of different processes

happening at the same time in a catchment. The prediction of a hydrograph was initially for

8
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practical reasons out of the need for flood estimation for design of roads, airfields, drainage

networks and other infrastructure. The prediction process necessitated the development of

catchment models for variable purposes during the last few decades. The study of

hydrological processes and the representation of them are still proceeding, with more

multidisciplinary and more environmental focus than ever before.

Behind the transformation from rainfall to runoff are a series of processes which need to be

defined individually or in combinations. These include the representation of rainfall;

interception; depression and storages; evapotranspiration; soils and vegetation covers; and

surface, subsurface, and groundwater flow. All of these processes are spatially and

temporally variable which complicate the combined catchment behavior in terms of runoff

generation. Our understanding or lack of it of these processes and the combined effects of

them on runoff generation, together with the lack of suitable mathematical representation in

many cases, and the often disconti¡tuous and primitive data collection dictate a less than

ideal predictive power that could be hopefully achieved from hydrological studies.

Fortunately, hydrological processes are not of the same significance for different purposes

of investigation. A hydrologist does not need to represent all of the processes individually or

at the same time to obtain a reasonable result for prediction. For the purpose of runoff

prediction, a model developed to simulate a few of the most important processes, perceived

by the modeller to be representative of the physical world, would perhaps do just as well as

a model considering all the relevant processes. Because a model can hardly have all the data

available to simulate every process well, any model is more or less a simplification of the

physical world. In setting up a model, the modeller actually exaggerates the aspects believed

to be the dominant ones and in most cases leaves out the less significant ones or have them

randomly distributed or averaged, to reduce the complexities of the processes involved.

These simplihcations although are biased towards the representation of the physical world

yet make the modelling processes manageable, and so is a necessity for practical

applications.

In fact even the few processes selected for modelling cannot be completely well represented

by the few parameters used as will be seen in later chapters. Flow in a heterogeneous system

often has to be simplified signihcantly to make the required calculation. The parameters

9
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have to be significantly reduced according to model structure and data available. This is

frequently a better approach than involving a lot more parameters yet without adequate

information to derive and calibrate them. Data shortage has always been a problem for most

modelling. This is particular the case for distributed models where modelling were done on

an element scale, so the averaging of data or using indices for parameter representation is an

inevitable part of such modelling. Some of the less important parameter values often need to

be borrowed from other sources out of practical need and time and financial limitations.

Hydrological predictions can be achieved with relative accuracy using simple models, such

as empirical ones, without much understanding of the processes behind them. Though this is

still important for practical pulposes, but seeking new knowledge, better understanding and

representation of the nature of what are happening on hillslopes and in catchments has

always been a calling for hydrologists. In these pursuits, it is hoped that modelling on one

hand does practical prediction, and on the other hand is a tool to represent and understand

the real physical world. The modelling results should ideally reflect the true happenings in

the field with major assumptions well confirmed by field observations. Such an approach

will undoubtedly further advance the science of hydrology.

Soil is one of the most basic and most precious natural resources. It takes hundred of
thousands years to form a few centimetres of soil in the natural environment and yet these

soils can be washed away in a single storm. Once the soil was washed away, the landuses

are threatened. The world population explosion and industrialisation put tremendous

pressure on the soil like never before, which resulted in increasing cultivation on land not

suitable for agriculture, and accelerating soil erosion throughout the world. The

consequence of increasing shrinkage of cropland and land degradation is one of the worst

environmental problems of today. 'Water erosion as a result of excessive landuse and land

mismanagement, according to Judson (1981), accelerated from l0 billion tonnes a year

before the introduction of intensive agriculture, graztng and other activities, to between 25

to 50 billion tonnes a year. Serious erosion and deposition are now spreading to almost

every corner of the world, resulting in enormous damages to agriculture, infrastructure,

rivers and ports. Although soil erosion is an ancient subject, it has never reached a fraction

of the magnitude of the problemtoday.
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In the face of fast accelerating pace of soil erosion, more effort is clearly needed to tackle

the world erosion problem. The study of soil erosion and deposition is a capital intensive,

time consuming occupation which is hindered by the diffrculties in transferring data from

one site to another. Soil erosion and deposition is a complex process, or a combination of

various processes acting together to generate the erosion and deposition phenomena.

Erosion and sedimentation research has made considerable progress in the past forty years,

however, the research effort is far behind what is needed to develop plans to halt the

increasing land degradation problem caused by water erosion. The study of sediment

transport is far less exhaustive as compared to runoff study. Erosion and sedimentation

models are generally less well developed with relative lower accuracy for prediction as

compared with runoff models.

The current situation clearly requires more effort in erosion and sedimentation studies.

There have not been many studies in this field in Australia, and new contributions are

seriously needed in terms of practical application as well as in the advance of the soil

erosion and sedimentation science.

Most of the hydrological processes including erosion and sedimentation are reviewed, some

more briefly, in the following two major parts: the first being the rainfall and runoff

processes, the second soil erosion and sedimentation processes which includes using

turbidity meter for sediment estimation.

2,2 THE RAINFALL AND RUNOFF PROCESSES

The next few sections cover the development of major hydrological processes of

interception, depression storage, evapotranspiration, infiltration, soil water retention,

precipitation, runoff generation, and surface and subsurface flow representations.

2.2.1, Interception and Surface Depression Storage

Interception and surface depression storage are usually accounted as losses to runoff

generation as they are generally evapotranspirated back to the atmosphere. The scale of the

losses need to be assessed according to the catchment vegetation cover and topography.
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2,2.1.1 Interceptíon

Interception is the amount of rainfall intercepted by the vegetation and litter which then

evaporates into the air. Interception can be significant in forested areas and could account

for 25 percent of the annual rainfall (Raudkivi, 1979). In studies of severe storrns,

particularly in nonforested catchments, interception is usually neglected. Research into the

quantitative expression for interception was pioneered by Horton (1919) who derived the

total interception loss I (mm), for a projected area of canopy by

I=S +RET 2.1
v

Where 
^S, 

is the storage capacity of the vegetation over the area (mm), R is the ratio of the

surface area of vegetation to the projected area, E (mn/min) is the evaporation rate from

the vegetal surfaces and T (min) is the duration of rainfall. Equation 2.I can be modified by

either adding an exponential factor to the lust item on the right hand side, 
^Su 

as shown by

Meriam (1960), or adding an exponential factor to the whole of the right hand side to obtain

better fit with the observed data as shown by Linsley et al. (1949).

Equation 2.1 does not, however include the part of interception by the litter on the surface

of soil which is also lost to evaporation after rainfall. This part of evaporation was found to

be significant in some forested areas, and can account for up to 5 percent of the total annual

rainfall (Helvey et al., 1965). Putuhena and Cordery (1996) estimated the interception

capacity for a pine catchment to be 2.8 mm and a eucaþt catchment of 1.7 mm in two

forest catchments in Australia. Until the early 1960s most of the interception research

results were expressed in forms of regression equations. Studies in the 1970s led to some

physical models to describe the interception processes (Rutter et al., 1977, 1975). However

this kind of model needs detailed rainfall and meteorological data to estimate the

interception which should be studied specifically for that purpose. Stochastic models used

for interception studies are found in Calder (1986) and Calder et al. (1986).

Both the physical and stochastic models are not generally aimed at faciïtating flow studies

and thus can not be easily used in runoff modelling. Besides, the parameters are usually site

specific making it diffrcult for data transfer. These models are mostly used in forested areas

where interception can be a significant factor for runoff generation.
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2.2.1.2 Surface Depression Storage

'When rain falls on the ground, infiltration takes as much rainfall as its capacity allows.

When the rainfall intensity exceeds the infiltration, ponding on the ground surface will

occur. Before the ponded rain water flows away as runoff, some of it will remain in the

depression areas of a catchment and stored, this is called depression storage, This part of

water will eventually infiltrate or evaporate and will not generally contribute to the storm

runoff. Another part of the rainfall which is required to sustain runoff on the surface of the

catchment, is surface detention which eventually becomes part of the runoff. Horton (1935)

estirnated the depression storage on a moderate or gentle slope to be equivalent to 6.35-

12.7 mm of water and even more for natural meadow and forest. Chow (1964) estimated

the depression storage of bare smooth surfaces of sand and clay to be 5.08 and 2.54 mm

respectively. These estimations look rather large for the role of depression storage in

hillslope and catchment studies.

Moore and Larson (1979) used point data at a 50 mm grid on a small plot to estimate the

depression storage area and runoff. Onstad (1984) modified the Moore and Larson (1979)

model by using 12.5 mm x 150 mm rectangular cells and obtained the maximum depression

storage, D", (mm) expressed as the function of slope, S in percentage, and a random

roughness, R (mm) which is expressed as the standard error of height after the removal of

oriented roughness such as tillage marks and the effects of slope, as

D,^ =0.1 l2R + 0.003 lR2 - 0.0l2Rs 2.2

Onstad (1984) also found the equivalent amount of rainfall, P needed to fill the depression

storage as

P = O.329R+ 0.00073R' - O.0l8RS 2.3

The coeffrcient of variation for Equations 2.2 and 2.3 are 0.82 and 0.79 respectively

Linsley et al. (1947) developed an empirical equation for depression storage, D, as

D, = D"^(l- e-K( 
P-F ) ) 2.4
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Where P and F are the cumulative rainfall and infiltration respectively, and r is a parameter.

Depression storage can also be expressed as power functions of height above the soil

surface as expressed by Mitchell et al. (1976, rg7s) and Beasley et al. (1gg0).

Most of the above equations are empirical, regression based, or based on small laboratory

plots, they are open to large errors if used outside these scales, or try to use them on a

particular catchment without calibration. The depression storage calculated by the above

equations of a few mm up to a few dozen mm is perhaps helpful for rainfall losses and

runoff volume estimations over a period of time, but does not offer much help for storm

based modelling where a few mm of rainfall can generate noticeable runoff volume from a
catchment.

2.2.2 Evapotranspiration

Evaporation and transpiration are two of the major processes in the hydrological cycle. The

majority of precipitation is returned to the atmosphere through evaporation and

transpiration. Evaporation from open water reaches 4500 mm annually in arid zones, and

450 mm from temperate land surfaces (Raudkivi, 1979). Since it is difficult to obtain

evaporation and transpiration separately in many practical studies, they are often combined

as evapotranspiration to represent the process of water loss through vaporisation to the air.

In the following discussion, major approaches of evapotranspiration study are outlined, and

evaporation and evapo transpiration are sometimes no t differentiated.

2.2.2.1 Evaporatíon Estìmation

Evaporation can usually be estimated by four methods, i.e., pan measurement, empirical

method, conservation of water and conservation of energy.

An evaporation pan is used primarily for monitoring open water evaporation. Evaporation

from a pan is generally represented as a stable ratio with that from a lake. Since the size of
the pan is often small, it is open to the heat exchange between the pan and the surroundings,

and so the pan evaporation could be signihcantly different from the real evaporation from a

much larger water body. Studies with floating pan on the surface of lakes have been
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undertaken but have been found diffrcult to maintain. Pan evaporation is often used by
hydrologists for catchment evapotranspiration by multiplying a coeffrcient to the pan

evaporation value. IJoy (1977) presented annual pan coefficients ranging 0.66-0.93 for a
number of lakes around Australia. Monthly pan coefficients may show substantial seasonal

variations (Hoy and Stephens, 1977,1979; Fleming et al., 1989). The ratio of evaporation

from bare wet soil to potential evaporation is about 0.9 in temperate regions, evaporation

from grass to potential evaporation ranges from 0.5 to 0.8, and can be significantly lower
with drier conditions (Raudkivi, 1979).

Empirical method usually uses evaporation to correlate with aerodynamic variables to

obtain various regression formulae. These correlations need field data to calibrate before

they can be used for prediction, and they are less often used compared to other methods of
evaporation estimation.

Estimation of evapotranspiration using water balance models is frequently used by
hydrologists because it is simple to implement. However it is only suitable to obtain the

average evapotranspiration rate of a catchments over a significant period of time. The

diff,rculties with this kind of estimation often lie with the diffrculty of estimating the

groundwater flow. Errors in estimating the groundwater flow can significantly change the

estimation of evapotranspiration.

Estimation of evaporation from soil surfaces can also use a combination of water balance

and physical models as shown by Marker and Mein (19g7). Hoy (1977) used water balance

and energy budget method to estimate annual evaporation from lakes and reservoirs.

Research into evapotranspiration is increasingly involved with the solar radiation and the

micrometeorological method which concentrates on small spatial and time scales, and uses a

combination of energy balance and meteorological data for combined evaporation and

transpiration. The basic equation for transpiration from dry, closed vegetation canopies is

represented by the Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith, 1965, rg73, and 19gl).

Pan evaporation data were used to correlate Penman-Monteith reference crop

evapotranspiration for 16 sites around Australia (Chiew, 1995). The result seemed to be a
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better representation of the natural evapotranspiration estimation from periods of daily up
to ten days' Extension of the Penman-Monteith model from point to larger areas still need
further investigation and extensive data collection (Steward, l9g9). There is potential for its
use in hydrological modelling applications.

2.2.3 Infiltration and Soil Water Retention

Infiltration and soil water retention deals with water flow and water moisture changes
within the soil profile. Infiltration is closely related to the soil water retention of the profile.
These are important processes for runoff generation both on the surface of the soil and
inside the soil profrle.

2.2.3.1 Infiltration

Infiltration is a very important hydrological process and one of the most complex in the
hydrological cycle' It involves not only the surface processes but also a series of physical
and chemical processes occurring in the soil. Although a lot of resea¡ch has been done in
this field, there is still a limited understanding of infiltration and associated processes,
particularly under field conditions where crusting, macropores, soil shrink/swell, layered
soils and materials, and a host of other heterogeneities further exacerbate the problem. Most
representations of the infiltration process are therefore based on the assumption of a
homogenous soil profrle, and simprified initial and boundary conditions.

Infiltration capability va¡ies significantly under human disturbances such as clearance and
degradation of forests. The saturated hydraulic conductivity K" has been shown to be
signihcantly reduced to allow infiltration excess flow, when it was almost impossible under
original conditions' spaans et al. (1989) reported that after three years of conversion from
forest to grass in costa Rica, K, reduced from 416 mm/h to 21 mm/h. In the Amazon basin,
Dias and Nortcliff (1985) found that the infiltration rate decreased from > 2000 mrdh to
390 mm/h after compaction of bulldozer. Malmer (1990) found the steady state infiltration
capacity reduced from 154 mm/h to 0.28 mm/h after logging and tractor disturbance in
Malaysia
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Mathematical modelling of infiltration can be broadly divided into th¡ee groups of physically
based models' empirically based models, and solving of partial differential equations.
Physically based modelling began as earþ as lgll with the Green-Ampt model of
infi.ltration under ponded water conditions expressed as

I=K,(H+Zr+pr)/2, 
2.5

I=A+BlZ,
2.6

where 1 is infiltration rate, .ltl is the depth of ponded water, Z¡ is thevertical depth of the
saturated zone' P¡ is the capillary pressure at the wetting front, and A, B areparameters.
Equation 2'5 could not be solved easily at that time because of the diffrculties of
determining the variables such as P¡. so the Green-Ampt moder was regarded as something
of an empirical model until after the 1950s when renewed interest in the model returned and
subsequent researchers (Swartzendruber and Huberty, l95g; Mein and Larson, 1973; Smith
and Parlange' 1978 Morel-Seytoux and Khanji, t974) found that parameters of the model
expressed in Equation 2.6 not only have physical meanings but can be determined from the
soil water properties' The Green-Ampt expression was obtained when assuming soir
conductivity varies slowly near saturation with the initial ponded condition and rainfall
intensity J oo' Morel-Seytoux and Khanji (1974) modified the Green-Ampt equation by
introducing a viscosity factor to reduce the errors of prediction caused by the Green-Ampt
assumption that a front separating the saturation zone and the zone at the initial water
content' smith and Parlange (1978) used two formulae each with two soil property
parameters which roughly related to soil sorptivity, and the saturated conductivity, to
represent the preponding and postponding infrltration. Mein and Larson (1973) also
modified the Green-Ampt expression in two stages of preponding and postponding, under
steady rainfall and homogenous soil conditions, with some success. These later
modifications of the Green-Ampt expression extended the model to preponded conditions
and improved infiltration estimation particularly under different initial and boundary
conditions' However a sufftcient understanding and description of the soil properties studied
still hold the key for better estimation of infiltration.

or
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Another physically based infiltration formula popularly used is the Philip's truncated two

parameter formula (1957, 1969)

r-1
I=lst2+A

2
2.1

or

F=stz +At 2.8

'Where 
s is the sorptivity obtained from the rate of penetration of the wetting front, A is a

constant usually very close to the K value at the surface for t > 0, and F is cumulative

infiltration. This can be compared with the empirical equation of Horton (1933) which was

widely used before the 1950s

f = f" +(/, - f")r-"' 2.9

V/here/is the infiltration rate at time t, f, is the minimum infiltration capacity at t + *, fo
is the minimum infiltration at t = 0, and " is a constant of soil. Equation2.g causes a more

abrupt change of infiltration compared to Philip's Equation 2.7 when ¡ ¡, oo, Írrd

underestimates infiltration when r = 0 (Vy'atson, 1959). Although the philip model is

physically based, the study of Bonell and Williams (1937) suggested that the two

parameters obtained may not represent the real soil properties of the red earth in tropical

semi-a¡id Queensland, they might be just fitted parameters. Bonell and Williams (1987)

suggested that the biological factors and rain drop impact on the soil and the temporal

heterogeneity of saturated hydraulic conductivity need further investigation. Appþing a

simple model such as the Philip formula to very heterogeneous soils can be quite a problen¡

but generally the parameters in the Philip model can be regarded as real soil properties in

practical modelling.

The second order partial differential equation for one dimensional vertical unsaturated flow,

usually referred to as Richards' equation (1931), can be derived from Darcy's law and the
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conservation of mass. It can be expressed in terms of pressure head and moisture content.

When expressed in soil moisture content, it is written as

2.r0

Where 0 is the volumetric moisture content, f is the time, e is distance below the surface,

S(0) is the capillary suction, and K(0) is the hydraulic conductivity. Equation 2.10 can be

solved numerically given the relationships of conductivity and suction with moisture

content. Assuming a constant rainfall infiltration rate and a simple functional form of soil

water difürsivity and hydraulic conductivity, Equation 2.10 can also be solved analytically

for uniform soils (Broadbridge and White, 1988).

Future application of using infrltration formulae will probably concentrate more on solving

the Richards' equation numerically, because of the ease of obtaining numerical solutions.

However, the local soil water property information needs to be known before the equation

can be solved. When considering the spatial and temporal variabilities of the soil water

properties of field soils, it could be more practical in many cases to use simple formulae for

infiltration estimation.

Investigation into the infiltration in layered soils can be done by either using different

models for different layers or using the same model but assuming different soil water

properties of the soil profile. The difhcult part is that it usually involves a lot more

parameters which need to be field measured or determined, and their extensive application is

limited by the lack of soil water property information which clearly holds the key for

infiltration modelling.

2.2.3.2 Soil Water Retentíon

Solving of the Richards' equation needs detailed information on the soil water retention

curve which defines the relationship of soil water content with soil water tension, and the

hydraulic conductivity curve which defines the relationship of hydraulic conductivity with

water content or water potential. Methods of determining both curves and the saturated
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hydraulic conductivity in laboratory and field were reviewed by Hendrickx (1gg0). Two soil
water retention curves are most often used, of which the Brooks and corey (1966)
expression is

*=1-ti =(hth)-p0r-0,

Where Õ is the dimensionless water content, 0 , 0 ,, and 0 , are water content, saturated

water content and residual water content respectively, h and, ht arc water pressure and
water pressure at air-entry respectively, and p is a constant of soil characteristics. The
disadvantage of using Equation 2.1I is the discontinuity at the air entry value of the soil
water pressure which may influence the convergence of numerical calculation. Another
commonly used soil water retention curve which is a continuous function, was proposed by
Van Genuchten (1980)

<Þ = (1 / ft + (att)^ ]),,

2.rl

2.t2

Where ü , n, m are parameters which define the shape of the retention curve. Assuming , = r-

ttn fot insufficient data reduces the three parameters to two. For large water tension h, the
parameter ø is inversely related to the soil water tension at air entry, and 

^n= n-r egüals to
p, then Equation 2.12 reduces to 2.11. When water content approaches saturation, Van
Genuchten (1980) found large deviations between the two equations. It was found that
(A¡ya and Paris, 19sl) Equation 2.11 was not suitable for this situation, and was believed
that it should not be used for wet soils where water tensions are less than 50 to 100 cm
(Brakensiek et al., 1981; Saxton et al., 19s6). It is obvious that Equation 2.11 is a special
case of the Equation2.l2. Equation 2.12 should generally be used for practical modelling as

saturation is an important situation for runoffgeneration.

Brooks and Corey (1964) derived the formula for estimation of hydraulic conductivity as

K = K,Q' 
2.13

Where K and K, are hydraulic conductivity and saturated hydraulic conductivity
respectively, and o is a parameter related to pore size distribution.

{t
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A better representation of the conductivity curve was given by van Genuchten (19g0) as

K = K,Q^ tl - (l - Qun ¡^12

2I

2.14

where m = t-t/n and' 1 is an empirical parameter estimated to be 0.5 by Mualem (1976). A
more recent study found that )" may vary from less than -10 to more than l0 for different
texture soils (van Genuchten et al., 1989), and although hydraulic conductivity can be
reasonably well estimated from soil water retention curves for many soils, no single method
performed best under all conditions (Alexander and Skaggs, lgs6). The variability of soil
conductivity under natural conditions is expected to be much larger than the laboratory
tests.

Hysteresis of soil water functions may be significant in even stable and nonswelling soils
with the drying and wetting cycles of soils, particularly when soil water pressure head is
involved in the relationships. studies have shown that the hysteresis of hydraulic
conductivity expressed as a function of water content instead of water head, can be
neglected in many cases (Tarsma, 1970; Topp, 1971; Gillham et ar., r976).This aspect
favours hydrological modelling by applying water content related relationships. However,
hysteresis is not the only uncertainty with soil water properties, spatial and temporal
variations in soil water property may reach several orders of magnitude under field
conditions' It is obvious that using the infiItration and soil water retention models in a
catchment depend very much on deriving the catchment parameters of soil water property
from field and laboratory tests, which is a challenging task. A few point tests in the freld
may prove futile in an effort to estimate catchment soil water properties, and typical values
often have to be used in a catchment for practical reasons.

Infiltration and soil water retention are the most important factors for runoff generation, the
time and spatial distribution of runoff is dictated by the infiltration and soil water retention
processes' A proper evaluation and selection of the infiltration models should help for better
runoff modelling' however the differences may not be so apparent when using different
infiltration models as the infiltration parameters under catchment conditions are generally
much more variable.
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2.2.4 Precipitation

Precipitation is the primary input in the hydrological cycle. It is spatially and temporally very

variable. Precipitation is usually caused by ait convection, orographic lifting, convergence of
wind fields and frontal systems. The nature of the form, development and decay of the

rainfall process is less well understood as most other processes in the hydrological cycle. To
quantiff and predict a rainfall event is very difhcult, Traditionally raingauges are used for
rainfall measurement, and modelling relies on individual point rainfall records. However,

what is needed in modelling is usually an areal rainfall not a point rainfall. Techniques were

developed to average or extrapolate point rainfalls to areal rainfalls. The simplest methods

are simple arithmetic average, shortest distance, such as the Thiessen poþgon method, and

averaging from isohyetal maps. More complex techniques of surface frtting have been

introduced which include spline-surface fitting and kriging (Creutin et al., Igg2). A depth-

A¡ea-Duration curve can be used to show the total rainfall during a period, with rainfall

declining with the increase in area. A reduction factor curve can also be plotted when

extrapolating from a point rainfall to an areal rainfall (Rodrigues-Iturbe and Mejia, lg:l4).

All these methods are limited in that there are no reliable method in actually tracking the

rainfall as it happened in time and space.

Most research on rainfall has focused on the so called mesoscale system which varies from a

few square kilometres up to tens of thousands of square kilometres (Orlanski, Ig75).

Statistical methods are also used for areal rainfall distribution. This is done by using

correlations of a central 'key' raingauge to other raingauges (Sumner and Bonell, 19g6)

which may overestimate the effect of the 'key' station. The development of correlation

methods leads to regionalisation of precipitation areas to identify the regional and temporal

rainfall trends or characteristics, whether they are caused by frontal, monsoonal or
orographical factors. Principal components analysis and common factor analysis are used to
investigate the interdependence of variables of meteorological data (Willmott, l97g;
Baerring, 1987; Richman, 1986), but problems still remain for choosing models and model

structure (Richman, 1986, 1987; white et ar., r99l; Legates, l99l; Bonell and sumner,

1992)- These rainfall modelling methods are generally used to construct or model the

rainfall development, and are more useful for overall trending or statistical simulation rather

than the more specific hydrological forecasting.
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2.2.4.1 The Spatial and Temporal Distributíon of Precípitation

The spatial and temporal structures of a rainstorm can be modelled using stochastic models.

The incorporation of the physical structures of the raincells, their sizes, spacing,

development and decay are recent advancement in rainfall modelling (V/aymire et al., 1984;

Valdes, et al., 1985; Rodrigues-Iturbe et al., 1986, 1987). Eagleson (1984) used a

stochastic rainstorm model to estimate catchment rainfall using established raingauge

network records. Olsson et al. (1992) used a box counting method to study the time

invariant rainfall time series. These results are promising for extending the use of scarce

rainfall data as well as applying it to ungauged areas.

Although several studies (Niemczynowicz ,1987; Berndtsson and Niemczynowicz, 1988;

Ogden et al., 1995) showed the marked influence of storm movement on the shape of

hydrograph using gauged rainfall data to track the movement of rainfall. Few hydrological

studies however, can take the kinematics of rainfall or the movement of the rainstorm in a

catchment into account. The main conclusion was that reliable and objective storm tracking

methods are yet to be found and further studies were needed to extract wind movement

information from rainfall data, to understand better the spatial and temporal characteristics

of rainstorms, and to develop further the physically based rainfall models.

Much effort has addressed on the primary input of rainfall for hydrological forecasting.

Hudlow et al. (1981) pointed out that the uncertainty in the measurements, especially with

respect to precipitation, depends on the spatial and temporal averaging undertaken for a

particular hydrological requirement. After a number of experiments with a hydrological

model, 'Wilson et al. (1979) reported that it was clear that the spatial distribution of rainfall

has a marked influence on the behaviour of the runoff hydrograph. Collier (1985) found that

even in cases where the total depth of precipitation is correctly estimated by an existing

raingauge network, and even when the temporal character of the precipitation is accurately

recorded, there still could be serious errors in the total volume, peak and time-to-peak of

the estimated hydrograph when the spatial pattern of precipitation was not properly

represented in the input data. More recently Faures et al. (1995) analysed the effect of

spatial rainfall on runoff modelling on a 5 ha catchment. It was found that the coefficient of

variation of peak rate and runoff volume ranged 9-76Vo, and 2-65Vo respectively over eight
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storm events. It was concluded that uniform rainfall assumption could lead to large
uncertainties in runoff estimation. These errors have been found to be large in frontal
rainfall, and even greater for intense, localised convective storms. The spatial rainfall also

influences the distribution of soil moisture which then consequently affects the shape of the
hydrograph' Influence of storm temporal pattern on catchment response was found in Ball
(1994). So the issue of spatial rainfall has to be considered carefully for a chosen catchment

and rainfall events.

Remote sensing is increasingly used in many fields of hydrology for modelling as well as for
management purposes (Engman and Gurney, 1991).It also provides the potential for an

alternative way of areal rainfall monitoring, particularly for large areas. As more and more
weather satellites appear and the continued improvement of sensors mounted on them, there
is a growing need for hydrologists to take the advantage of the weather data for
hydrological modelling (Jackson and Le vine, 1996; ulaby et al., 1996; Njoku and

Entekhabi, 1996).

The potential of radar systems for making measurements of precipitation has been

recognised for many years and advances in computer technology, digital communications

and display systems have permitted real progress in the operational implementation of radar

systems in the last twenty years. It has been used for real time hydrological forecasting with
lumped and distributed model (Klatt and Schultz, 1983), urban drainage systems (Cluckie

and Tyson, 1989), and probable maximum flood estimation (Pessoa, 1989). However all
these works have been done on catchments of hundreds of square kilometres over large

rainfalls and thus could not be used to reveal the mechanism of rainfall on a smaller scale.

Small time and space measurements of rainfall by both the gauge network and radar is

found to be still limited by the time interval and space grid of the field but showed promising

results (Messaoud and Pointin, 1990).

2.2.5 RunoffGeneration

Horton's (1933) study showed that runoff was generated as a result of the rainfall intensity

exceeding the infiItration capacity at the soil surface, although there were contradictory field
observations by Hursh (1936) and Hursh and Brater (lg4L) at the time. The Horton theory
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dominated the research in runoff generation in the next few decades. It was not until the

1960s that new ideas from field studies, particularly from hillslope hydrological studies,

showed that the Horton theory of infiltration excess flow is a special case which mainly

applies to arid and semi-arid regions or in humid regions following human disturbances.

This is not the general case in humid tropical and temperate climates. In these areas it is the

saturation excess flow which was deemed to prevail (Hewlett, 196l; Hewlett and Herbert,

1963; Whipkey, 1965; Betson, 1964). It was found (Dunne and Black, 1970a, b; Dunne,

1978) that overland flow was generated on very small areas of the catchment, which were

labelled the saturation areas of the catchment. The storm hydrograph therefore consisted of

the flow from the direct precipitation on the saturated areas and the returned subsurface

flow from the soil surface at the lower end of the slope where the water table intersected the

ground surface. The return flow can run quickly to the stream at velocities 100-500 times

those of the subsurface flow, where the subsurface flow was observed to be too small, too

late, and too insensitive to the fluctuations of rainfall intensity (Dunne, 1978). However the

subsurface flow can be a dominant part of the storm hydrograph under certain conditions

such as the delayed flow from deposited volcanic materials (Dunne, 1978; Mosley, 1979).

These discoveries fundamentally changed the understanding of hydrological systems and

consequently their modelling. Recent field studies however, have shown that Hortonian

overland flow can occur even in undisturbed tropical forests (Wierda et al., 1989), which

has revealed the large range of both climatic and geographical conditions on runoff

generation.

Infiltration excess flow is different from saturation excess flow not only in the mechanism of

flow generation, but there are marked differences in other aspects such as the peak flow rate

and its timing, volume and the shape of the hydrograph. Dunne (1978) found that saturation

overland flow peaks are generally 4-10 times smaller than the Hortonian overland flow

because in the latter case overland flow is more spread over the catchment. Depending on

the dominance of subsurface flow, the lag time for the flow peak can be much longer and

the shape of the hydrograph much flatter for saturation flow than for Hortonian flow.

However, the rising limb of the saturation flow can occur soon after the onset of rainfall,

and reaching peak flow as fast as Hortonian flow under very wet catchment conditions.
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One of the major emphasises of the hillslope research has been on the hydraulic processes of
the soil profile. Most other processes have to react with the soil profile to influence runoff

generation, while the soil profile itself can be a major contributor to the development of the

hydrograph. The water and flow path inside the soil profile determines the subsurface flow

and partly the surface flow as well. Subsurface flow is closely related to saturation flow by

moving moisture to the saturation zones during dry periods, and by contributing to the

expansion of saturation zones during the rainfall periods, and contributing directly to the

overland flow by the returned flow. Soil saturation zones are deemed to happen in th¡ee

zones as outlined by Anderson and Burt (1990): in hillslope hollows where flow lines

converge into them; at the base of any slope; and in areas of reduced soil moisture storage.

Drainage areas and depression areas are identified as important soil moisture controlling

areas (Kirkby, 1978; o'Loughlin, 1986; Beven and Kirkby, 1979) which lead to many

distributed models using wetness indices to represent these areas. Western et al. (1996a, b)

recently developed an all terrain vehicle which can be used to identify the positions of plots

in the field to obtain soil moisture data, and then use the moisture data to evaluate wetness

index for the catchment, a significant advancement for evaluating wetness index in the field

though still limited by point data measurements and the lack of saturation indicators.

Hydraulic conductivity of the soil controls the infiltration process. Large hydraulic

conductivities in undisturbed forests and humid regions make it almost impossible for

Hortonian overland flow to occur in any significant way. Soil saturation is likely to occur in

thin soils and layered soils where hydraulic conductivity decreases considerably with depth.

Bonell (1991) showed that in the Babinda catchment in North East Queensland, saturated

conductivity reduced from 843 mm/h in the top 0.1 m to 60 mm/h in the second 0.1 rn, and

to 3.5 mm/h for the layer from 0.2 to 0.5 m. This agrees with the results from the study of
Nortcliffand Thornes (1981). It is apparent that large rainfalltherefore could saturate large

areas to generate saturation overland flow and subsurface flow in the top two layers of the

soil profile. Hortonian overland flow could also happen in the tropical forests as revealed in

recent studies, when the impeding layer is at the soil surface (Dubreil, 1985; Wierda et al.,

1989). The impeding layer at the surface is mostly caused by human disturbances of logging

with bulldozers and compaction by tractors on agricultural land (Spaans et al., 1989; prove,

I99I; Stace et al, 1968; Malmer, 1990). This compaction of soil surface increases the

possibility of Hortonian flow happening in these catchments. In undisturbed tropical forest
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where infiltration rates are very low, Hortonian flow can happen frequently as reported by

Wierda et al. (1989). These observations have expanded the general belief that infiltration
excess flow can only occur in arid to semi-humid climates (Dunne, l97g; 'Walsh, 

19g0).

Indeed the physical soil properties of swelling and contracting, rain drop compaction, the

mechanical properties of sediment deposition in the soil pores and the physico-chemical soil
properties of soil adsorption make the infiltration of water into soil a very complex process.

The mechanisms of runoff generation discussed above are a convenient simplihcation of the

processes which interest and serve the needs of hydrologists, particularly modelling needs.

In earlier hillslope studies, water flow through the soil profrle were studied as matrix flow
and flow through structured soils were mainly ignored (Hewlett and Hibbert, 196l;
Zaslavsky, l97O; Whipkey, 1965; Jones, IgTl). Flow through the soil matrix is generally

regarded as too slow to contribute to a storm hydrograph but generally is a significant part

of the recession limb of the hydrograph, and may form delayed flow as recognised by many

researchers (Weyman, 1973; Anderson and Burt, 1978; Burt and Butcher, l9g5).
Preferential flow through soil structures of macropores, pipes and cracks, root channels

were observed in the field when highly responsive subsurface flow to rainfall was found
(Germann, 1986; Robinson and Beven, 1983; Robinson et al., lgBZ). In these cases, water

must have been transmitted through the more effrcient soil structures rather than the

micropores of the soil matrix. It is generally believed that flow through soil involves two
domains: one referring to the macropores in which water is driven primarily by gravity, and

in the second domain water is subject to capillary forces of the micropores of the soil

matrix. Flow often starts in the macropores before the soil matrix is fully saturated. Fast

subsurface flow can occur as the replacement of water stored in the saturated zone or as

new water through preferential routes. Mosþ (1979) reported that subsurface flow
through macropores and root channels in steep slopes and shallow soils contributed

significantly to the storm flow, while later studies of Pearce et al. (1986) at the same sites

questioned the interpretation and presented the flow to be replacing ,old, water as

translatory flow. Flow in the macropores is usually modelled as kinematic flow in the

vertical and lateral directions.

Pipe flow is generally regarded as a larger version of macropore flow. Its role for
conducting runoff is similar to the macropore, which usually results in a much more rapid
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subsurface flow' Jones (1987) reported the significance of pipe flow in contributing to the
discharge of saturation runoff' He observed the role of pipes in enlarging the surface
contributing areas beyond the depression areas and with some of the pipe directions being
counter to the topography. wilson and smart (1984) observed that pipes occur in distinct
zones of the lower slopes and that water is conducted through the pipes from upslope zones
of highly permeable soil to the stream channel. It was proposed that pipes initially
developed from a network of mole burrows, modified by hydraulic activities and hence
forming an effrcient downslope water transmission network. pipe flow is believed to have a
transient capacity between saturated through flow and surface runoff under dry antecedent
conditions with low total volume and low intensity rainfall. under wetter conditions or for
more intense rainfall, the capacity of the saturated through flow is exceeded, initially pipe
flow, then fully surface flow occurs.

Macropore and pipe flows are rarely modelled in hydrological modelling. However they do
represent alternative ways of flow in the natural environment and expands our knowledge of
the natural flow systems. It seems likely from the above discussion that macropore and pipe
flows can be better approximated by saturation flow under wet conditions than by
Hortonian flow under dry conditions.

Isotopes are used to assist the understanding of the generation of runoff. These studies are
based on the assumption that the concentration of isotopes in water depends on the
residence time of water in that environment. If there is significant difference between waters
of different residents in a catchment, then the hydrograph may be separated as ,new, 

water
which is the storm water from precipitation, and 'old' water which is the water stored in the
soil profile before the storm and released during and following the peak of the storm. If
there is no significance between the two waters or that the significance is too variable in
space and time, then isotopes should not be used because they cannot be used efficiently.

It was the large proportion of 'old' water found in storm flow which attracted interests from
hydrologists (Pearce et al., 1986; Sklash et al., 1gg6; Rodh e, lggT;Robson and Neal, 1gg0,
l99l; Robson et al., 1992; Pionke et al., lg93). These studies not only provided new
evidence for the translatory water flow proposed by Hewlett and Hibber t (1g67),but were
advancing a new understanding of variable source flow which could provide a new method
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for contaminants and solute flow modelling. Other studies however indicated the dominance

of the storm water or 'new' water in the hydrograph (Bonell et al., 1990). McDonnell

(1989, 1990) who worked on the same catchment as Pearce et al. (1986), suggested that

rainfall water could quickly attain an 'old' water status because of the large water storage in

the soil compared to the individual storms and the quick mixing through cracks and pipes.

This explains the dominance of the 'old' water in the hydrograph. More research is

therefore needed to explain the large release of 'old' water during storms, which could be of

signif,rcance for solving river contamination problems as well as for runoff generation.

Overall flows in natural systems are complex and frequently need field investigations to

identiff the real happenings in a catchment. Few things can substitute a detailed catchrnent

investigation of cover, soils, infiltration and runoff generation mechanism, which should

generally form an important part for the understanding and modelling of runoff in a

catchment.

2,2,5.1 Representation of Surface Flow

Representation of flow in a channel is generally derived from continuity and momentum

equations known as the Saint Venant equations. The conditions for the derivation of the

Saint Venant equations usually include that the channel is prismatic, streamlines do not have

sharp curvatures, a uniform cross section velocity, and a small channel bottom slope. Under

these conditions, the one dimensional gradually varied unsteady Saint Venant equations can

be expressed as
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Where Q is discharge (m3ls), A is cross sectional area (m2), q¡ is the lateral flow (m3/s), y is

the mean depth of water (m), V is average flow velocity (rn/s), S, is the bed slope, 
^S¡ 

is the

friction slope, x is the flow direction (m) and t is time (s). Equation 2.I5 is called the
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continuity equation, and Equation2.I6 is called the momentum equation. Equation2.l6 can

also be called the full dynamic wave equation. The closed form of the Saint Venant

equations can only be solved anal¡ically under very simple conditions. Numerical methods

are generally needed to solve them as well as some simpler forms derived from thern Two

simpler forms of Equation 2.16 which are widely used are the diffrrsion wave and the

kinematic wave equation. The kinematic wave assumes steady uniform flow, thus neglecting

the local and convective acceleration terms or all items on the left hand side of Equation

2.16, leaving the bed slope equals the friction slope. The diffusion wave includes the

convective acceleration term or the spatial change in the flow depth, which is the first item

on the left hand side of Equation 2.16, but neglects the spatial and temporal velocity

changes or the second and third items on the left hand side.

Flow is basically governed by the effects of viscosity and gravity relative to the inertial

forces of the flow. Depending on the effects of viscosity relative to inertia, flow can be

laminar where water particles flow in definite flow lines, or turbulent where water particles

move in irregular paths, or transitional which is a mixed state of flow between the two. The

effects of the viscosity relative to inertia can be represented by the Reynolds number, R, as

VL
2.17R"

u

'Where V is flow velocity , L is a characteristic length, and u is kinematic viscosity of the

fluid (m2ls). 'When hydraulic radius is used to replace L in free-surface flows, the right hand

side of Equation 2.I7 is usually multiplied by 4. Laminar flow occurs when R" < 500

(Chow, 1959; Moore and Foster, 1990), turbulent flow occurs when R" > 2000 (Chow,

1959) or when R, > 5000 (Moore and Foster, 1990) depending on the roughness of

surfaces, with transitional flow R, in between the laminar and turbulent flow. The laminar,

turbulent and transitional flow can be expressed by the relationship of Reynolds number and

the friction factor of the Darcy-Weisbach formula

f _ 8sRS

v2

Where/is the friction coeffrcient, R is the hydraulic radius, S is the bed slope

2.18
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The friction coefficient and Reynolds number relationship can be expressed as

3t

2.19

Where Kand t are constants. For laminar flow ¿ = 1, and Kis between 14 for triangular
channels and24 for smooth rectangular channels, and between 33 and 60 in rough channels.

For turbulent flow, * = 0.25 and K = 0.223 for Blasius equation (Chow, 1959) and for R,
between 750 and 25,000. Most of the studies have shown that Equation 2.19 is consistent
with experiments (Horton et al., 1934; Shen and Li,I973;Turner et a1.,197g; Roels, l9g4).
However, the f-R" relationship can be very variable under different experiments. Abrahams
et al' (1986) found a log-quadratic relationship for/-R, on desert hillslopes for the two basic
shapes of upward convex and negative sloping. Various/-R¿ relations were given in a more
recent study (Abrahams et al., lgg4). Savat (19g0) showed that f = 96/R" is correct only
with smooth surfaces, and observed laminar flow when R" < 2440 under laboratory
conditions which was significantly larger than most other laboratory studies. Under natural
conditions Roels (1984) found the opposite with laminar flow occurring only when R, < 100
on prerill and rill conditions. shen and Li (1973) found that when R, < 900, / is a function
of both R, and rainfall intensity, becoming a function of R, only when R" > 2o0o for a range
of tests of t26 < R, < 12,600. Turner et al. (1978) demonstrated that most flows through
vegetation are a mixture of laminar and turbulent flow with R" reaching at least 10,000.
Research has shown that (Morgali, 1970) laminar flow can happen as sheet flow only for
planar areas such as airfields and heavily vegetated surfaces, which may shift to turbulent
flow with increased flow concentration. Under most held conditions, flow can be adequately
estimated with a constant / value (Foster et al., 1968; Podmore and Huggins, 19g0). In
most natural environment, it is more likely that turbulent flow would generally occur
particularly with increased flow concentration.

The flow velocity of uniform turbulent flow can be expressed as

V = CR'SY
2.20
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Where.r ârld v are components, C is a factor of flow resistance, and ,S is energy slope which

is usually approximated by bed slope for practical purposes. A number of uniform flow

formulae have been developed, the most well known ones are the Chezy and Manning

formulae which are widely used for practical applications. However, it should be

understood that when applied to natural streams, these uniform flow formulae are only

approximations of the usually nonuniform and unsteady flows in the strearns. The Chezy

formula is expressed as

V = CJRS

Various formulae were developed to calculate the resistance factor C in the Chezy formula

(Chow, 1959). The Manning formula is usually expressed as

2.2r

') ))
r ?L

V =!R3.S2
n

Where n is Manning's roughness coefficient. Comparing Equations2.2l and,2.Z2,it can be

seen that

rl
C='R6 2.23n

which provides an important relationship between Manning's n and Chezy's C. The value of
Manning's n is highly variable for natural channels as well as for land surfaces. It is

influenced by the surface roughness, vegetation, channel shapes and obstruction, stages and

discharges, seasonal changes, as well.as slopes for upland catchments. Tables of Manning's

n fot a variety of channels and photos of channels with corresponding n values are found in

Chow (1959) and Chaudhry (1993).

Loukas et al. (1996) performed a linear regression between Manning's n and water surface

slope ,S, using data from 42 mountainous watersheds across the USA with mean stream

slopes ranging from 0.002 to 0.04, and obtained the relationship which explained 73Vo of
data shown below
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n = 0.0326 + 1.3041 S, 2.24

This relationship shows the dependence of Manning's n on the slope gradient of small

mount ainous catchments.

Resistance representation of overland shallow flow

'When applying resistance equations to overland flow or slopes, some important factors need

to be carefully considered. The slope length, gradient, shapes and flow depth influence the

flow resistance, resulting in significant differences from flow in channels. For kinernatic

overland flow, the momentumequation is often defined by

Q=ah^ 2.25

'Where 4 is the discharge per unit width 1m2ls), a is a coeffrcient depending on bed

roughness, slope and viscosity, and . is an exponent depending on laminar or turbulent

flow. For laminar flow with R, calculated by Equation 2.17, a = 8gS/(Ku ), m = 3; for

turbulent flow ø = ((8gSrK-ro-o 25)0's7 
, or= 1.71. For shallow turbulent overland flow using

Manning's equation, where the hydraulic radius can be approximated by the depth of flow,

a, = n-r Srt2 , ^= 513.

Manning's n for different land surfaces are found in Engman (1986). These values are

generally significantly larger than the channel resistance values. Large ranges of n values

exist even for simila¡ surfaces, which could significant influence the hydrograph. Therefore

for overland flow estimation, the Manning's n are frequently obtained by fitting with

hydrographs.

Overland flow is usually routed as broad sheet flow, rill or gully flow if rill and gully are

observed in the field. Overland flow representations are still very empirical and very general,

and there are limited tools to describe the complexities of flow on land surfaces. The present

formulae used to describe the overland flow have serious limitations such as the uniform

flow assumption, which can hardly occur under most field conditions.
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2.2,5.2 Representation of Subsurface Flow

Subsurface flow is sometimes referred to as flow in the porous media. It represents an

important flow process which interact with the surface flow and can significantly contribute

to the total flow. Subsurface flow may not contribute greatly to the storm flow except in

cases of preferential flow or in deep profiles with high hydraulic conductivity. More

importantly it can be directly associated with runoff generation areas by way of returned

flow emerging from the soil profile. The basic flow in vertical direction through an infinitely

deep uniform soil profile can be represented by the Richards' equation (Equation 2.10).

Horizontal flow can be described by the equation of water diffusion into a semi-infinite

column, assuming initially uniform moisture as

d0a
2.26

ùãx

'Where 0 is the volumetric moisture content, r is the time, x is horizontal distance, S(0) is

the capillary suction, and K(0) is the hydraulic conductivity. The hydraulic conductivity as

a function of moisture content needs to be defined to solve Equation 2.26 unde'l simple

conditions.

It is found that flow through soil often takes preferential paths such as macropores and

pipes which cannot be described by the Richards' equation. Much effort has been put into

the research of the preferential flow, its relationship to the soil water properties of the

surrounding matrix and the transport of solute and suspended sediments through the

macropores (Germann, 1990). However, renewed efforts are required to couple spatially

discrete flow and preferential flow pathways, and apply these principles to catchment runoff

and erosion modelling.

2.2.6 CatchmentHydrologicalModels

Modern hydrological modelling starts with Horton (1933) with his infiltration and runoff

generation theory, and Sherman (1932) with his unit hydrograph for runoff routing. Since

6@ry)
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digital computer was developed in the 1950s, hundreds of hydrological models have been

developed to study the processes of runoff, catchment management and water quality

problems. Most processes were studied in deterministic ways especially for catchment

runoff studies. However, the nature of these process are generally of deterministic and/or

stochastic. The deterministic method has a long history in hydrological analysis though few

systems are purely deterministic ones. It is generally believed that hydrological processes

are a combination of deterministic and stochastic processes with one usually dominating.

Yevjevich (1974) stated that

The input of solar energy at the upper atmosphere is a deterministic (periodic) process.

The input of solar energy as measured on the earth's surface is a perperiodic-stochastic

process. The upper atmosphere solar periodic process ßjjl.t,e!- by the perperiodic i
stochastic process of the gyagity of the atmosphere for solar energy. The areal distribution

of solar energy input on the earth's surface is a highly stochastic process.

Therefore as a result of the nature of hydrological processes, hydrological models can

usually be divided into two groups of deterministic models and stochastic models. This does

not mean that in a comprehensive model only deterministic methods are used or vice versa.

It is quite proper to use the two different methods to describe different processes of the

hydrological cycle according to their relative deterministic properties.

Most modellers assume that catchment hydrological processes are deterministic processes

(Blackie and Eeles, 1985), and the vast majority of catchment hydrological models are

therefore deterministic ones. Deterministic models can be divided into black box models,

lumped catchment models or conceptual models, variable source area or partial area

models, and distributed models. The following sections briefly review these model types,

2.2.6.1 Black Box Models

Black box models are those which deal with the inputs and outputs of the processes and

disregard the real processes or physical processes pertaining to the system. The inputs are

related to the outputs with either regression, unit hydrograph or some other mechanisms.

Black box models do not aim at describing any physical processes, but aim at which input
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values generate what sort of outputs. As a result these models are frequently very accurate

in modelling time series data and still have widespread use today. However they have little

predictive ability beyond the site where the models are initiated and can rarely be transferred

to other catchments.

2,2.6.2 Lurnped Conceptual Models

Conceptual modelling lies between the black box and physically based modelling. It models

the physical processes in a simplified way by using a linear or nonlinear function to

represent the processes with some physical meaning. Because of the complexities of the

physical processes, representation of these processes in detail was beyond the capacity of

both computation and data collection at the early stages of conceptual modelling in the

1960s and 1970s. Lumping of parameters on a catchment or at subcatchment scale were

deemed necessary for modelling. No account was given for the details inside the catchment

or the subcatchment such as rainfall, soils, or vegetation. These were generally represented

by parameters. As a result, these models are also called parametric models. One of the early

lumped conceptual models is the Stanford Watershed Model (Linsley and Crawford, 1960)

which estimates daily flow from daily rainfall using infiltration, unit hydrograph and

recession functions. It was later developed to estimate hourly flow variables (Crawford and

Linsley, 1966) and further developed into the Hydrologic Simulation Program (Johanson et

al., 1980). Another lumped conceptual model known as the 'tank' model was developed by

Sugawara (1961) which simulates flow in a series of linear reservoirs in vertical and

horizontal directions. These models rely on the experience of the modeller, and trial and

error to best fit the observed hydrographs initially, although automatic fitting of parameters

has been developed subsequently (Dawdy and O'Donnell, 1965).

2.2.6.3 Vøriable Source Area Models

Variable source area models were developed as a result of hillslope studies of the 1960s.

This was a major achievement in the studies of the mechanisms of the runoff generation. In

the studies of the first and second order catchment in humid and forested areas, Hortonian

overland flow was no longer regarded as the dominant form of runoff generating
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mechanism. Instead various studies showed that very small areas, chiefly the channel areas,

depression areas, shallow soil areas and hollow areas of the catchment, were actually runoff

source areas where overland flow originated and surbsurface flow converged. Modelling

approaches were then based on the topographical features of the catchment, and the

catchment was no longer looked upon as uniform throughout. Mathematical models using

equations such as the Richards' equation were used for simulating the subsurface flow. This

was a step forward toward a more physical approach in catchment hydrological modelling

compared to the lumped conceptual models mentioned earlier. For the hrst time perhaps,

catchment runoff prediction can be done based on a better understanding of the catchment

properties without curve fitting or extensive calibration as before.

A Variable Source Area Simulator (VSASI) was developed and tested on a 38.4 ha

catchment in USA (Troendle, 19S5) without calibration. Twelve storms were chosen for the

test and the results showed remarkably good simulation. However, when the model was

used on another catchment, the model failed to perform because of some computation

problems with VSASI (Lefkoff, 193l). A revised version of the model called VSAS2, was

tested on another catchment and showed less impressive results. The errors were attributed

to the lack of spatial resolution of topography, soil and other physical parameters, and a

lack of accuracy in initial soil water content estimations (Troendle, 1985). Both problems

still exist when using this type of modelling today. Hillslope studies are generally based on

very detailed studies of the soils, vegetation and their hydrological properties, but these are

rarely available for even a second order catchment. The size or scale of a catchment as

compared to a hillslope can be so large that the methods obtained in hillslope studies are

difhcult to apply directly to the catchment. However, the principles used and conclusions

reached in hillslope studies can often be effectively incorporated in catchment hydrological

modelling.

2.2.6.4 Dístributed Models

The distributed models refer to physically based distributed models. A physically based

model is one that describes the hydrological processes based on a fum understanding of the

laws of physics which are well tested as true interpretations of nature. In other words, the

hydrological processes can be represented by mathematical equations of space and time
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variances. However, not all the processes involved in a distributed model can or need to be

represented by mathematical equations because of the complexities of the processes

involved. Some empirical representations are almost an indispensable part for practical

modelling, such as using the Manning's equation for flow calculation. Generally a

distributed model involves solving partial differential equations for the main processes,

development of a spatial discretisation of the catchment, using spatially distributed

parameters, and distributed inputs and outputs.

A spatially distributed catchment model has attributes for solving real world problems that

other types of models have difFrculty matching. A distributed model usually has four distinct

features of: forecasting the effects of land-use changes, spatially distributing inputs and

outputs, estimating pollutants and sediment transport inside a catchment, and forecasting for

ungauged catchments.

Because of the distributed nature of the variables, environmental changes in a catchment can

be better represented. The spatially measurable parameters would allow a rnodel to be

transferred to other catchments which may not require information for calibration at all.

A number of models have been developed since the 1960s including some partial area

models and quasi-physical models (Griend et al., 1985; Loague, 1990; Loague and Freeze,

1985; Hornberger et al., 1985; Lee and Delleur, 1976; Binley et al., 1989; Band, 1986;

Abbott et al., 1986a, 1986b; Moore et al., 1988; Moore and Grayson, 1991). Some of the

more well known ones include the System Hydrologique Europeen (SHE) model developed

in Denmark, France and Britain (Beven et al., 1980), the Small Watershed Model (SWAM,

Decoursey, 1982), and the Institute of Hydrology Distributed Model (IHDM, Morris,

1980). The research on SHE has shown some encouraging achievements in applying the

model to various catchments around the world (Bathurst and O'Connell, 1994), however

problems remain to be solved for process representation, scale effects, data provision, and

to extend the model to a decision support system.

Recently, an erosion and sedimentation protocol was added to the SHE model (V/icks and

Bathurst, 1996), making it a more comprehensive package for distributed modelling, but

field and catchment validation of the sediment protocol is yet to be performed.
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Although distributed models have apparent advantages over other kinds of models, the

challenges of data requirements for catchment distributed variables need to be effectively

tackled for their wider application. Further development in technology is likely to proceed

and overcome some of the present day diffrculties.

2.2.6.5 Digital Tenain Models

A digital terrain model (DTM) is an ordered array of numbers that represent the spatial

distribution of terrain attributes, and a digital elevation model (DEM) is an ordered array of

numbers that represent the spatial elevations above some arbitrary datum in a landscape.

DEMs are a subset of DTMs although they are often used indiscriminately to represent the

land surface. Digital elevation models were developed as part of distributed models in

combination with the recent advances in using the Geographical Information Systems

(GISs). Land surface attributes are increasingly stored in GIS databases which provide an

easy access for users. Catchment topography and other landuse information can be

increasingly integrated into hydrological modelling through this medium. Topography has

long been recognised as playing a very important role in hydrological models as suggested

by the hillslope studies in the last few decades, and is the only catchment property that most

detailed information is generally available for distributed modelling. Digital elevation models

incorporate the topographical properties of the catchment hillslopes, the aspects, the shapes,

the convexity and concavity, enabling partition of the catchment into small elements or

grids, which then allows input and output at element scale. The variables such as flow rate,

velocity and flow depth can be obtained at element scale for modelling nonpoint as well as

point sources of sediment and nutrient transport.

Three types of digital elevation models are commonly used in hydrological and

environmental modelling. These are the grid-based models, the triangular-irregular-

networks (TINs), and the contour-based models. The grid based models are more widely

used than the other two because its regular grid basis makes data storage and interfacing

more easily. Disadvantages of this approach include lack of precision in specific areas such

as abrupt elevation changes. The TINs usually sample surface specific points, including

peaks, ridges, and breaks in slope. These are formed as an irregular network of points

stored as a set of x, y, and z coordinates together with pointers to their neighbours in the
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net' The contour-based models have the advantage that their element areas are based on the
way water flows over the surface. with streamlines orthogonal to the contours, the flows
are one dimensional' As the flow routes are fundamentally important in hydrological and
sedimentation modelling in a catchment, the ability to identi$r the flow pattern more
accurately in a catchment is believed to be a unique aspect of this type of model. The
contour based systems as well as the TINs have the problem of irregularity which may make
data interfacing a difflrcult issue.

Two of the more recently developed digital terrain models are the TopMoDEL (Quinn et
al'' 1991) and the ToPoG model (Information from the Interner, l99g). TopMoDEL is an
updated version of a previously distributed model modified to accommodate the digital
terrain development (Beven and Kirkby, 1979; Beven and wood, r9g3). Both models
recognise the controls of topography on flow paths and source areas, and both models use
topographical indices or wetness indices to represent soil moisture distribution, saturation
or source areas of the catchment. In their present forms, TopMoDEL is aimed at storm
hydrograph prediction (Iorgulescu and Jordan,lgg4), while TopoG is basically used for
soil moisture distribution prediction under steady state conditions (Nandakumar et al.,
1994) with storm hydrograph prediction protocol recently added.

TAPES-C and THALES (Moore and Grayson, 1991) are a set of contour-based digital
terrain models developed for storm modelling which is discussed in detail in chapter 4.

The last few decades of development in catchment hydrology has seen a growing trend of
the convergence of approaches in the study of the hydrological processes. Modelling now
can involve both mechanisms of infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff generation.
The results of hillslope studies and tracer or isotope studies are increasingly used in
hydrological modelling. v/ater quality and soil erosion are becoming parts of many
hydrological models. These developments involve many aspects of new discoveries and new
methods in catchment hydrology which all contribute to a convergence of hydrological
modelling.

A growing trend in hydrological modelling is to develop comprehensive models covering
many aspects of hydrology, water quality, erosion and sedimentation, which are more user
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friendly and flexible in model structure, and can be used in the majority of climatic and

geographical regions. Some are able to be incorporated with digital terrain networks or GIS

packages. However, a model or a model parcel which is flexible and versatile, providing a

basic platform and allow users to add new protocols and to choose more complex or

simpler processes in modelling according to the availability of data and practical situations,

is yet to be developed. The choices and intervention by users within a comprehensive model

are important in solving their specific problems if such a model is to be used widely. In most

cases hydrologists and model developers have to develop their own models incorporating

with existing ones to suit their own needs, this may not be easy as most of the existing

models are not developed in such a way that new protocols can be conveniently added,

frequently a user or developer have to go through the original code line by line in an effort

to understand the code first, before making any additions and modifications.

2.3 EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION

This is the second major part of this chapter covering the review of soil hydrological

properties associated with erodabiJity and erosivity, forms of erosion and deposition, soil

detachment and transport, and erosion and sedimentation modelling.

2.3.1 Soil Properties

Soil structure and its aggregate are important factors influencing the erodability of a soil.

Aggregation of soils depends chiefly on the cohesiveness of fine particles and on natural

forces that organise and retain them in specific structural units. Aggregations of particles

usually take place on two levels of micro-aggregation and macro-aggregation. The agents

for soil binding are clay minerals, sesquioxides, organic components and biota. These

components usually work together to aggregate soil particles.

Micro-aggregates are usually less than 250 ¡tm in size and are stable due to cementing

agents such as sesquioxides and organic matters. Compounds generated by microorganisms

and roots can also act as bonding glue for micro-aggregates. Other mineral fractions in the

soil can also have a strong influence on aggregation. Macro-aggregates are combinations of
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micro-aggregates by different mechanisrns which are usually larger than 250 pm n sae.

Macro-aggregates are generally not as strongly bonded as micro-aggregates and as a result,

are less stable than micro-aggregates.

Suspended soil particles in water tend to disperse or flocculate depending on the colloidal

chemical and electrical properties. The degree of flocculation is determined by the attraction

and repulsion among the particles. Attraction among clay particles are effective only at very

close distances. Dispersion and flocculation are constant processes until they reach an

equilibrium state. The bonding of particles by flocculation is not very strong and the

flocculated particles are not very stable compared to more stable soil aggregates.

2.3.2 Erodability and Erosivity

Erodability is a soil characteristic, a measure of the soil's susceptibility to detachment and

transport by the erosive agents such as water. Erodability of a soil is influenced by a

combination of factors including soil texture, structure, organic matter, clay mineralogy and

chemical constituents. Soil erodability changes with the soil surface conditions of water

moisture, temperature and physical perturbations such as ploughing, seasons and crops.
'When the topsoil is eroded, the sublayer of soil may have different resistance to erosion

agents timiting the scale and intensity of erosion or vice versa.

Soil texture is deemed to have an important influence on erosion. Sandy soils are less

bonded and can be more easily detached but less easily transported than silt soil. Clay soils

may not be easily detached but subject to larger erosion because of surface sealing or

crusting resulting in more runoff. Silt soil has the greatest potential for severe erosion

because it can be easily detached and transported. The greatest erosion is found in silt loess

soils in the Yellow River basin, China (V/alling, 1994).

Soil structure and its strength are important soil properties which are a measure of its

resistance to soil dispersion and detachment. Stability of aggregates or binding of particles

to rainfall impact and the abrasive force of flow are essential factors resisting erosion. The
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high degree of crusting and lack of soil strength in soils of low organic matter lead to high

water erosion in arid climates (Lal, 1990).

Soil profile characteristics, the soil bulk density, pore size distribution, and total porosity,

and its hydrologic properties of retaining and transmit water through the profrle influence

soil erosion directly and indirectly. Vegetation growth on the soil surface reduces the

erodability of the profile. Different depths and properties of soil horizons may also influence

the erosion of the profile. Soil erodability is also influenced by the topography of a

catchment, geometry of hillslopes, and a variety of land management, crop management

activities (Lal, 1990).

Erosivity is the measure of the ability of erosive agents such as rainfall acting upon soil

causing detachment and transport. Rainfall and runoff are two primary agents for soil

detachment. Rainfall intensity is often found to be the dominant factor for detachment in

overland sheet flow areas. Rainflow which is the flow under the influence of rainfall, can

increase the amount of detachment compared to that by either rain or flow acting

individually under certain conditions (Moss and Green, 1983). Flow erosivity depends on

the shear stress applied to soil which is controlled by the flow velocity and flow depth.

Increases in flow velocity and flow depth accompanied by concentrated flow can increase

many fold the detachment of sheet flow which is believed to have little detachment

capability (Ellison, 1944). Erosivity may interact with erodability, the quantification of

which are usually averaged values over long period of time.

2.3.3 Forms of Erosion and Deposition

Erosion generally takes the form of sheet, rill or gully, channel erosion plus mass movement.

Deposition happens when the sediment concentration exceeds the sediment transport

capacity. The following is a brief introduction of the forms of erosion and their deposition.

2.3.3.1 Sheet or Interríll Erosion

Interrill erosion refers to the erosion by rainfall and sheet flow in intenill areas which may

be accompanied by rainflow in these areas. Sheet erosion is frequently increased under the
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influence of raindrop impact which may increase the interrill sediment transport capacity
(V/alker et al., 1977). Soil particles need to be first detached either by sheet flow or
raindrops or a combination of the two, and then transported by the same processes. Interrill
erosion is usually the least obvious in all erosion forms.

2.3.3.2 Ríll Erosion

Rills are described as small channels with cross sectional dimensions of a few centimetres to
a few tens centimetres. Rill erosion is quite observable in the field. Rill erosion involves

concentrated flow and sediment transport. The depth and velocity of flow can be 50 and 10

times higher respectively compared to those of sheet flow (Young and 'Wiersma, lg73),

enabling rills to transport much more sediment than inter¡ills. Sediment detached in intenill
¿ueas may ultimately be transported by rill flow into the channel network. The appearances

of rills are clear indications of a more severe erosion.

2.3.3.3 Gully Erosion

Gullies are larger rills that cannot be removed by normal tillage operations on agricultural

fields' In some areas' gullies represent deep incised, u-shaped or v-shaped large severe

channel erosions which can be seen in many parts of the world (Selby, lgg4). The chief
features of gullies are their steep walls, flat floors, and their incision into weak sediments

and soils. Gully incision into weak materials which are often fine-grained, late Cenozoic,

terrestrial sediments that have been subjected to little or no consolidation by overburdens

and few or no lithification processes, is a major form of gully erosion. A second form of
gully erosion is developed in weak argillic rocks, often in channels through which debris

flows and mudflows occur. The causes of gully erosion are complex and not well
understood. They are usuaþ related to one or more of the changes of channel slopes,

removal of vegetation and concentrated flow. Headcutting may cause increases in local

slope, flows from road and other constructions not drained properly cause concentrated

flows. Plunge pool erosion and bank collapse may develop with gully sidening, deepening

and lengthening. Materials eroded from gullies are usually deposited in short distances from
the gully erosion sites, provided they are not carried away by the stream flow. There is
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usually very little sorting or particle differentiation during the transport inside the gully

system (Selby, 1994).

2.3.3.4 Mass Movement a.nd other Forms of Erosion

Mass movement refers to the materials moving under the influence of gravity. There are

usually four types of mass movement: debris slide, debris avalanche, debris flows, and

mudflows (Lal, 1990). A decrease in shear stress and an increase in shear resistance lead to

hillslope failures on steep slopes. Falls from the slope are usually associated with rocks or

soil undercut by erosion; slides are more often mudslides of slow moving masses; debris

flows involve the movement of a wet mixture of granular solids, clay, water, and air. Mass

movement occurs when the land-climate-vegetation equilibrium is disturbed by

deforestation, fire, overgrazing, construction, farming, mining practices and other human or

natural activities (Lal, 1990; Selby, 1994). Other forms of erosion such as piping or tunnel

erosion caused by subsurface flow are found in Anderson and Burt (1990).

2,3.4 Soil Detachment

Soils need to be detached before they can be transported, or being detached and transported

at the same time in the case of rain splashing. Detachment estimation is perhaps most

important for Australian soil erosion and sedimentation estimations (O1ive and Rieger,

1984). Detachment through rainfall and flow and their interaction is described below.

2.3.4.1 Detachment by Rainfall Impact

Raindrops are the primary agent for soil erosion causing the detachment of soil particles

from their original positions. Falling raindrops carry with them the kinetic energy and

momentum, acting like small bombs exploding on the soil surface. The splashing upon the

soil surface causes the breakdown of clods and soil aggregates to individual soil particles

and smaller aggregates to spread over the soil surface which in turn would be carried away

by surface flow. The splashing has been captured using speed photography (Ghadiri and
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Payne, 1980, 1988). Soil particles splattered can move up to 1.5 m horizontally from their

original positions, with the distance of splash being often further down the slope than up the

slope. Soil detachment is affected by the soil water conditions of the clods. With the wetting

of soil clod, the soil moisture potential increases, soil strength decreases, and its particles

can be more easily detached and spattered (Lal, 1990). Entrapped air in soil may contribute

to the detachment at the soil surface (Badrashi et al., 1981). For relatively dry soil, the

wetting process contributes to the detachment by releasing energy when soil water potential

changes (Lal, 1990).

Many researchers have found that for a given amount of rainfall, high rainfall intensities

produce more splashes than rain at lower intensities. Detachment by rainfall has been

expressed as a power function of rainfall intensity (Meyer and Wischmeier, 1969)

D, oIb 2.27

Where D, is splash detachment rate (kg/m2 s), .I is rainfall intensity (mm/h), and a, b are site

specific constants with b ranging from 1.5 to 2.2, and a value of 2 frequently used. Other

factors such as slope, management and cover factors can be added separately to Equation

2.27 (Foster,1982).

Splash detachment can also be expressed as a power function of kinetic energy which takes

a form similar to Equation 2.27 with the exponent b close to 1. Al-Durrah and Bradford

(1981) observed that splash detachment can be expressed as a linear function of the ratio of

kinetic energy E (J) (Nm) to soil shear strength o (N/m'z) (Where E=I/2mv2,n is the mass

(kg), and v is the velocity (n/s))

2.28

Where a and b are constants.

Similarly, splash detachment can also be expressed as a power function of momentum (-
mv) and number of raindrops per unit area (Park et al., 1980). This is because both raindrop
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kinetic energy and momentum can be expressed as a power function of rainfall. These

expressions are therefore basically the same, but the rainfall intensity is easier to obtain than

the other two variables, and so Equation 2.27 is more widely used than other forms of
rainfall detachment.

Equation 2.27 can be added with other factors influencing detachment process such as a

slope factor. Bryan (1979) developed a regression equation for downslope splash with R2 =

0.63 as

D, = O.79+ 0.0285 - 0.000752 2.29

'Where 
,S is the slope angle in degrees. This is a purely regression and care is needed with

high slope degrees when the factor returns negative values. Studies of Savat (1981) showed

that splash detachment increases as a power function of the sine of the slope with the

exponent equal to 1.9. Other studies showed similar relationships with the exponents of

0.69 (Moeyersons and De Ploey, 1976) and 0.8 (Mosley, 1974). As these studies were done

with specihc soils, it is common to see the parameter variations.

Research has also shown that slope gradient may have little or no influences on splash

downslope (Farmer, 1973; Morgan, 1978: Quansah, 19Sl). This is because the down slope

splash is also influenced by other factors such as soil structure and vegetation, which

interact with each other and making the impact of slope factor less apparent on splash

detachment.

2.3,4.2 Detachment by Interrill Flow

Detachment by overland sheet flow or interrill flow is shown to be minor compared to the

detachment by raindrops (Ellison, 1944; Young and'Wiersma, 1973; 'Walker et al., 1977;

Parsons and Abrahams, 1992). Parsons and Abrahams (1992) set up a large plot 18 m wide

and 35 m long with slope gradients ranging from 0 to 4.5 degrees for interrill sediment

removal tests. They concluded that since surface shrubs are decades of age, overland flow

lines therefore must remain fxed for decades, because if significant flow detachment had
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occurred, the flowlines would have become significantly incised over such a long period of

time. However, no signs of any incision on the plot was observed. The reason for the small

detachment rate by interrill overland flow was believed to be due to the thin depths of

mostly laminar flow occurring in interrill areas, which were not able to overcome the soil

resistance to initiate or entrain substantial soil particles. As a result of such investigations, it

is generally accepted that detachment is predominantly by raindrops in interrill areas.

However, it has been reported that overland flow detachment increases more rapidly than

raindrop detachment with slope gradient (Quansah, 1981). The relative contribution to the

detachment by overland flow and splash is influenced by soil type and slope steepness. The

detachment of clay and clay loam is more sensitive to increases in discharge than to slope

steepness (Quansah, 1985). Raindrop detachment reaches a maximum when slope steepness

is 3:1, and decreases with increasing slope steepness thereafter (Foster and Meyer, 1975).

Therefore on these slopes, detachment by overland flow may become more important than

rain drop impact.

Detachment by overland flow can be enhanced by raindrop impact (Moss and Green, 1983).

Raindrops increase the turbulence which in turn increases both detachment and spattering.

Parmer (1965) reported that soil splash generally increases with the overland flow depth up

to a threshold approximately equal to the diameter of the impacting raindrop. Park et al.

(1982) found a sharply decrease of the splash as water depth increased to over one drop

diameter. Mutchler and Larson (1971) found relatively less effect on splash when the water

depth was over three times drop diameter. Maximum detachment was found when the flow

was between one-third and one-fifth of drop diameter (Mutctrler and Young, 1975). The

depth of overland flow seems to have significant influence on interrill detachment, when it is

shallow, say less than a drop diametre, then the raindrop impact is the driving force of

detachment, when the flow depth is over a few drop diametres, flow becomes the major

force for detachment. It therefore can be concluded that the mechanism of detachment can

vary considerably throughout a storm event.

2.3.4.3 RillDetachment

Rills are usually discontinuous, sometimes having no connection to a stream channel system,

and are often obliterated between one storm and the next, or even during a storm when the
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supply of sediment from splash on interrill areas, or collapse of rill walls, or liquefaction of

the bed and walls, exceeds the transport capacity of the rill flow. Rills occur on slopes

steeper than 2 to 3 degrees (Selby, 1994). Studies have shown that rill initiated when

Froude number reached 2.8 without rain and 2.3 with rain, but the th¡eshold fell to 1.2 on

saturated cohesionless soils (Savat and De Ploey, I9SZ). Rill initiation begins when critical

shear stress and critical flow rate is met. Since flow in rills are concentrated, rill flow is

much faster and deeper than sheet flow. The velocity and depth of flow in a rill exert shear

stress on the sides and bottom of the rill which causes more severe soil detachment than

sheet flow. Rill erosion can be observed clearly compared to sheet erosion and can be

therefore deemed as a major detachment mechanism in soil erosion. Shear velocity increases

from sheet flow to rill flow and once the shear velocity reaches a threshold value, which

varies with different studies (Govers, 1985; Foster, L982), detachment and transport

processes start to increase rapidly. Rill depth keeps increasing until a soil resistant layer is

reached, at the same time the rill widens by headcuts and undercutting of rill walls.

Topography and soil properties are important factors affecting rill detachment. Rill

detachment is usually represented by (Foster, I9S2)

Dr=a(tr-îrr)u 2.30

with

¡=yRS 2.31

Where D, is the rill erosion detachment capacity rate (kg/m2 s), ø is the flow shear stress

1N/m2), and N 
", 

is critical shear stress (N/m2), a and ¿ are fitted parameters. Z is density of

water (N/m'), R is hydraulic radius (m) and,S is slope of rill bottom.

A single rill erosion study with 64 mm/h rainfall and no canopy gives the rill detachment

equation with the following parameter values (Foster, I9S2)

D, = ll.4 (r - 4.78¡Los 2.32
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In many catchment studies, a and r", h Equation 2.3O arc calibrated and ¿ is set to 1, 1.10

or 1.5 depending on different situations. In some studies ø., is omitted. Wischmeier et al.

(1974) derived the rill erosion equation as:

D, =83.7 KrTr'5 C, 2.33

Since the critical shear stress was eliminated, the power of shear stress was raised to 1.5.

The value of 83.7 is an averaged value and can be refmed by calibration. K. is the soil

erodability factor for rill erosion (kg hA{ m2), and C, is a cover and management factor for

rill erosion, both factors being from the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) which will be

described later in the chapter. The exponent of ø in Equation 2.33 can be increased or

reduced by Il3 according to the susceptibility of rill rilling. It should be noted that the

derivation of the parameter values relies on specific rainfall intensity and canopy cover, and

in a real catchment these parameters will need to be calibrated.

Equation 2.33 can be readily used for catchment rill modelling. However, using the shear

stress as the dominant factor for rill erosion in a catchment is often not very appropriate as

the shear stress calculation requires accurate shapes of rills which is generally not available

to a catchment modeller. On the other hand the runoff or flow information can usually be

obtained with more accuracy. Consequently rill erosion is sometimes represented as a

function of runoff rate and rill slope in catchment modelling. Foster (1976) suggested a

formula in the form of

D, = dOSKC,r 2.34

'Where a is a coefficient to be determined from calibration, Q is runoff rate (m3/s), .S is sine

of slope angle, K is soil erodability factor and C,¡, is the soil loss ratio the same as C. in

Equation 2.33. Equation 2.34 is in more practical form than Equation 2.33 for catchment

modelling. Detachment expressed as a linear function of flow rate and the slope in Equation

2.34, however, may not be appropriate in a real catchment, as it is more likely that

detachment would be a nonlinear function of flow rate and other factors depending on soil

and characteristics of a catchment.
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2.3.5 Sediment Transport by Water

Once soil is detached by the various processes it needs to be transported to channel

networks to become sediment. Soil transport is limited by the soil transport capacity of

flow, therefore not all the detached soil is transported to the rivers. In many cases, sediment

concentrations do not reach the sediment transport capacity, in such cases only the available

detached soil is transported to the rivers.

2.3.5.1 Seditnent Transport by Raindrop Spløsh and Rainflow in Interrill

Soil transport by raindrops is mainly through splashing. Compared to soil transport by flow,

raindrop splash is usually of minor importance (Young and'Wiersma,1973; 'Walker et al.,

1978). For dislodged sediment to be transported, it must be splashed within the path of

overland flow of sufftcient velocity or into rills. Air splash decreases rapidly with the

decrease of drop size and the increase of water depth (Palmer, 1965). It appears that under

rain disturbance, interrill flows are better able to transport larger particles (Moss and Green,

1983). Moss and Green (1983) reported that rainflow transportation rate reached a

maximum for depths at 2-3 times the rain drop diameters, and declined rapidly wlth further

increase of water depth. Kinnell (1991) reported peak transportation rates at depth ranging

from 0.389 to I.145 of the median drop size and under uniform laminar flow conditions.

Guy et al. (1987) reported thatS5Vo of the rain flow transport was attributable to raindrop

impact, and only líVo atftibutable to runoff. Walker et aI. (1977) reported that sedirnent

production under rainfall was about five times larger than in equivalent unifbrm flows. Moss

et al. (1979) reported that transport capacity of interrill flow rises very rapidly with slope

gradient increases, reaching enormous values by slopes of 110-160. Rainsplash particle

movement then become inhibited at water depths over 5 mm. Rainsplash transportation was

small compared with rainflow transportation on low slopes and both were insignificant,

compared with overland flow on high slopes. In their experiments on saturated sandy beds,

Moss et al. (1979) showed that air rainsplash was quantitatively unimportant being always

overshadowed by either rainflow transportation, normal overland transportation or some

combination of the two. Although these finding are helpful in understanding the mechanisms

of raindrop splash and rainflow in intenill, it is still a very difficult issue, in estimating both
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transport capacity and real transport rate, when apply any of them to model sediment

transport in interrills, as most of the studies are site specihc with different setup and under

various soil and other conditions.

2.3.5.2 Sediment Transport ín Rílls and Channels

Rill transport is often the most important sediment transport mechanism for overland

erosion. The majority of soil particles detached by raindrops and sheet flow may ultimately

be transported by rills to channel networks. Rills usually determine the sediment transport

capacity in the field. As concentrated flow in the conhnement of rill walls, rill flow is

hydraulically quite different from interrill flow and so does the transport of sediment. Soils

transported by rills are typically coarser than by sheet flow because of the increased energy

of the concentrated flow and the incision from the rill bed and rill walls containing larger

particles which sheet flow is usually unable to carry. Rills often represent a more serious

erosion hazard in practice. Identification of rills in the field can offer some indication of the

scale of erosion. Sediment eroded by rills are usually classified as suspended sediments and

bed sediment. The transport capacity of rills depends on the available detached soil. If
detachment is larger than the transport capacity, then rills would transport according to

their transport capacity and deposition occurs. If however, detachment is not as large as the

transport capacity of rills, then the available part of detachment would be transported. The

transport capacity of the rills are mainly determined by the hydraulic properties of the rills

such as flow velocity, slope steepness and the resistance of the rill surface. Deposition is a

size selective process, coarser textured layer may eventually cover rill surface resulting in a

decrease of the sediment transported.

Sediment transport in channels basically follow the same rules and principles as in rills.

There is very little difference in describing sediment transport in rills and channels in

mathematical terms.

2.3.6 ErosÍon and Sedimentation Modelling Approaches

Erosion modelling started in the 1940s when the need for agricultural management arose

after the second world war, Empirical regression equations were used predominantly in the
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early stages of development (Baver, 1933; Musgrave, 1947). V/ischmeier and Smith (1958)

modified Musgrave's (1947) work and developed the equation that became known as the

Universal SoiI Loss Equation (USLE) which laid the foundation for erosion modelling in

the United States for the past forty years. Today, the USLE is widely used in rnany

countries of the world (Lal, 1990). USLE is developed mainly for long term erosion and

sedimentation estimation, though there are extensions made to estimate short term erosion

and deposition, its limitations are obvious when trying to use it for event based

sedimentation modelling.

Morgan (1980) used five sediment transport formulae to study the overland flow transport

on a field plot. The formulae were regression functions of averaged flow volume, slope

steepness and length, particle size, and Manning's n, with one of them containing erodability

factor and another using rainfall and runoff energy. The results showed that none of the

formulae was suitable for predicting soil loss by overland flow from individual storms. The

reason the author proposed for poor prediction was that the formulae used are for transport

capacity calculation, and erosion at site is rarely transport capacity limited. It appeared that

the steady state assumption could have also contributed to the scattering of the results. The

results showed that it is not a viable approach even on a small plot, to estimate storm

sedimentation using direct regression of various flow variables without following the

physical principles.

Singh et al. (1982) used an instantaneous unit sediment graph to study erosion on a small

upland watershed. However, after testing thirteen events to fit the observed sediment

hydrograph, no prediction was presented. The site specific frtting of the parameters made it

very difficult to be used anywhere else.

Most empirical models express the sediment discharge as a power function of water

discharge or the rating curve method (Jansson, 1996: Olive and Rieger, 1988; 'Walling,

1977: Fenn et al., 1985; Geary, 1981). Other empirical models express log sediment

discharge as a multiple function of a variety of other factors such as storm duration, peak

runoff and slope steepness (Morgan, 1986). These regression equations generally were

compiled for instantaneous and annual sediment yield according to specific data used. They

generally show large variations in their estimations and have very little predictive capability,
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particularly out of the data collection sites. They also require a significant amount of data to

calibrate the equations.

The empirical approach to erosion modelling such as USLE is often limited in both its

predictive ability and to generate an understanding of the physical processes of erosion and

sedimentation. It frequently requires years of data collection before it can be confidently

applied for predictive purposes for the specific sites. Transferring of the equation to other

parts of the world beyond the data collection area is very limited in most cases (Hudson,

I995;Lal, 1990; Rose, 1993).

Because of the limitations of empirical models, effort were made on the development of

process based models which account for the individual processes of flow and sediment

movement and describe the erosion and deposition mechanisms. The process based models,

such as WEPP (Lane and Nearing, 1989), GUEST (Misra and Rose, 1990a), usually involve

solving flow equations, representing erosion, deposition, rill and interrill processes,

according to laws of physics. Process based models theoretically do not need site specific,

long term data collection and can be applied almost anywhere. In practice however, their

applications are chiefly limited by the available data, parameter variations, and time and

financial constraints for modelling. As a result, there are currently few examples of

successfully using these process based models for catchment erosion and sedimentation

modelling. However despite the diffrculties facing process based or physically based erosion

and sedimentation models, it looks likely that these models will ultimately replace the

empirical models currently in use, such as the USLE, for future erosion and sedimentation

studies along with further technology advancement.

Lane and Shirley (1978) proposed a model based on partial differential equations of

kinematic flow for sediment transport, with rill and interrill erosion expressed as source

terms. Using the model developed by Lane and Shirley (1978), Blau et al. (1988) obtained

relative good results by assurning constant rainfall excess rate, but found diffrculties with

parameter identification. Laguna and Giraldez (1993) used a kinematic wave model similar

to the one expressed by Lane and Shirley (1978) and tested this model with data from a plot

with and without vegetation. They obtained very good fit with the experimental data. For

this study they found that sedirnent yield was closely related to runoff volume. These studies
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showed that using physically based models can obtain better results with more physical

meaning. Although these apptcations are limited in their extension and size, it did show a

step forward towards physically based mathematical modelling of catchment size erosion

and sedimentation.

Alonso et al. (1981) tested the transport capacity estimations of several formulae which are

frequently used in sediment estimation. A total of 739 tests from natural streams, laboratory

flumes and erosion plots were used for the testing. The formulae chosen were the total load

formulae of Ackers and 'White (1973), Engelund and Hansen (1967), Yang (1973), Laursen

(1958) and Einstein-Meyer (1950), and the bed load formulae of Meyer-Peter and Muller

(1948), Bagnold (1956), and Yalin (1963). The test results showed that the Yang formula

best estimated stream flow transport capacity in the range of fine to coarse sands, the

Laursen formula was reasonable for predicting small stream flows carrying very fine sands

and silts, and the Yalin formula can be used to calculate sediment transport capacities for

overland flow (Alonso et al., 1981). Moore and Burch (1986a) tested the Yang (1973)

formula for sediment transport capacity of rill and sheet flow on several data sets. The

results showed that for noncohesive and finely aggregated clay soils, the Yang (1973)

formula could accurately predict the sediment transport capacity for rill and sheet flow

without fitting. This study provided an excellent basis for choosing appropriate sediment

transport capacity formulae for sedimentation studies.

Other types of sedimentation model include GIS based models which can be used for

physically based erosion and deposition modelling. But most GIS models are used for

steady state erosion or erosion potential estimations which generally cannot estimate

deposition and do not involve dynamic processes. Their applications to the dynamic

unsteady flow, erosion and deposition estimation are so far limited (Gupta and Solomon,

1977: Eli and Paulin, 1983; Moore and Burch, 1986b; Ross and Taru, 1993; DeVantier and

Feldman, 1993). The future will see more physically base erosion and sedimentation models

used in combination interfaced with GIS models.

In choosing models for erosion and sedimentation modelling for practical purposes, Foster

(1982) suggested the use of established models and modiff them if required, instead of

starting from scratch. The suggestion is very reasonable in that in most studies the chief
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problems have been generally a lack of data and parameter identification. However this does

not mean that there are little needs to develop new sediment models. In fact new

approaches are seriously needed to replace the traditional sediment estimation methods and

to add more understanding of the physical processes of erosion and sedimentation (Rose et

al., 1983a, b; Hairsine and Rose, I992a, b; Rose, 1985a; 1993; Sander et al., 1996). There

is also need to develop and test new erosion and sedimentation models which can take the

advantage of the structures of recently developed runoff models, such as the digital terain

models. It is understood that significant data and finance are required to verif physicaþ

based modelling on an element scale. The development should concentrate initially on a

catchment scale while outlining and demonstrating the possible results of modelling on an

element scale, with improved modelling, data collection and more experiences obtained,

field testing would be able to be eventually extended to the element scale in further studies.

2.3.7 General Erosion and Sedimentation Models

The following are brief descriptions of the USLE and various modifications to it, the WEPP

model, and the Griffrth University Model. Some catchment models which were designed

specially for catchment use and listed by Foster (1982) are described in section 2.3.8.

2.3.7.1 Universal Soil Loss Equation and. Revßed Forms

The USLE was developed to enable planners to predict the average soil erosion for different

combinations of crop system and management practices associated with soils, rainfall and

topography. The equation uses six major factors with site specific values that influence soil

erosion rate throughout the United States. Tables and nomographs were provided

(Wischrneier and Smith, 1978) to make the estimation readily available for field use. Over

10,000 plot-years of basic runoff and soil loss data were suÍrmarised to derive the statistical

properties of various soils. The USLE is an erosion model designed to compute long term

average soil losses from sheet and rill flow under specified conditions. It can also be used as

a guide for conservation practices and to estimate the erosion from adopting different

practices, to determine acceptable cropping intensity with conservation measures, to

determine maximum length of slopes tolerating given cropping and can also be used to
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estimate soil loss from construction sites, rangelands, woodlands and recreational areas.

However, the USLE can not predict deposition nor can it estimate sediment yields from

gully, stream banks, and stream bed erosion. It basically is a statistical model which does

not deal with physical fundamentals. The Universal Soil Loss Equation is expressed as

A = RKLSCP 2.35

Where A (tonlacre year) is the average annual soil loss, R is the erosivity of rain and runoff,

K is soil erodability, Z is slope length, S is slope gradient, C is the crop management factor,

and P is the conservation practice factor. All factors are originally in English units which

can be converted to metric SI units.

The erosivity factor R, was expressed as the product of kinetic energy E and the 30-min

maximum rainfall intensity 1:0. The kinetic energy developed by Wischmeier and Smith

(1958) is expressed as

E =1.213 + 0.8901og1 2.36

Equation 2.36 can be used for rainfall intensity up to 76.2 mmth. The erosivity factor R is

obtained as

2u,o
pr- t

100
2.37

Where n is the number of rainstorms per year. A plot of the annual R value for the United

States is available (V/ischmeier and Smith, 1978).

The soil erodability factor K a measure of the inherent soil erodable property, was

determined experimentally from the reference plot which is 22.2 metres long with 9 percent

slope in continuous bare fallow and with tillage operations performed on the slope. A

nomograph was developed for this factor (V/ischmeier et al., 1969).
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The topography factor Z,S , is a measure of the ratio of soil erosion from a unit area on a

field slope in percentage to that of the 22.2 metre long area and 9 percent slope with other

conditions identical. Soil loss from successive segments of a slope was developed

(Wischmeier, 1974; Foster and Wischmeier, 1974), and a procedure to estimate the LS

factor from irregular slopes was also developed (Wischmeier and Smith, lgzg).

The cover and management factor C, is the ratio of soil loss from land cropped to the

corresponding loss from clean-tilled continuous fallow land. Factor C contains the effect of

crop canopy residue, cropping systems, tillage systems, mulch rate, construction areas,

pastures and rangelands.

The factor P is the ratio of soil loss with a specific support practice to the corresponding

loss with upslope and downslope cultivation. The P factor indicates the effectiveness of

management practices such as contouring, ridge furrow system, terracing, and other

engineering devices.

Modifications of USLE

USLE is actually not as universal as the name suggests. It has significant limitations in

applying to other parts of the world where climate and geography differ from where the

USLE is derived. The USLE is a result of regression from specific climatic and geographical

areas. Moreover, it lumps interrill and rill processes together, does not predict deposition,

or storm based erosion or catchment erosion, and cannot be applied on steep land with

slopes over 20 percent. These and other unsatisfactory aspects of USLE lead to resea¡chers

developing modified versions of the USLE to overcome some of the inadequacies of the

original model.

Modifications of the USLE were primarily concerned with the rainfall erosivity factor R, to

find better correlations of rainfall for different durations and kinetic energy. The methods

include using long term rainfalls to correlate with Eþo (Wischmeier, 1962), using rainfall

coefficient to correlate sediment yield, and using short term rainfall intensity and long term

total rainfalls to calculate the R factor, Numerous regressions were obtained for different
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regions under different climatic conditions in Africa and South America, in a aim to obtain

better correlations of rain factor with erosion (Lal, 1990).

The Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation, or RUSLE, was introduced in 1994 (Hudson,

1995). Changes with the rainfall erosivity factor R include more detailed values covering

local variabilities. Changes in erodability factor K include seasonal variability of K.

Erodability data from around the world were reviewed and an equation was given to

estimate K as a function of average diameter of soil particles. Topographic factors L and S

have also been revised. Soil loss on steep slopes was reduced, and an alternative length

slope factor was proposed. The crop cover factor C was revised and calculated by four

subfactors ofpre landuse factor, the canopy factor, the surface cover factor and the surface

roughness factor. The support practice factor P was now calculated as a product of

subfactors including tillage, terraces and strip cropping.

Empirical models developed from the USLE for Southern Africa, and for forest land are

found in Hudson (1995). For the USLE to be used for storm based erosion, Foster et al.

(1977a, b) proposed the erosivity factor as

R, = 0.54,+o.3svuP,tß 2.38

'Where R. is the modified erosivity factor, R,r is E'ljo (N/h) for the storm, 7, is runoff

volume (mm), and Pu is the peak runoff rate (mm/h) from a unit plot of the same soil. The

exponent for Pu may be increased or decreased by 0.1 according to the extent of rill erosion

development.

To use the USLE on a catchment, Williams (1975) modified the R factor of USLE to R, as

R, = 9.05(vQ)o'tu 2.39

'Where V is the volume of runoff (nf ) and Qo is the peak discharge rate (m'/s). The formulae

has been tested in catchments in Hawaü (Lal, 1990), and good results were obtained when

the value of cover factor C is chosen carefully.
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Equations 238 and 2.39 arc a method of averaging a storm event by the storm volume and

peak, and using them for an event and catchment erosion estimation. Although it rnade

possible using the USLE for catchment storm erosion modelling, it is obvious that there is

no process involved and a lot of details are lost with this kind of estimation.

Use of USLE in Australia

The USLE generally estimates long term average annual soil loss, assuming errors in

individual storms will be evened out over a long period (Wischmeier, t976). The overall

pattern in America is for the greater part of the total erosion damage to be done by frequent

small storms (Wischmeier, 1962), which may not be the case in other parts of the world or

even in parts of the US itself (Barnett et al., 1958; Hudson, 1957; Edwards, 1987). This is

particularly evident in the case of Australia where large infrequent storms cause the majority

of erosion damages (Edwards, 1987; Olive and Rieger, 1984).

The study of soil loss in New South Wales started as early as 1943 (Edwards, 1987). Data

were collected for varying periods, some in excess of thirty years, resulting in over 4,500

plot-years of record which may be the largest data collection outside the US. Major findings

and suggestions from the research were:

Relatively low soil losses by world standard. Mean annual losses range from 0.2 t/ha on

pasture lands to 2 tlha on winter cropping areas, to 8 t/ha on suÍlmer cropland.

a High spatial and temporal variability. Major differences can occur over short distances,

and generally I0Vo of runoff events observed during the trials contributed 90Vo oî. the

total observed soil loss.

Modelling work should concentrate on models that have the ability to predict soil losses

on an event basis because of the importance of the individual events.

This study clearþ identified the serious limitation of using USLE for erosion estimation in

Australia. In fact using other empirical methods such as the rating curve method also

returned less than satisfactory results in Australian erosion studies (Olive and Rieger, 1988;
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Walling, L977; Fennet al., 1985; Geary, 1981). It is obvious that new attempts must be

made to develop predictive models based on physical and mathematical principles which can

detail the storm flow and sedimentation processes.

2.3.7.2 The Water Erosion Predíctíon Project (WEPP)

The USDA-WEPP was initiated in the 1980s to develop a new generation of water erosion

technology for soil and water conservation and environmental planning and assessment

(Foster and Lane, 1987). The model includes process based approaches on infiltration,

surface runoff, plant growth, residue decomposition, tillage, management, soil

consolidation, and erosion mechanics. It was aimed to eventually replace the empirically

based models such as USLE, to provide a more vibrant, more physically oriented modelling

tool which includes the results of the better understanding of the erosion processes

developed in the past forty years. WEPP was developed on a daily time step and there are

different versions for computer use (Hudson, 1995). The governing equations for sediment

continuity, detachment, deposition, and transport are briefly discussed.

The sediment continuity in the WEPP was assumed to be steady state, which is expressed as

dGldx=Dr+D, 2.40

Where G is sediment load (kg/s m), x is the distance downslope (m), D¡ is the rill erosion

rate (kg/s m';, and D¡ is the interrill erosion rate (kg/s m'¡. Interrill erosion in the model is

conceptualised as a process of sediment delivery to rills, which is proportional to the square

of rainfall intensity. Rill erosion is expressed by the hydraulic shear stress exceeding the

critical shear stress for the soil. The detachment capacity D" (kg/s mt¡ is expressed as

D"=K,(r¡-t,) 2.41

Where K, is the rill erodability parameter (s/m), ?¡ is the flow shear stress (Pa), and r. is

the critical shear stress (Pa). When sediment load is less than the sediment transport

capacity, the detachment rate is
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Dt=D,ll-GlT,l 2.42

\Mhere ?'. is the sediment transport capacity (kg/s m2). Rill detachment is zero when shear

stress is less than the critical shear stress of the soil. Net deposition is calculated as

D, =lV¡ I qllT, -Gl 2.43

Where V¡ is the effective fall velocity of sediment (m/s), and q is the discharge per unit

width ¡m2/s¡.

Since the flow modelling is for steady state, the flow process is averaged over time. The

effective duration of runoff, /, is expressed as the total runoff volume for the event Vr (m),

over the peak runoff rate P, (m/s), as

tr= v, 2.44

The rill geometry is assumed rectangular, the width of the rill is calculated by

w=cQ!

P,

2.45

'Where c, d aÍe constants, Q, is the rill discharge 1m3/s; expresses as

Q" = P,LR, 2.46

Where L is slope length (m), and R" is the distance between flow channels (m).

The shear stress acting on the soil at the end of a uniform slope, î ¡, (Pa) is

r¡,=TSR(1,/ ft) 2.47

Where 7 is the specific weight of water (kglÍf st), ,S is the average slope gradient, R is

hydraulic radius (m), 
"f, 

is the friction factor for the soil, and /' is the total friction factor.
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The ratio of f, lJ represents the partitioning of the shear stress between that acting on the

soil and the total stress including the shear stress acting on surface cover (Foster, t982).

Sediment transport capacity was calculated using a simplihed Yalin (1963) equation

T" = k,çI'

Where k, is the transport coeffrcient, and r , is the shear stress acting on soil. More details

about the WEPP are found in Nearing et al. (1989). Discussions of the WEPP model are

found after the next section.

2.3.7.3 The Griffith University Model

Rose and associates (Rose et al., 1983a, b; Hairsine and Rose, L992a, b; Rose, 1985a; 1993;

Sander et al., 1996) developed a process based model at the Grifhth University. The rnodel

also assumes the basic processes of erosion as interrill and rills, and does not include erosion

of mass movement such as landslides. Rose and associates (Hairsine and Rose, 1992a, b)

put more emphasis on the deposition process, and introduced the ideas of redetachment and

reentrainment into their modelling.

Hairsine and Rose (1991) showed that at equilibrium, sediment detachment by rainfall

detachment, redetachment and deposition, can be expressed as

2.48

2.49L_

'Where c is sediment concentration (kg/m3), ^FIis the fractional coverage of the soil surface

by the deposited layet, a¿ is a redetachability coeffrcient, P is the rainfall rate (mm/h), u¡ is

the settling velocity of the class of particle I (m/s), and / is the total number of equal mass

intervals of the sediment.
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Sediment entrainment and reentrainment processes were represented using Bagnold's

(1956, 1977) streÍìm power Ç), expressed as

{2= tV - pgsDV 2.50

Where z is the shear stress acting upon the plane, V is flow velocity, p is the density of

water, g is the gravitational acceleration, s is the sine of slope angle, and D is the flow

depth.

The rate of entrainment r¡ (kg/s mt¡, for shallow overland flow is expressed as (Hairsine and

Rose, 1992a)

r¡ = (r - n>firo- Qo ) 2.51

2.52

'Where F is the fraction of stream power effective for entrainment and reentrainment, ,I is

the specific energy of entrainment required for overland flow to entrain the soil particles,

and C)o is the threshold stream power below which no soil was entrained.

The reentrainment tate r,¡ (kg/s m2) for shallow overland flow was expressed as (Hairsine

and Rose, 1992a)

'la
u,HF o d)-d)o Mdi

g o-p D Mo,

'Where ø, is a term for nonuniform distribution of vertical sediment distribution, o is the

sediment density, M¿¡ is the mass of sediment in the deposited layer per unit area, and M¿t is

the total mass of the deposited layer per unit area.

The mass conservation of sediment for overland shallow flow, neglecting the detachment

and redetachment of rainfall is (Hairsine and Rose, 1992a)
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ã(qc,) . ã(c,D)
---:- T------ = li T fr¡ - -lf¡ 

- diðx dt
2.53

Where q is flow rate per unit width, r and r are distance and time respectively, rs; is the

gravity process, and d¡ is the deposition.

For rill entrainment and reentrainment, the above equations are adjusted according to the rill
flow and geometry, and the relevant corresponding equations are found in Hairsine and

Rose (1992b). The equations are usually solved by numerical methods except in special

cases such as solving for flow transport capacity, where an analytical solution can be

obtained.

2.3.7.4 Comment on the WEPP and the Griffith Universíty Model

The WEPP model clearþ places emphasis on the applicability of the model by general

practitioners. It was developed for user friendly applications, and some of the processes are

simptfied to accommodate this need, such as the steady state flow approximation. The

WEPP also aimed at developing a new physically based approach to replace the USLE, and

apply it to wider areas of various land uses. The WEPP operates on a daily time step which

is suffrcient for practitioners but too long for many researchers studying storm events. It is

basically not designed for research in the field yet could find wide spread use in practice as

its simplified processes put low requirement for data which is more manageable for field

practice of soil conservation and other applications. Yet the assumption of steady state

flow, requirement of slope length for calculation, and rectangular rill calculation made it

diff,rcult to be used in a catchment with little or no idea of rill shapes and rill distribution in

particular.

The Griffrth University approach is more research oriented and ventures into greater details

of the physical processes of erosion and sedimentation. It treats deposition as a constant

process, represents erosion by entrainment and reentrainment, and detachment by

detachment and redetachment, and divides soils into classes for separate modelling. The

time scale for the model should be much shorter than the WEPP. The diffrculties with this

model lie with the data and parameters which are much more difficult to obtain and
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calibrate. Both the reentrainment and redetachment need serious data to calibrate and verify.

The classification of soil particle put further needs for data collection and analysis. These

requirements should limit the rnodel use to plot size or small field size, and therefore it will

be a model for research pulposes only, instead of for the wider applications of practitioners.

Despite their limitations the two models are recent approaches towards physically based

erosion and sedimentation modelling which is gaining more momentum. Both the models

represent an advance in representation of soil erosion and deposition processes. These

representations are quite different in their description of the same erosion and deposition

processes. These differences arise mainly from the needs of better model application with

better understanding of the processes. On the other hand the situation also underlines the

complexities of the erosion and deposition processes, or the lack of understanding of the

many factors influencing the sedimentation processes and the lack of effective ways to

describe them, particularþ under catchment conditions as both models has yet to venture

into the field of catchment erosion and sedimentation. For example, it is difhcult to tell an

eroded soil whether it is from sources of newly detached soil or 'old soil' detached from

previous storms or by disturbances in the catchment. The assumptions associated with

model structure such as redetachment and reentrainment, would undoubtedly need further

validation and quantification. It is fair to say that these models are still in their early stages

of development, and more data and applications are needed for verification purposes, and

they need to be extended to include a runoff model and catchment partitioning protocol to

be applied to catchment estimations.

2.3.8 Catchment Erosion and Sedimentation Models

Erosion and deposition in a catchment is much more complex than on a field plot or a

hillslope. There is usually a lack of detailed soil, flow, soil detachment and transport

information to apply general erosion and sedimentation models. Lumping of the processes is

a necessity for model applications. Most models deal basic processes which are generally

the most important but may be quite different ones. Catchment models usually combine the

general erosion and sedimentation models with flow models, or use the basic processes

described in a general erosion and sedimentation model as part of catchment erosion and
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deposition estimation. The following sections describe briefly a few models often used for

catchment erosion and sedimentation estimation.

2.3.8.1 CREAMS (Chemícal, Runffi and Erosion from Agricultural Management

Systems)

The CREAMS model consists of three main parts of a hydrological module, an erosion

module, and a chemistry module as the name suggests (Foster et al., 1980). The

hydrological component estimates runoff volume, peak flow, infiltration, evapotranspiration

and percolation on a daily basis. The erosion component estimates overland flow, channel

flow and deposition. Detachment by rill and interrill flow are compared with the relevant

transport capacities to estimate erosion and deposition. Erosivity and erodability factors of

the USLE are used. The chemistry component estimates storm loads of plant nutrients and

pesticides of the dissolved and absorbed chemicals in the runoff and sediments. The model

can be used for comparison of different land management practices on an event basis but the

time step is too big to suit Australian conditions.

2.3.8.2 ANSWERS (Areal Nonpoint Source Watershed Environment Response

Símulation)

The ANSWERS model was one of the early distributed erosion and sedimentation models

developed for agricultural catchments with sizes commonly less than 100 km2, during and

immediately following a rainfall event (Beasley et al., 1980). Its application was envisioned

for planning and evaluating various strategies for controlling non-point source pollution

from intensively cropped areas. When it was first developed, it needed a mainflame

computer to run the model.

ANSWERS was probably the first to divide a catchment into square grids of L to 4 ha per

square, and successfully applied sedimentation modelling on an element basis. Flow and

sediment are routed though the channel network. The flow is represented by the continuing

equation of a storage change depending on inflow and outflow, and uses Manning's

equation for estimation of both overland flow and channel flow. Flow is partitioned to enter
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adjacent elements according to the geometry of the slope. The estimation of surface

detention uses the Huggins and Monke (1966) relationship, while the estimation of

infiltration uses the Hortan (1961) and Overton (1965) equation. Sediment detachment by

rainfall uses the Meyer and'Wischmeier (1969) relationship. Sediment by overland flow uses

Meyer and Wischmeier (1969) equation which was modified by Foster (1976). The

sediment transport capacity is estimated using a simplified Yalin (1963) equation. Sedirnent

detachment estimation initially used USLE parameters but was replaced later with a process

based erosion and sediment transport model (Park et al., 1982). Recent application of the

ANSWERS is found in Connolly and Silburn (1995). ANSWERS used to be complex and

demanding on computer and data, an upgrade of the model to be more user friendly would

help with its wider application as the model is well constructed.

2.3.8.3 AGNPS (Agrícultural Nonpoínt Source)

AGNPS is an event based model with structures similar to ANSWERS with square grids or

cells of 0.4 ha to 16 ha each (Young et al., 1989). AGNPS is designed for micro computer

use and can be used for catchments up to 20,000 ha. It has been tested on 20 different

catchments in north central United States.

AGNPS includes three components of runoff, sediment, and nutrient transport from

agricultural catchments. The nutrients estimated are nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and

chemical oxygen demand (COD). The hydrological part involves the estimation of flow

volume and peak runoff rate using empirical methods and the catchment geometry. The

erosion is estimated using a modified USLE method and the routing of sediment is based on

steady state continuity equation. The transport capacity is estimated using a modihed

Bagnold (1956) stream power equation. Deposition is estimated by the particle fall velocity,

sediment load and sediment transport capacity. Sediment load can be calculated with hve

different particle size classes.

AGNPS appears easier to use and could be used for larger areas compared with

ANSWERS, it should better serve the needs of land management rather than research.

However it lacks physical basis on erosion and sedimentation modelling.
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2.3.8.4 SEDLAB

SEDLAB (Borah et al., 1981) is a distributed model for runoff and sediment rnodelling in

catchments. The basic feature of the catchment partition is to divide the catchment into

subcatchments of relative homogeneous properties, and route water and sediment from sub

catchment to the channel network. SEDLAB model simulates the processes of interception,

infiltration, runoff, soil detachment, transport, and deposition on both overland and channel

flow units. SEDLAB was revised by Van Liew and Saxton (1984) to estimate sediment

discharge from two small agricultural catchments with reasonably good results. Reynolds

number is used for distinguishing rill and interrill erosion, while this is a good attempt, it is

open to large errors as Reynolds number changes with surface conditions of different

catchments.

The models reviewed above are generally catchment erosion and sedimentation models

established for a variety of practical applications, however several problems can arise from

the modellings. The use of averaged variables over a storm, the construction of model not

based on physical processes, and the modelling which are too complex and demanding on

computers and data, all contributed to the limited use of the models. Therefore a new model

which has more physical meaning, is practical to use and maintains the qualities of

distributed modelling approach, would be able to advance further towards catchment

erosion and sedimentation modelling.

The review of catchment models showed that catchment erosion and sedimentation

modelling involves at least three components: a catchment partitioning mechanism, a flow

model, and a sedimentation model. The catchment partitioning lay the foundation by

building up a network for modelling; The runoff model estimates flow variables on an

element scale throughout the catchment; and the sedimentation rnodel estimate erosion and

deposition in the catchment.

As the interaction between the processes of detachment, entrainment, and deposition, are

not well understood or defined. Estimation of sediment detachment and transport based on

the flow calculations are often diffrcult and the results are generally less predictable than the

flow estimation. However there is always need to understand what is going on in a
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catchment, or what would happen if there are certain changes in a catchment. By carefully

constructing a model and collecting appropriate erosion and sedimentation data, it is

possible that the problem can be tackled perhaps more effectively by the way of physically

based distributed modelling approach. V/ith such an approach, there is a possibility that

modelling can be done with little or no calibration. It may also be possible that the results

obtained can be extended to other catchments with similar conditions or with little or no

data. Considering the advantages of such kind of erosion and sedimentation modelling

approach based on a digital terrain network, it looks very worthwhile to make an attempt

which few researchers have ever tried.

2.3.9 Use of Turbidity for Erosion and Sedimentation Estimation

Turbidity meters are often used for sediment monitoring in rivers and catchments. A

turbidity meter measures the light scattering and reflection or light attenuation through a

water sample to determine the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) of the sample.

Generally a relationship between turbidity and SSC can be obtained, in this case turbidity

meter can be used for sedimentation estimation, but a lot of factors can influence the

turbidity readings and hence the turbidity and SSC relationships may not be obtained with

significance.

2.3,9.1 Turbídity and Suspended. Sediment Concentration

Sediment is a very important item in water quality research, both as a variable in itself and

as a media carrying other absorbed elements such as nutrients and heavy metals. Sediment is

also a very important indicator of environmental change due to increased human activities.

Traditionally sediment was assessed through water sampling which still remains the basic

method for sediment evaluation. However, sampling is a labour intensive and costly

process, which cannot sample continuously for long periods. The intermittent records make

it diffrcult or quite impossible at times to extract trends or characteristic behaviours of

sedimentation when estimating sediment load (Olive and Rieger, 1988). Large errors are

expected for any serious estimation of sedimentation based on weekly or daily sampling

which is frequently the case for many catchment erosion studies. With automatic samplers,
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samples can be collected more easily, but the limitation in sample number is still obvious.

Typical daily sampling would miss out the events which may last only a few hours in a small

catchment. Hourly sampling may also miss the peak of a storm which are important for

sediment calculation. The triggering of sample collection could also be a problem as it could

result in monitoring of a small event and missing a subsequent larger one if the sampler is

not reset in time.

As most hydrological variables are continuously changing during a storm period there is real

need for continuous monitoring of sediment. A turbidity meter is an ideal tool capable of

serving such a need. The use of turbidity meters for continuous sediment monitoring has

been mainly developed in the last few decades. A turbidity meter is portable, relatively

simple to use and maintain, and it can be powered for a considerable period of time using a

battery. These properties of a turbidity meter make it an excellent tool for sediment

monitoring in many natural environments. However, a turbidity meter cannot replace

sampling which will remain the basic sediment monitoring method - at least for calibration

of turbidity records, rather it is more of a convenient supplement to sampling and once

calibrated, can be used alone for erosion monitoring.

Turbidity was used to monitor the suspended sediment concentration as early as 1900

(V/hipple and Jackson, 1900), but continuous turbidity measurement was much more recent

(Fleming, 1969). There is little problem in obtaining a continuous time series of turbidity

data using the present day turbidity meters despite that data records may show some

oscillation at times. The problem is generally how to relate the turbidity data to sediment

concentration based on sampling, and obtain a stable and highly correlated relationship for

sediment concentration and sediment load estimation. For a well calibrated, higtly

correlated relationship of turbidity records and suspended sediment concentration, there is

little need for large amount of further sampling except for an occasional check to see

whether the catchment is under apparent environment changes.

2.3.9.2 Factors Influencing Turbidity

Particle size, shape, composition, and water colour have important influences on turbidity

measurement. Particle size smaller than O.l ¡tm or larger than 4 pm have relatively less
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influence on turbidity or turbidity coeffrcient, while theoretically the turbidity coefficient

increases from a low value at very frre particle sizes to a maximum near I ¡tm and then

decreases as size increases (Gippel, 1989). Mineral particles and organic particles also

influence the attenuation of light perceived by turbidity meter. Organic particles generally

have a lighter specific gravity and a greater scattering surface area for a given mass because

of their low specific gravity. Particles of low specific gravity, such as organic particles, have

a higher specif,rc turbidity for a given scattering efficiency, and particles with a flufr surface

texture scatter more effectively than smooth ones. Different organics are expected to have

different scattering efficiencies.

Turbidity, as a measure of the sum of light scatterance and absorptance, is also influenced

by the dissolved organics which are common in soils and in rivers, by the coloured water

which absorbs light, and by lens obscuration which often occurs in the field. As a result of

these influences, the real nephelometric turbidity caused by sediments in water cannot be

estimated theoretically. Representative position of sampling in a stream cross section may

also be needed in larger rivers. For small catchments with fine suspended sediment, it can be

assumed that the sediment is well mixed.

As a result of the diverse properties of water in natural environment, turbidity

measurements are generally site specific or catchment specific. Although a wide range of

turbidity meters are used, the comparison of these turbidity meters and their measurements

are diffrcult. Only when the same kind of turbidity meters are used at the same site, the

turbidity readings become comparable. No theoretical analysis can determine the turbidity

variation or distribution under field conditions before hand.

2.3.9,3 Use of Turbidity for Suspended Sediment Estimatíon

Extreme variability may exist between turbidity and suspended sediment concentration.

Many factors can influence the turbidity readings as light goes through the water and is

received by the turbidity sensor. In fact, the scattering of data can be such that no significant

relationship can be derived from data (Brabben, 1980). However in most cases, a

relationship of turbidity and sediment concentration can be obtained with some degree of
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significance. Usually turbidity and sediment concentration can be expressed in a linear

regression equation such as

M=aT+b 2.54

or a nonlinear equation

M =aTb 2.55

'Where M is the concentration (mg/l), T is the turbidity usually expressed in nephelometric

turbidity unit (NTU) or in formazine turbidity unit (FIU), with a, b and abeing constants.

For a good relationship to be developed, there is a need for intensive sampling for an

extended period of time to include different size storms and different seasons or years if

possible. This is especially important when the catchment is undergoing human or natural

disturbances. Although coefficient of determination (R2) is not the only indicator that can be

used for description of the relationships between sediment concentration and turbidity

readings, it is the most often used and deemed as adequate for most of the relationships

developed.

Natural stream waters have shown the highest variability in such relationships as compared

to coastal and estuarine waters (Gippel, 1989). Gippel (1989) compiled dozens of such

relationships for inland aquatic environment, coastal and estuarine waters. For the

relationships in inland aquatic environment, the coefhcients of determination range from as

low as 0.06 to as high as 0.97. Most of the relationships were derived from laboratory tests

which generally had a higher correlation compared to field experiments. Many of the

relationships were for different sites or during different times. A better correlation can often

be obtained when the range of sediment concentration was large, when a few high

concentration samples exerted statistically high influence. These high concentration data

points need special attention to check that they represent the real situation. The

relationships of Equations 2.54 and 2.55 are not the only relationships between sediment

concentration and turbidity, other forms of relationships such as polynomial fitting may also

be used to obtain better correlations (Finlayson, 1985). Finlayson (1985) used a second

order polynomial to correlate sediment concentration and turbidity, and obtained a
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relationship with coefficient of determination of 0.97 which is the highest in Gippel's (19S9)

compilation. A total of I32 storm samples with sediment concentration ranging from 0 to

363 mglI, with quite a number of data points at relatively high concentrations, were used to

derive the relationship (Finlayson, 1985). However there was no mention of how many

events and what size storms were involved or what were the time scale and interval used for

sampling.

Ekern (1977) reported relative low sediment concentration and turbidity records in a small

catchment in Hawaü where the annual rainfall exceeded 4000 mm. He found that the

relationship of turbidity with SSC is a highly correlated linear relationship below 100 mg/l

of concentration, but observed high nonlinearity when the concentration reached 100 mg/l

and over. The high annual rainfall and generally low SSC made it difficult to compare the

results of this study with most other studies.

Van Bueren (1984) studied the turbidity and SSC relationship on the Yarra River, Victoria,

based on 14 months of data collection including a few storm events. He obtained a turbidity

and SSC relationship with R2 = O.JI, where the mean turbidity and SSC are 249 FTU and

135 mg/l respectively. The total data points of 119 did not seem to be large enough and the

details of the storm events monitored were not examined.

Lewis (1996) monitored a small catchment of 384 ha in northern California, and obtained

high turbidity and SSC correlations as observed from the data collected. The individual

estimation of sediment load using the overall turbidity and SSC relationship can be as lager

as25OVo.

Walling (1977) obtained a very high correlation of turbidity and SSC for two years of data

in a catchment of 258 km2 in Britain. The high correlation looks like that larger streams are

less variable in their turbidity and SSC relationships, particularly if the records did not

include some large storms.

Beschta (1980) performed the turbidity and SSC relationships on three small catchments

ranging from2 to 11.5 km2 in size, with annualrainfalls ranging from 1500 mmto 2300

mm. He obtained R2 rangng from 0.74 to 0.83 based on data from one to three years. He
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also observed that the turbidity and SSC relationships did not differ significantly from year

to year over a three year period, but differ significantly either on a storm or catchment basis.

This study would be an excellent piece of research if not for some of the data points

collected which were not big enough for confident correlation.

One of the most comprehensive study of turbidity based erosion researches is in a small

forest catchment near Eden, NSW (Gippel, 1989). Not only large amount data were

collected for the catchment, a detailed description and discussion over the elements

influencing turbidity measurements, and the cost involved with the study were provided.

Although excellent results were obtained from this study, the problems are that the time

interval for sampling is relatively large and there were too few high concentration data

points observed, perhaps as a result of the sampling strategy, which made the turbidity and

sediment concentration relationship vulnerable to larger storm sediment data points for

sediment estimation.

These studies in Australia and other parts of the world demonstrated that turbidity meters

can be used effectively for suspended sediment estimation in catchment erosion and

sedimentation studies, despite various diffrculties met in these studies. Over all, using a

turbidity meter for erosion and sediment monitoring and sediment load or yield estimation

can be a cost effective, labour saving method. However it has to be correlated to sediment

concentration extensively to be useful, such a relationship may or may not exist depending

on local catchment, water and particulate properties.
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The Data collection and Processing

Prograrn

3.1 THE SAUERBIER CREEK CATCHMENT

The Sauerbier Creek catchment is a small, ephemeral creek system located some 20 km

south of Adelaide in Happy Valley, South Australia. Average annual rainfall over the

catchment is 650 mm. The catchment has an area of 2.87 knf , a high and low elevation of
370 m and 180 m respectively, and has three small creeks contributing to the main channel

where a weir has been constructed to measure and record runoff. About 100 metres

upstream of the weir an automatic water sampler and a turbidity meter were set up to
monitor the catchment erosion and sedimentation. The catchment is approximately ninety

percent rural covered mostly by pasture. The remaining ten percent of the catchment which

is the lower part of the catchment is urbanised. There is only remnant forest with no

apparent amount of litter on the ground in such areas. There are very little or no bare

surfaces except at some housing construction sites. The lower creeks are covered mostly by

thick grass while the upper parts of the creeks are covered by stones and gravel. In the

urbanised part of the catchment, storm water runs through pipes and channels and is directly

discharged into the creeks. Three raingauges were installed in or bordering the catchment,

with two of them at the lower part and one at the top end of the catchment. Figure 3.1
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shows the location of the catchment and Figure 3.2 illustrates the catchment and

installations. Figures 3.3, 3.5 exhibit typical views of the upslope of the Sauerbier Creek

catchment, where low grass dominated the field with trees surrounding the fields. Figure 3.4

displays a deep slope, the only one found in the catchment, where serious gully erosion

occurred. Figures 3.6 and 3.9 demonstrate the channels at the upper and lower middle of

the catchment, which are generally covered by either grass or gravel or a combination of the

two. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 display the iower reaches of the main channel where tall grasses of

up to L5 metres high are found sporadically in the waterway.

I

VALLEY

F'igure 3. 1 Map showing the relative position of the eatchment
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3,2 SOIL AND SOIL MOISTURE DATA

Soil and soil moisture data are basic information for the understanding of catchment

hydrological properties. Information and data from field investigation, laboratory tests, local

council, and previous studies, are presented in this section which formed the basis for the

understanding of the mechanism of runoff generation, erosion and sedimentation in the

catchment as well as model construction and selection for the catchment.
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Figure 3. 2 Sketch of Sauerbier Creek catchment showing the weir, the water

sampling, and the three raingauge sites, dotted lines represent the creeks of the

catchment
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3,2.L Information firm PrevÌous Research and Observation

The structure of the soil profrle plays a fundamental role in hydrological modelling. In many

cases it tells how the runoff is generated and what would the susceptibility of the soil to

erosive forces be like. Soil profile information often lead to a better understanding of the

hydrological processes such as infiltration, subsurface and groundwater flow.

Taylor el aI. (1974) studied the soils and the geology of the Adelaide area which provides

some important hydrological features of the region. Their observations showed that, the five

continuous months from May to Septernber, with a rainfall in excess of evaporation and

with an average of nearly 50 percent of rainy days, is the key for infiltration to reach the

depth of soil wetting, while the remaining seven months show progressive, normally

unrelieved, desiccation of the soil profile. For the red-brown ea¡th which is one of the major

soils in the region, the responses to rainfall at depths of 0.3, 0.6 and 1.2 metres are marked.

Figure 3. 3 Upslope features of the Sauerbier Creek catchment
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Figure 3. 4 Upslope features of the Sauerbier Creek catchment

80

Figure 3. 5 Upslope features of the sauerbier creek catchment
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Figure 3. 6 Upper reach channel of the Sauerbier Creek catchment

Figure 3. 7 Lower reach channel of the Sauerbier Creek catchment
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Flgure 3. I Channel of the Sauerbier Creek catchment near outlet

82

Figure 3. 9 Channel at the lower middle of the Sauerbier Creek catchment
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In an average year of rainfall, following the break of the summer season, normally in April,

the upper 0.6 metres are moistened to field capacity (the condition of soil moisture at which

drainage to lower depth ceases) in about one month. The wetting front then reaches 1.2

metres in about two months and 1.8 metres in approximately four to five months. It may be

assumed that any changes below 1.8 metre depth are limited to one or two months (August-

September), except in signihcantly wetter years. On the drying aspect it seems the upper 1.2

metres dry out to wilting point by December while this state is not reached at 1,8 metres

until January.

In the black earth profile, another major soil in the region, drying to wilting point is more

restricted and from 1.2 metres downward the soil is in a variably moist state, remaining

more or less at field capacity at 1.8 metres. The authors concluded that in years of low

rainfall, penetration of water into the soil would be restricted to probably not more than 1.2

metres and in drought years any change in soil water would be ternporary. In years of

average rainfall most soils appear to wet to little more than 1.8 metres, but to considerably

greater depths in years of high rainfall.

The above observations suggest that the soil prohles in the region are generally layered, and

it generally takes months for water to penetrate into the lower layers, the deeper the layer,

the slower the penetrating process. These observations are significant to modelling in the

catchment, especially for the case of event based rnodelling. It seems there is little need to

model water flow in low profrles because the movement of water in these profiles are too

slow to contribute significantly to the storm hydrograph. It can probably be assumed that

effective impermeable layers do exist in these soil profiles. The study of Taylor et al. (1974)

did not tell how many layers the two soils generally have but it did appear that at soil depths

of 0.3, 0,6 and 1.2 metres, there seem to be important impeding layers.

3.2.2 Field Investigation of Catchment Soil

Catchment soil was investigated through a period of a little over two weeks of working in

the field during March, 1994. Fourteen soil samples were taken from the field by borehole

tube sampling and drilling. The distribution and the sample numbers taken in and bordering

the catchment are shown in Figure 3.10. The samples were taken in such a way that they
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were wide spread in the catchment and as representative as possible while the total scale of

the field work was well controlled, to be cost effective and practical for the purpose of

modelling. Tubes were pushed up to 1.2 metres into the soil profiles where possible, but

generally they were limited to the top 60 cm due to the resistance of the dry hard topsoil

profrle at the time. The samples were immediately insulated after extracting from tubes or

drilling to prevent from moisture losses. They were then taken back to the soil laboratory

for testing.
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Figure 3. 10 Distribution of soil sampling sites for the Sauerbier Creek catchment
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Figure 3. 11 Taking soil samples from the Sauerbier Creek catchment using a push

tube of up to 1.2 metres to push through the soil profïle where the site was accessible

to vehicle
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Figure 3. 12 Soil profile at site 5 of the Sauerbier Creek catchment. The profÎle is

clearly layered
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Figure 3. 13 Soil profile at site 6 in the Sauerbier Creek catchment
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Figure 3. 14 soil prorrle at site 10 of the sauerbier creek catchment
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Photos were taken in the field during the investigation where there happened to be clear

cuts of soil sections as a result of house building. These are shown in Figures 3.I2 to 3.I4.

It is clear from the photos that the soils are layered, with the top layer of approximately 0.2-

0.3 m thick with vegetation and root system. Figure 3.14 also shows a second layer which is

approximately 0.4-0.5 m thick. Soil water contents of the prohles at different depths were

calculated through weighing the samples before and after drying in the oven. These tests

provided the information for determining the soil moisture content at wilting point as well

as the general distribution of the moisture at various depths.

A sieve analysis of soil particles was carried out in the soü laboratory. This was done by

lust drying the soil taken from the field and then grinding the soil carefully before placing

the sieves on the vibrating machine for approximately ten minutes. The particle size

distribution and the median diameter of the soils were thus obtained.

Soil bulk density was also tested where possible. Usìng part or the whole soil profrles used

for bulk density test, the soil moisture content at saturation were tested. These were done

by hoiding the soü column by the sides with elastic rubber while leaving the top and bottom

sides open. They were then placed on trays with a little water in them, and then put in the

insulated Moisture Room of the Department where humidity is kept at 100 percent for two

weeks. After that the soil columns without visible water on them were taken from the trays

and weighed, and then were put in the oven fol about one week's drying.

The weight of water in each soil column as a percentage of the dry weight of the soil

column is deemed to be the gravimetric saturated water content of that soil column. The

gravimetric water contents were then transformed into volumetric water content. Tables

3.1-3.3 show the details of soil samples, and test results.

Table 3.1 shows a brief description of the soil samples taken from the field. The numbers

indicates where they were taken from the field. These descriptions were helpful in

understanding the basic soil structure of the catchment, the possible surface and subsurface

flows, as well as the general moisture distribution of the catchment in dry season. Generally

clayey soil were found below 0.3 m. There are places near creeks where humid and compact
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clay layer was found with depth up to 0.6 m, but below this layer there could be dry sand of

considerable depth.

Table 3.1 Description of soil samples taken from the field

5#

9# 913194 uphill road side, 22 cmbclow surface clayey

3t3t94

Table 3.2 displays the results of laboratory test of the soil samples. The average particle size

of the soil is 0.203 mm with the range from 0.09 up to 4.76 mm or more; the average

saturated water content is 0.378 with the range of 0.346-0.645; and the average soil bulk

density is 1567 with the range of 1284-1750. Samples No. 16# and 20# contained large

sizes of gravel which greatly influenced the median particle size, so these two sets of

samples were not included in the averaging. Samples No. 2# and 15# were not included in

the particles size test because of test failure.
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Table 3.2 Soil properties tested in the laboratory

9t

15#

5# 0.315

0.34130.09

N/A

1427

0.43

0.203

It can be seen from the test that the catchment soil properties are highly variable from site to

site, this can be explained principaþ by the inherent heterogeneity of the soils, and partly by

sampling at some special locations. Samples No. 2# and 6# were taken from a backyard and

roadside respectively, these areas are likely being compacted before and thus returned with

low volumetric saturation water contents. Sample No. 16# contained too much gravel

which does not absorb enough water and thus showed the lowest saturation water content.

Sample No. 5# is in a depression area and a clay sample which does not surprise to have the

highest saturation water content. Sample No. 17# returned the third highest saturation

water content because it is surface soil with very little compaction during the test process.

However no particular reason can explain Sample No. 11# which displayed the second
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highest saturation water content. V/ith the exception of these particular samples, the rest of

the tests demonstrated relatively consistent result for saturation water content. Although

these samples were taken from representative catchment locations in an aim to portray a

whole picture of the catchment, these data were nevertheless limited by the inherent

heterogeneity of the soils in the catchment. Furthermore the point data obtained may not be

able to represent the areas even a few metres apart. Therefore the goal of extrapolating the

data to the whole catchment based on these data points was aborted, as it would seem to be

scientificaþ unconvincing or even self-deception to do so.

As the data set showed consistency when not counting the exceptions, averaging of data for

the catchment seems to be a more practical method if not the best available one to use.

'When averaging the data set including the exceptions, these exceptions which nevertheless

do represent catchment realities, would also be reflected as comprising part of the

variability. It seems a better representation of the catchment saturation water content could

not be obtained without a few hundred data points tested for the catchment, which is

beyond the capability of this study and even if it can be done it would still face the question

of point data representation of the catchment variables.
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Table 3.3 Water content at various depths of the field soil profile
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Saturated water content should generally be inversely related to soil bulk density as a higher

water content takes more of the volume of a soil colunm reducing the overall weight of the

soil column. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.15 although only a weak relationship is

exhibited showing a very limited correlation between the two.

Table 3.3 shows the water content of the soil samples as they were taken from the field.

Since the samples were taken at the end of the dry season, most samples showed very low

water contents even at significant depths. It is clear that water content generally increase

with depth below the ground, only that this is not so apparent at very dry locations. Since

the surface soil is very dry at the time most of the grass on hilltops were dry as well, so the

surface soil at these sites should demonstrate the soil water content at or below the water

content at wilting point. V/ith the exception of depression areas, there were five sites with

surface water contents of less than 5Vo, and five sites with surface water contents greater

than6Vo, the median water contents is 5.5Vo. Therefore it may be assumed that the \r/ater

content at wilting point in the catchment is likely to be in the range of 5-6Vo. The water

contents at depression arsas were more evenly distributed throughout the soil depth, and

were generally higher than the ones in other areas, particularly in the hilitop areas. At one

depression site it was found that the sandy layer which was below the clay layer was very

dry. It could be postulated that no signihcant amount of water would reach the sandy layer

in a particular storm. It would be a very slow process for storm water to penetrate the clay

layer and eventually reach the lower layer and have it thoroughly drained. This supports the

lrndings of Taylor et al. (1974) that the process would take months for the wetting front to

reach the lower soil profile provided there was a signihcant amount of rainfall.

3.2.3 Soil Borehole Data from the Local Happy Valley Council

Five sets of borehole data were requested from the local Happy Valley Council. These were

data used for property development in the lower middle part of the catchment by the

Council. The hydraulic and hydrological properties of these data were helpful in further

assessing the soil profiles of the catchment and for the subsequent modelling practices.

Groundwater was not met in any of the cases no matter in which season the test was

undertaken or what depth the borehole tube reached. All the borehole depths were limited

to the top 1.4 metres except in one case where the depth reached 3 metres, with the
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suspicion that bedrock has been reached below these depths. Five tables were produced

based on the major results of the Council borehole test which are found in Appendix A.

The borehole test (Appendix A) showed that generally from horizon B or B-C which is at

the lower part of the top metre, the soil changes from silt to clay, frequently with soil colour

changes, Groundwater was not encountered in any case suggesting the absence or the

insignificance of groundwater in the water flow system. This reinforced the idea that

significant storm water flows perhaps only occur on the soil surface and in the top one or

two soil profrles limited to the top metre. The groundwater flow component could thus

perhaps be neglected in the storm water flow system which would simpli$ the hydrological

modelling processes,

3.3 RAINFALL DATA

Rainfall data for the year 1993 were observed with three pluviometers in the Sauerbier

Creek catchment. A total of six significant storm events occurred in the catchment during

the year. The events recorded were used for runoff modelling only. Rainfall data for the

years 1994-96 were found not reliable because of equipment failure, as a result there were

no further runoff modelling for the years 1994-95. The rainfall data of the year 1996 was

transferred from a nearby pluviometer, for sedimentation modelling during which time there

were synchronised rainfall, flow, sediment, and turbidity data observed. The transfer of

rainfall data for Sauerbier Creek catchment flow and sediment modelling is discussed in

detail in later sections.

3.3.1 Raingauges and Recorded Data

Studies have shown that the spatial and temporal rainfall variations in small catchments are

frequently larger compared to those in large catchments where these variations tend to be

smoothed out. Any modelling practice carried out on a small catchment needs to consider

the spatial and temporal variabilities of rainfall data. In order to monitor the spatial and

temporal rainfall in the Sauerbier Creek catchment, three pluviometers were set up in or

bordering the catchment where sites were available. The three raingauges were bought from
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WESDATA Pty Ltd (The company changed its name to DATAFLOV/ Pty Ltd in 1994) and

were installed at the locations shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.10. One of the raingauges was

installed on top of a hill while the other two were installed at the lowest part of the

catchment. The difference in elevation between the gauge sites at the top and lower reaches

of the catchment is approximately 180 metres which has a significance effect on the rainfall

records. The raingauges record the rainfall to the nearest 0.1 mm. Table 3.4 shows the

details of the three pluviometers in the catchment.

Table 3.4 Pluviometers installed in the catchment

4U503103 Happy Valley Council Depot Raingauge

Table 3.5 Storms recorded at Sauerbier Creek catchment in 1993

19109 11:00 19109

Table 3.5 shows the start and finishing time, initial flow of the events which will be used for

modelling moisture distribution in the catchment. The last column shows the wetness index

which is a model parameter used for modelling and will be explained in Chapter 4.

\\

3
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The six major rainfall events selected from 1993 records were used for runoff modelling

with the first three events for calibration and the last three for validation or prediction.

These events were recorded before water sampling equipment were installed in late 1995

and were used for runoff estimations only. The raw rainfall records were entered into the

HYDSYS (1992) data archiving system, and later extracted from the system for modelling

uses. The six events extracted at the three sites in the catchment are described in Tables 3.5

and 3.6.

Table 3.6 Rainfall for the storms recorded at three catchment sites in L993

74.8 52.t 58I

49.3

Table 3.6 demonstrates the differences in the rainfall recorded by individual pluviometers

for each storm event. It can be seen that the differences in rainfall for a particular storm

could be as high as 3O5Vo, particularly with smaller storms. The mean maximum difference

excluding the one with the largest difference is 33%o, andTSVo if including the largest one.

These figures clearly indicated the significance of spatial rainfall when applied for runoff

modelling. This vital factor of rainfall distribution over the catchment is discussed in more

detail on runoffmodelling in the next chapter.

3.3.2 The Reliability and Maintenance of the Raingauges

The WESDATA raingauges did not function reliably as they aged and much data were lost

for the years 1994-95 after approximately three years from installation. From 1996 on new
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raingauges called DATAIILOW fi'om the same manufacturer were bought and installed at

the same sites as before. Unfortunately the new installations proved to be unreliable as well.

After checking the rainfall data extracted from these loggers with the flow data recorded at

the catchment outlet, the rain data were found not valid for the storm events. This

effectively means that theie would be no rainfall records at Sauerbier Creek catchment out

of the three pluviometers installed in the period, which would cause serious difhculties for

erosion and sedimentation modelling had it not for a substitute raingauge in the surrounding

area

Downloading data from the raingauge data logger is by a portable laptop computer. This

requires a trip to the field which takes approximately th¡ee hours once every month in dry

suîìmer months and once a fortnight in wet months. The data stored in the logger would be

lost if the logger battery (9V, alkaline) or the gauge battery (12V,1.1 AH) gets too low.

The data is not recoverable once lost. The raingauges had several failures since instaliment.

One of the gauges was frequently vandalised until a 'bullet proof box was installed to

house the logger and battery. When the gauges failed, they were usually taken back for

laboratory checks which cost time and risk of missing the following stûrm events.

Overall the unreliability of the rain gauging system cost the author many hours of work in

field and laboratory. This demonstrated the very challenging nature of part of the field data

collection program and using unproven equipment.

3.4 FLO\ry DATA

A weir at the lower end of the Sauerbier Creek catchment was constructed to measure the

flow frorn the catchment (Daniell and McCarty, 1994). Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show two

photos of the pond and weir site. The pond was formed upstream of the culverts, with the

road embankments and weir structure acting as the dam wall. A pressure transducer was

installed at one side of the weir to measure the height of the water in the pond. The water

height was then used to calculate the flow through the weir. A 'Faþm' wefu was

constructed for flow measurement. This kind of weir is suitable for irregular shaped

channels with an opening in a wall across flow, it allows deep flows relative to width, which

means that for high flows the discharge weir would probably not be submerged before
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culvert capacity was exceeded, The head-discharge equation for the Faþm weir is as

follows

e = Cv*Cd*2 [2g]oso *b*h/so 3,1

Where

Cv is approach velocity coeffrcient (Figure 4.15, Bos, 1989),

Cd is discharge coefhcient (Figure 1.12, Bos, 1989),

b is breadth of weir, normal to flow, and

h¡ is upstream water surface elevation above weir sill.

Figure 3. 16 Pond site at the lower reach of the catchment showing the staff gauge

and the logger box at the upper right

Stage height or water head was measured continuously by the pressure transducer thus

giving a continuous flow records. Using Equation 3.1, the water level-discharge relationship

over the weir was developed, and this is shown in Figure 3.18. The level of weir sillwas

designated at 10.000 metres, the top of the weir was 11.500 metres.
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Figure 3. 17 The pond and the weir facing upstream
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Figure 3. L8 Sauerbier Creek weir site stage height and discharge relationship
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3.4.1 The Reliability and Maintenance of the Pressure Transducer

,r:
i.l

The pressure transducer was reliable but the set up of the logger lead to some lost record.

The logger was set up to record data every minute or if the water level changed by 10 mm.

Initially one 12 Vl 2 AÍl rechargeable battery was used to supply the logger. This battery

usually lasted four weeks in dry periods, but may only last two wçeks in a wet period. As a

result, some data were lost due to the battery failure. Two I2Yl2 AÍI batteries were later

installed side by side in the logger which allowed the logger to continuously operate for one

month under most circumstances. Care needed to be taken to avoid battery faüure by not

setting the change of water level measurement too low. It was once set at 5 mm change

which resulted in wind perturbation being measured and caused battery failure within a

week. Generally the stage measuring logger was very reliable and performed well, especially

after the two batteries were put together to supply the power.
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Figure 3. 19 Sauerbier Creek pond site contour map, the weir is at the middle of the

left hand side of the map, the weir sill elevation at 1.0.000 m
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3.4.2 Pond Survey

A survey of the pond and the surrounding areas was undertaken following draining and

d.ying of the pond. A total of frfty eight positions were selected and surveyed, their relative

elevations were calculated assuming the elevation of the weir sill is 10.000 m. A software

called SURFER, which can be used to represent and manipulate various land surfaces and

related calculations, was used to develop the areal contour map. It is plotted in Figure 3.19.

The areas, shapes and features of the pond were demonstrated in the figure. The weir is at

the middle left end of the contour map. Using the same software, the volume of the pond

can be calculated according to the elevation or stage, and thus the stage-volume relationship

of the pond can be obtained. This stage-volume relationship shown in Figure 3.20 was later

used for runoff routing in the pond, and for estimation of the influences of the pond on

runoff outflow estimation.
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Figure 3. 20 Calculated Stage-Volume relationship for the pond formed by the weir

at the outlet of the Sauerbier Creek catchment
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Figure 3. 21 The site where lvater sampler and turbidity meter were installed

103

Figure 3,22 Ylater samPler on the left bank of the creek facing upstream
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3.5 \ryATER SAMPLING AND TURBIDITY DATA

The setting up of the automatic sampler and the turbidity meter at the outlet of the

catchment, the maintenance of the equipment, and the subsequent data collection and

processing in the laboratory are described in this section.

3.5.1 Design and Construction of Water Sampling and Turbidity Measuring for the
Sauerbier Creek Catchment

Water sampling is an essential part for sediment transport estimation in the catchment. A

site approximately 100 metres upstream of the weir site was selected as the sampling site to

avoid backwater effect from the pond formed by the weir. A 'goal post' structure was set

up across the creek with a cage housing the inlet hose for sampling, water level float trigger,

cables and turbidity meter (Figure 3.2I). The logger for data storage and transfer was

located on top of the goal post. Approximately three metres above the creek on the left

bank (facing upstream), a drum was partly buried housing the automatic sampler (Figure

3.22). The drum elevation was chosen to avoid possible submergence of the sampler during

high flows. The cables connecting the logger on top of the post and the sampler, and the

hose from the cage leading to the sampler were either buried underground or housed in the

cage for protection. Figures 3.2I and 3.22 show two photos of the instrumentation sites for

water sampling and turbidity measuring. Figure 3.23 shows a sketch of the sampling

settings.

The sampler bought from GAMET Equipment Pty Ltd is an automatic sampler with 24

sampling bottles each of 1 litre in capacity. The problem with the commercially available

sampler was that it operated at fxed and predetermined time with an adjustable number of

more frequent samples being taken after the predetermined trigger event. This was

considered to be inadequate and inflexible for the application of seasonally variable storm

water monitoring as at Sauerbier Creek. What was needed for the system was that it could

be started when the storm is coming and finishes sampling according to the predetermined

lookup time table. As a result, a special microprocessor based controller was developed in

the Department to control the water sampler and the turbidity meter with a water level float

which can be moved up and down inside the cage to provide the trigger signal.
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Drum and Water Sampler

Goal Post
Box ing Logger

Undergro Hose and Cables
Cage Housing Turbidity Meter

Figure 3. 23 Skeich of the connection of the automatic sampler and turbidity meter

(see Figure s 3. 2,3. 21,3. 22 for sketch and photos of the site)

The controller stores the date, time and number of each sample taken and the turbidity

readings for later down loading by a portable computer. Samples were taken according to

the lookup table with varying time intervals. The design of the lookup table was primarily

based on the observation of previous monitored storms with a more frequent sampling for

the fust part, and less frequent for the remaining part. This was designed for most storms

that last three hours or so. Some storrns lasted longer than three hours and in such cases the

data is supplemented by the continuous turbidity monitoring as long as the water level is still

above the float level in the cage.

The micro processor or controller includes a central processing unit, a read only memory,

and a random access memory ßAM). Most of the time the processor is turned off or in the

'sleep' mode with only the RAM powered up, thus keeping the power consumption low. It

activates only with external signal or the float to take samples. Once obtaining the signal,

samples were taken according to the lookup table until all the 24 bottles were filled, The
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float signal also starts the recording of the turbidity meter, this continues at one minute

interval until the float is down, and could restart the turbidity recording if the float was up

again. Data are stored in a single small electrically erasable and programmable read only

memory device. Details of this sample and turbidity controller are found in V/oithe and

Gamble (1996).

The turbidity meter was purchased from TAIN Electronics. The turbidity sensor uses dual

beam infrared light transmission method to determine the absorption of light by particles or

dissolved material in a normally transparent liquid. The effect of lamp aging or intensity

reduction and lens fouling by algae etc. was reduced by measuring the light absorption over

two paths of different lengths, and deriving the component which is dependent on the

distance. Readings of up to 5000 nephelometric turbidity unit (NTU) and beyond can be

recorded using formazine test samples. If one NTU is equivalent to 0.606 mg/l of formazine

as suggested by Gippel (1989) which can be determined experimentally, the turbidity meter

can then measure up to 3000 mg/l of sediment concentration, which is generally sufficient

for sediment concentration measurement under the Sauerbier Creek catchment conditions.

The purpose of installing the turbidity meter is twofold. Firstly it is to enable analysis of the

relationship between sediment concentration and turbidity readings; and secondly to provide

additional information after water sampling should the water level still be above the float

level or if the float is restarted with another stage rise. Since the storms occurring at

Sauerbier Creek are generally of the scale of two to four hours, the time for adjacent bottles

of sampling are adjusted to the situation. The first nineteen bottles were taken at five minute

intervals to give a more detailed observation while the 20th bottle is taken at a ten minute

interval, and the last four bottles were taken at twenty minute intervals to enable the

sampling covering longer period. The filling of the bottles is pre-tested so that each bottle is

filled up to 4/5 of the capacity and no spillage would occur in the process. The intensity of

such sampling is very high compared with most other sampling programs which generally

sample at daily interval. The rationale behind this sampling scheme is to record as many

samples as possible for an event, detailing the storm process, particularly at high flood

levels. This scheme proved very successful for most storm events. Where some storm

events were not totally monitored, they were supplemented by turbidity measurements

which were generally complete records throughout the storms.
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One problem arising from this sampling as with other sampling programs, is that it is never

known before a storm, what size or length it would be. There were times small events

triggered the sampling without notice or that samples could not be collected or processed

quickly enough after a storm, resulting in the loss of sampling records of the subsequent

storm event. This is quite diffrcult to avoid in wet season as rainfalls are more frequent and

collecting and processing the sample data may take up to a day to complete. The water level

trigger was raised several times during the wet season after discovering the problem which

led to better sampling records.

3.5.2 The Power Supply, Reliability and Maintenance of the System

The power supply for the turbidity meter and the water sampler was each provided by a

1.2VtlO AH battery. The turbidity meter power supply generally lasts for more than a month

since the turbidity meter operates only when the float is triggered and remains above the

trigger level. Once the float is down, the turbidity meter stops recording which is reasonable

since by that time the turbidity meter is probably partially exposed to the atmosphere, and

does not record true values of turbidity. The battery for the sampler is able to last up to

several events providing ample time for replacement. The logger power is supplied by a

lzVtL8 or 2.0 AH battery which is able to last over a month under most conditions.

The system was reasonably reliable, with only a few breakdowns happening during the

monitoring period. These included a wire disconnection and a pump failure. The triggering

float which can be moved up and down in the cage proved very useful, since it enabled the

adjustment of trigger level according to catchment wet conditions. In the wet months the

float was set higher than in the dry months, because a small rainfall of 2 mm during this

period would generate runoff, and the system would be triggered easily if the float was low,

suppose there was another rainfall event of 20 mm which occurred 10 hours after the first

one, the latter one would miss the sampling. The float could also be triggered by accident

such as emptying a swimming pool by a local household without notice, which would mean

missing the next storm data if the trigger were set low. As a result the trigger level was

raised substantially higher during the winter months to avoid such happenings.
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Quite unlike the sampling, the turbidly measurement was a far better alternative than the

sampling in terms of continuous monitoring, because it can sample many events as long as

the battery supply is sufficient and the float is maintained in the 'up' position. This method

provided a far better monitoring in terms of data continuity and is far less strenuous than

water sampling. The question of whether the turbidity meter can replace sampling or how

effective it is for sediment monitoring will be discussed in Chapter 6. The turbidity data at

the start and end of the recording may experience partial exposure in the air resulting in very

lower turbidity readings. These data were checked and deleted where considered

inappropriate and were not used in modelling. The system has not been vandalised, or

damaged by lightning as had happened elsewhere (Gippel, 1989). The housing of the

equipment in either steel or concrete chambers proved very necessary and reliable for

protection of the instruments.

The maintenance of the system is relatively simple. The data is stored in the logger when the

float is triggered during a storm. A laptop is brought to access the data by connecting it to

the logger using a RS232 serial cable. After transferring the data from the logger, the data

file in the logger is deleted and the logger restarted. The water sampler is also restarted after

replenishment of empty sample bottles. Batteries are checked and replaced if found to be

below 12V. During the wet months the data collection could be very strenuous because of

consistent rainy days. Field trips of every few days including weekends are normal. The

availability of vehicle and additional sample bottle sets had at times been a problem,

contributing to data loss though not in a serious manner.

3.5.3 Data Processing in the Laboratory

Water samples were brought into the Environmental Laboratory of the Department for

analysing soon after a storm. Glass microf,rbre f,ilters of 0.45 ¡tm from WHATMAN were

used for fiitering the suspended solids. The filters were weighed and marked before being

used. The samples were well shaken before being filtered using a vacuum pump, the volume

of the filtered samples were measured. Filtered suspended solids were then put into an oven

for drying. After drying, the total weight of the filter plus sediment was recorded. The

sediment concentrations of the samples were calculated by dividing the net sediment weight
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with the volume of sample filtered. The sediment concentration obtained by this method

represents the suspended sediment and bed sediment were estimated by calculating

deposition in the pond at the outlet of the catchment. Overall 31 storms were monitored in

just over ayear of sampling time. The number of bottles in each set of samples varied from

2 to 24 bottles with a total of 488 samples collected. Since the sediment modelling needs

synchronised data of rainfall, flow records as well as sampling, loss of data in any one of

them would have made the other relevant data unsuitable for modelling. Also the number of

bottles in each storm have to be great enough for meaningful modelling. As a resuit, the

number of storm events satisffing all these conditions were reduced quite significantly, with

a larger part of the observed events have to be excluded. Finally eleven storm events were

left with medium to suffrcient level of data needed for sediment modelling, with a few

storms not monitored throughout the total of the storm hydrographs but enough to illustrate

some modelling points. This reflects once again the very challenging nature of the storm

sediment data collection.

Nearly all of the sampled data, though a large part cannot be used for direct sediment

modelling, can be used for developing the relationships between sediment concentration and

turbidity records. In other words they are still very useful sediment data points despite that

they may not be used for all analytical modelling. If the sediment concentration and turbidity

relationship can be built with stable and high correlation, then erosion and sedimentation

estimation can be based on the continuous data of turbidity records for future storm events,

and both short and long term sediment load for the catchment can be estimated with

confidence. This would reduce the strenuous sampling work to a minimum. Details of these

estimations are found in Chapter 6. The storm events satis$ing the needs for direct

sediment modelling are described in the following section.

3.6 DESCRIPTION OF THE STORM EVENTS FOR SEDIMENTATION

MODELLING

Data input and extraction were mostly done through the HYDSYS (1992) system. A brief

description of the procedures dealing with the database system is provided in this section.

As stated earlier, storm events were transferred from a neighbouring pluviometer for

erosion and sedimentation modelling in Sauerbier Creek catchment because of the
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malfunctioning of the raingauges in the catchment. Was the transfer ltvarranted ? What was

the possible problem arising from such a transfer? These questions need to be answered

before transferring data to the Sauerbier Creek catchment.

3.6.L Inputting and Extracting Data from the HYDSYS Systern

HYDSYS (1992) is a system for data storage, editing, retrieval and analysis of time-series

data and related information. Any time-dependent data may be stored with quality code. A

graphical mouse-based editor is used for editing. It allows a variety of outputs in diffbrent

units, and graphical display of data.

The first step for input data into ttre system is to manipulate data into the format that ale

readable by the HYDSYS system. This involves using some data conversion software to

transfer the raw data into the ASCII format and then put them into the relevant directories.

The second step is to set up the station name database, putting details of the station into the

system. The third step is to put individual fi.les one by one into the system. The fourth step is

to gather the relevant individual files into one file and editing the file by filling gaps, deleting

overlaps etc. The last step is to report and plot the files. After that, the files are ready to be

extracted for modelling use. Extracting data from the system is very convenient once the

data were put in. All the original rainfall data was input and extracted from the HYDSYS

system for modelling uses.

3.6.2 Transfer of Rainfall Data to the Sauerbier Creek Catchment

It was mentioned earlier that erosion and deposition modelling in the Sauerbier Creek

catchment depends on synchronised data of rainfall, flow, sampling, and turbidity. Since the

rainfall data collected from the raingauges of the Sauerbier Creek catchment are clearly

distracted and unreliable, there is need to find substitute raingauges in the surrounding

areas, and investigate the possibility of rain data transfer. A raingauge approximately 2 km

west of the Sauerbier Creek catchment, set up by the SA'Water to monitor the rainfalls for

the Happy Valley Reservoir (HVR), was chosen as a possible station for rainfall data

transfer. The elevation of the Reservoir station is about the same as the lower reach gauges
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of the Sauerbier Creek catchment. The 1993 rainfall records of the three gauges of

Sauerbier Creek catchment and rainfall record of the HVR gauge were chosen for

comparison. There is no particular reason for choosing the year 1993 records for

cornparison, any of the recolds can be compared to gain insight into the raingauge records.

Records of various sizes and duration both in terms of accumulation and real time series

data r,vere chosen for comparison. These comparisons are shown in Appendix B where each

page represenis either a cumulated or ar time series distribution of rainfall records; Tlie

results showed that the Happy Valley Reservoir gauge demonstrated high similarities rvitir.

the other three gauges in the catclt.rnent, and its variations in tilne and total rainfall f'ol alt

event appear likely to be neal' or within the variations of the three gauges of the Sauerbier.

Creek catchment.

Table 3.7 shows the rainfall recorded at the four gauge sites. It is clear that the HVI{

records are within or very close to the variations of the three gauges of the Sauerbier Creek

catchment. Table 3.8 shows the results of linear regression of the 1993 storm events among

the three gauges at Sauerbier Creek catchment and the HVR gauge. It exhibits that the

coefficient of determination between the downslope No. 2 gauge and the HVR gauge is

even higher than any two in the catchment, and two out of three coeffrcients of

determination between the HVR gauge and the catchment gauges are equal to or higher

than the coefficients of determination of the gauges within the catchment. The averaged

coeffltcient between the HVR and the catchment gauges is 0.94 which is higher than that of

the average between the three catchment gauges which is equal to 0.93. This is to say that

the rainfall recorded at the HVR gauge is statistically closer to the rainfalls recorded at the

three gauges in the Sauerbier Creek catchment in general than that among the th¡ee gauges.

This can probably be explained by the fact that the HVR gauge is at similar elevations with

two downslope gauges in the catchment which exerts more statistical influence on their

correlations and thus returned higher coefhcients of determination. The above goodness of

fit analysis demonstrated that the HVR gauge can adequately approximate the catchment

rainfall, at least in terms of quantity, of the Sauerbier Creek catchment without modification

of the records.
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Table 3.7 Storm rainfall at three catchment sites as compared to HVR gauge

t

tt2

7.6

49.3 46.9 56.8 54.6

Table 3.8 Storm rainfall coefficients of determination between the catchment gauges

and the HVR gauge

Downslope rain

gauge No. 2 (mm)

0.88 0.98

Half of Appendix B displays the time series or spatial distribution of the 1993 storm events

at the four stations. Close examinations reveal that storm rainfall distribution recorded at

HVR site are generally within or very close to the variations within that of the three gauges

in the Sauerbier Creek catchment. This was tested by dividing each storm event into as
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many stages as practical and correlating the stage rainfalls among the four pluviometers and

comparing the results in a similar way as shown in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. These examinations

returned similar results as with the total storm rainfall analysed above. This implies that the

HVR gauge is as good as or even better than any one of the catchment raingauges in

presenting the Sauerbier Creek catchment rainfall,

It is therefore concluded that the rainfall records at HVR site can be used to represent

Sauerbier Creek Catchment rainfall both in terms of temporal and spatial distribution

without modification. This effectively means that the error caused by using the HVR rainfall

record is within the errors of using any one of the three catchment rainfall records of the

catchment raingauges. The average of the four raingauges is therefore considered to be as

good as or better than the average of the three catchment raingauges.

3.6.3 Major Storm Events Used for Sedimentation Modelling

A total of 31 storms were monitored within years 1995-96. Three were monitored in late

1995. Twentyeight stormevents withrainfallranging from2.6 mmto 51.12 nìmwere

selected from the 1996 ranfall records, which were all the storms available for modelling in

1996. Eleven storms had sampling data ranging from a few bottles to 24 bottles with them.

These storms are used for direct sediment estimation and prediction which are shown in

Chapter 5. Alt 31 storms had turbidity data with them which are used for building the

relationships of turbidity and suspended sediment concentration. The 28 storms occurred in

1996 were used for total annual sediment yield estimation for the year 1996 which are

shown in Chapter 6. Fifteen indicative storms occurred in 1996 are shown here, they include

all those having sampling data and the most significant storm events happened in the year.

Details of these storms are displayed in Table 3.9.

Four storms with sizes of less than 4 mm, all with sampling data, are likely to cause larger

variations in modelling as small rainfalls tend to be more variable in space and time, and it is

often diff,rcult to represent the spatial rainfall distribution for the catchment with such small

sized rainfalls. However these storm events are so valuable that they have to be included for

modelling even if the outcome may prove to be more volatile than other storm events.
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Table 3.9 Description of major storm events of 1996

7104 0.501/0.001 31.8
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Chapter 4

Catchment Hydrological Modelling

4.I INTRODUCTION TO THE TAPES.C AND THALES MODELS

The models used for rainfall and runoff simulation and prediction consist of two separate

models. The first model called TAPES-C, Topographic Analysis lrograms for the

Environmental Sciences-Contour, is a contour based catchment partitioning model, which

transforms the catchment into a series of irregular shaped one dimensional 'flow tubes'

(Moore et al. 1988; O'Lougtrlin, 1986). The second model called THALES, is a runoff

generating and routing model based on the structure of a catchment partitioned by TAPES-

C (Moore and Grayson, 1991). The two models combined form a contour-based distributed

catchment digital terrain model which enables rainfall and runoff modelling on an element

basis using elevation as the predominant factor'

The following is a brief introduction of the catchment partitioning and hydrological models

used in this study, including the basic features and the softwares developed, the main

equations used, and the structures of the models. For a more thorough description

interested parties are encouraged to refer to the original papers (Moore et al' 1988;

O'Loughlin, 1986; Moore and Grayson, 1991) and documentation of the TAPES-C and

THALES software Package.
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4.1.1 The Digital Elevation Model of TAPES'C

TAPES-C uses the 'stream tube' concept of Onstad and Brakensiek (1968) assuming the

contour lines are equipotential lines (Figure 4.1). Orthogonal lines to the equipotential lines

form the 'stream tubes' shown as shaded area in Figure 4.1. The stream lines or slope lines

are also called orthogonal trajectories. Elements of inegular shapes are formed by the

adjacent contours and stream lines. Runoff from a higher contour flows orthogonal to the

adjacent lower contour with both adjacent stream lines forming the flow boundaries. Flow

from an upslope element successively enters into the downslope elements to form a one

dimensional flow tube.

Figure 4. I Idealised topographic map of a catchment showing two adjacent

trajectories originating from a contour, at j and j+1, and the contour element they

define, element with vertices at j, j+1, i+l and i (after Moore et al., 1988)

Upslopc aea
IAil

Element ar:r
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4.1.1.1 The Sofîware

Five programs are involved when using TAPES-C. These are: (1) DIGITIZ, (2) PREPROC,

(3) PLOTCON, (4) EDITCON, and (5) TAPES-C. DIGITIZ permits contour lines to be

digitised to create a vector digital elevation model (DEM). As more topography is digitised

in the process of making maps, it is more convenient to obtain these data from the map

makers rather than laboriously hand digitising the information. PREPROC and PLOTCON

are both contour smoothing and editing programs that allow the user to modiff the digitised

contour data. PLOTCON also allows contour gap joining, contour clipping outside the

catchment area, and contour flipping or reorientation of contour lines. By far the most

convenient and effrcient method of contour editing is to use a later version of the

EDITCON program. The later version EDITCON is a graphic based editing tool that can

perform all the work done by PREPROC and PLOTCON in a much easier way. In addition

to the work performed by PREPROC and PLOTCON, the new EDITCON includes moving

and removing of contour lines and contour segments, zooming and resizing of the window,

switching, changing, deleting and undeleting objects (points and contours), all can be done

in the Unix windows environment. Some diffrculties were met during the processing of

Sauerbier Creek catchment contours using PREPROC and PLOTCON, which are

understandable as these are not window based progranìs, and when problems arise, it is very

diffrcult to find the problem sites either in the original Fortran code or in input data. This

prompted the use of the new EDITCON for contour editing. Some problems were also met

with loading and saving fites in binary and ASCII formats in using EDITCON on a DEC

workstation 5000/25, which could not be explained by the developer (John Gallant, 1993,

personal communication). It appears that all the original programs need considerable

upgrade before they can be more user friendly.

TAPES-C is a set of programs that partition the catchment using the 'stream tube' approach

mentioned above. The partitioning is done with two rules for the stream lines and contour

lines: to maintain either the shortest distance or the orthogonality of stream lines to contour

lines. Partitioning begins from the lowest contour moving towards the highest contour and

from one side of the catchment to the other progressively until completion of the whole

catchment. Starting from one point on the lower contour, if an orthogonal point is found on

the immediate higher contour and the distance between the two points is the shortest of all,

tt7
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then the point at the higher contour is determined; if the orthogonal point is found but the

distance between the two points is larger than the shortest distance between the point on the

lower contour and a point on the higher contour due to the curvature of the two contour

lines, then the shortest distance point on the higher contour is adopted as the base point for

further partitioning. The distance between adjacent points on the lowest contour for

partitioning is determined by the user, usually of the order of 20 or 50 metres apart

depending on catchment size. Partitioning stops for that contour when it reaches the

boundary which can also be defined by the user. Partitioning then commences with the

immediate higher contour using the points determined by the previous contour partitioning.

An illustration of an idealised topographic map of a catchment is shown in Figure 4.1. The

top element begins at a ridge or boundary point O, the lower element is centred at Rj, with

an area of A,¡ and an upslope area of A¡ (the shadowed area minus the element area of Aa).

4.1.1.2 The Calculøtion of Attrìbutes

The attributes of slopes, element areas, and upslope contributing areas of the elements are

calculated according to the Equations 4.I to 4.3.

Equation 4.1 is used to calculate the slopes of two adjacent trajectories between a contour

segment and its immediate upslope contour segment where Äå is the contour interval.

Equation 4.2 calctilates the average slope between Pi and Q shown in Figure 4.1. The slope

S/ equals 52 on planar slopes and in ridge areas but not in elements that straddle the valley.

In such cases .S1 is an approximation of the slope of the land draining to a waterway, wNle

52 approximates the slope of the waterway itself. P; and Q are actually the points with the

largest contour curvature (plan curvature in radians per metre) on that contour segment.

sl=11
2

Lh Lh
+ ) 4.r

It*,- x,)2 +(t,-t¡)' ( x¡*t - x ¡*)2 * ( !i*t - ! ¡t)2

Lh
52= (

^l{ 
*,*ro - x ¡*rn )2 * ( ! ¡+tn - ! ¡ *rn)2

) 4.2
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n-l
I - (2( xr*, - x ¡,)(! *+t + y ) /2) + ( xt - x)( tr + y, ) /2 4.3

&=l

The contour curvature is computed by numerical differentiation of points with x, y

coordinates. Equation 4.3 calculates the element area A,¡ and the upslope contributing area.

A¡ (Figure 4.1) where the area enclosed by a polygon with vertices at (x¡,, y¿) make up the

boundaries of the two areas.

The aspect of the element at point P¡ is estimated by the orthogonal to the direction of the

straight line connecting the point j to the pointl+1 in the downslope direction and gives the

true azimuth clock-wise from north. The widths of the upslope and downslope or the

distances from point i to i+ I , and j to j+ I can be easily calculated by their x, y coordinates.

The flow distance over an element can be calculated by the element area and the average

upslope and downslope widths. In the case of a valley segment the flow distance is

represented by the distance between R *d Q. The centroid of an element is determined by

averaging the values of the coordinates of i and Q. The connectivity of upslope and

downslope elements is ensured by numbering them during element generation.

4.1.2 The Hydrological Model of THALES

THALES is a hydrological model based on the element network created by TAPES-C. It is

a one dimensional rainfall runoff model. It can simulate kinematic overland flow and

simplified channel flow with both saturation excess and infiltration excess flow. The

elements and attributes developed in TAPES-C are used for runoff generation and routing.

Variables inside each element are assumed to be uniform. The following describes the basic

formulae used in THALES.

4.1.2.1 InfíItration Representation

Estimation of the infiltration is based on either one of the four equations: the Green-Ampt

and the Horton infiltration capacity equation (Morel-Seytoux, 1988a, b), the relationship of

Smith and Parlange (1978), the three parameter model by Parlange et al. (1982), and the
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algorithms of Philip (1957). Using the equivalence between the Green-Ampt and the Horton

infiltration capacity equations, Morel-Seytoux (1988a, b) obtained the time from the onset

of rainfall to surface ponding, ro to be given by

kG -0)n 4.4
i(i-k)

Where k (mm/h) is the resaturated hydraulic conductivity, 0" is the field saturated water

content, g¡ is the initial soil water content, ¡/" (mm) is the effective capillary drive, and i

(mm/h) is the rainfall intensity (Mein and Larson, 7973; Morel-Seytoux, 1988a,). The

infiltration after surface ponding is calculated by

tp

r =k+40, -kxen, -!)s-n'-t') 4.5

'Where / (mr/h) is the average infiltration rate between times t-At and t, io (mmlh) is the

rainfall intensity that induced ponding, ffid n is a constant. Equation 4.5 is Horton's

equation, which was demonstrated by Morel-Seytoux (1988b) to be equivalent to the

Green-Ampt equation (Green and Ampt, 1911) if the parameter a is defined in terms of

Green-Ampt parameters k, 0,, 0¡ and H"by

n=8k/((0, -0t)H,) 4.6

Equations 4.4 and 4.5 assumed the depth of ponding on the surface was negligible which

could produce a maximum error of ll%o n the computed rainfall excess rates according to

Schmid (1989) but the error was usually limited to 5Vo.

The Smith and Parlange (1978) equation can be expressed as

F
exP( )

Bf=k,
,,ptf,¡-r

4.7
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Where / is the infiltration rate, k, (mn/h) is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, F (mm)

is the volume of water infiltrated and B = H"(0"-0,).

Hydraulic conductivity can be related to soil water content by the Brooks and Corey (1964)

equation

K(e)=r¡ffi)'*' 4,8

Where 0. is the residual soil water content and ¡ is a fitted parameter.
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Figure 4.2 Concept of water flow and runoff generation (After Grayson, 1990)
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There are a few assumptions associated with infiltration into the soil profile. The basic ones

made about the soil water profrle are that there is: a relatively impermeable soil layer below

the soil surface; a saturated layer lies above this impermeable layer; an unsaturated layer lies

above the saturated layer; the entire soil profile fust wets up to the field capacity; and the

soil profile progressively wets from the bottom to the surface (Figure 4.2). Incoming water

enters the soil profile or the unsaturated layer which discharges into the saturated layer with

no lateral discharge from the unsaturated layer. The discharge rate is calculated by the

Brooks and Corey (1964) equation. The saturated depth changes as a result of this

discharge, which in turn changes the depth of the unsaturated layer. Lateral flow is deemed

to occur in the saturated layer only. 'When the saturated layer reaches the soil surface,

saturation excess flow occurs with possible exfiltration from the subsurface flow. Surface

runoff is allowed to infiltrate in a downslope element where the soil profile has not

saturated.

4.1.2.2 Surface and Subsurface Runoff Representation

Surface flow is modelled using the unsteady flow continuity equation and the kinematic

approximation of the momentum equation. Applied to an element, the continuity equation

can be expressed as

iA"

At,
dA aO

ùàs
4.9

4.10a

Where A @Ô is the "apparent" cross-sectional flow area (Takasao and Shüba, 1988), 0

1m3/s¡ is the discharge, i is the rainfall intensity (mm/h), A" G*) is the plan area of the

element, and As" (m) is the flow distance along a streamline through the element. The

"apparent" cross-sectional flow of subsurface flow only, and the combined subsurface and

saturation overland flow respectively are

A= rtYyII 0<A<(tÌrlÐ or0lH<D

A- otyD+ A" A> aryÐ 4.10b
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'Where al is the width of the element orthogonal to the streamlines, 7 is the effective

porosity (total porosity minus field capacity of soil water content), D is the thickness of the

effective soil profrle above the impermeable layer, and FI is the depth of flow or saturated

flow above the impermeable layer. For broad sheet flow, A" = @(H -D), where H - D is

the overland flow depth. For rill or channel flow, ^4. becomes the channel cross-sectional

aÍea.

Using Manning's equation, the subsurface flow and the combined subsurface and surface

flow resistance equations can be expressed respectively as

Q=Klrinþ=ro1Ksinþ 0<A <aÐ or 0( H<D
T

4.lla

4.1lbQ = aDK sin B + aA! A> utD

Where K is the effective hydraulic conductivity of the soil, B is the local slope in degrees,

with

a = n-ro)-ú tantD þ, and m = 5 /3 for broad sheet overland flow; and

a = n-r 62ß tanrn p , and m = 4 /3 for channelised flow

n is Manning's roughness coefficient, and ( is the coeffrcient in the assumed relationship

between hydraulic radius R , and cross-sectional area A" of a channel

n= Ø'"o 4.t2

Where € = 0.354 for rectangular channel, 0.352 for trapezoidal and 0.364 for parabolic

channel (Moore and Foster, 1990; Moore and Burch, 1986a)

A four point finite difference solution developed by Brakensiek (1967) was applied to the

continuity equation by the THALES developer. The solution is expressed as
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Ao + 2Qo # = A, - A, + 4 + rO, {n+ ziA" # 4.t3

'Where Q and A with subscripts are the discharges and the flow cross-sectional areas

respectively, Àr is the time interval, subscripts 1 and 3 refer to time r at positions s and

s*Âs, respectively, and subscripts 2 and4 refer to time r+ Lt at positions s and s+Ar¿

respectively. The right hand side of the Equation 4.13 are known quantities, and the

equation can be solved for Ao and Qousing Newton Raphson or Regula Falsi method

(Moore and Grayson, 1991).

Initial soil moisture conditions can be represented by uniform or non-uniform distribution

using the wetness index of Beven and Kirkby (L979)

w=ln(a/tanþ) 4.14

'Where w is the wetness index representing the catchment moisture condition related to the

topographical features of a catchment, a is the upslope contributing area drained over per

unit width of cross section, and B is the local slope.

THALES also includes other algorithms such as evaporation and transpiration calculations.

Pan evaporation data can be used for catchment evaporation estimation.

The above description contains the major framework of the catchment partitioning model

TAPES-C and the hydrological model THALES, which were used to model runoff in the

Sauerbier Creek catchment. Limitations of the models were cited and modifications were

made where appropriate and these are discussed in later sections of the chapter.

4.2 CATCHMENTPARTITIONING

For distributed hydrological modelling, a catchment needs to be partitioned into cells or

elements before modelling. The partitioned catchment provides the basic frame-work for
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subsequent flow and sediment routing in the catchment. The following section details the

preliminary editing work needed for a successful catchment partitioning.

4.2.1 Catchment Contour Data Input

The first step of digital elevation modelling is to obtain a catchment topography map in

digital form. A contour map is represented by a series of digital numbers of x, y and z

coordinates, or alternatively for each contour line of fxed ¿ value, to identify the x and y

positions of the points on that contour. A long contour line can be divided into several

contour segments, with each contour segment containing as many points as the user likes.

The points on a contour or a contour segment represent that contour or contour segments in

subsequent modelling. V/ith the development of computer technology and Geographical

Information Systems, the digital contour information is becoming easier to obtain. The digital

topographical information can be used for a variety of purposes such as road planing, bush

fire fighting and pipe network design. This is particularly so when using Geographical

Information Systems such as ARC/INFO. Digitised contours provide the basic topographic

information of catchments used for hydrological modelling. In recent years many areas

covering major metropolitan centers have been digitised as basic information to be used for

social and economic development. Researchers now are able to take the advantage of this

development for their research work instead of digitising the catchments themselves, which is

very laborious work in most cases. The Sauerbier Creek catchment is inside the Adelaide

metropolitan area and the digitised catchment contour map was obtained from the

Environment and Natural Resources Department of the South Australian Government.

The requested data need to be in the right format to be accepted by the TAPES-C software.

The data should be text files of Unix version. The data sequences should be in a format

compatible with the requirement of the model. Since the TAPES-C software was used

previously by hand digitising catchment contours, there was no protocol which can be used

for accepting data in already degitised yet differently formatted data. A program was written

which enabled data to be accepted and entered into the TAPES-C software. The program

was also requested by the original model developers to be distributed to other users of the

TAPES-C software.
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4.2.2 Processing of Catchment Contours

The original form of the digitised contours as was entered into the TAPES-C software is

shown in Figure 4.3. This is a digitised rectangular area which covers the Sauerbier Creek

catchment, as was extracted from the metropolitan data base. The extracted data need to be

processed or edited before it can be used for modelling purposes. It can be seen from this

Itgure that the contours are very complex, some are tangled together, others are just bits and

pieces. AIi of these need to be edited or processed thoroughly before proceeding to

catchment partitioning. Serious problems can arise when proceeding with poorly edited

catchment contour data.

(

t
€

lkm

Figure 4. 3 Original digital contour map for the area covering Sauerbier Creek

catchment
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As part of the TAPES-C software and mentioned earlier, a new version of contour editing

protocol called EDITCON, was used for contour editing. EDITCON is a very useful editing

tool as the raw contour data frequently contained various errors of discontinuities, tangles,

and some irregularities in describing topographical features. These errors if not properly

corrected would result in structural problems for subsequent catchment modelling.

Figure 4. 4 Digitat contour map for Sauerbier Creek catchment after editing and

flipping the original contour map 180 degrees
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EDITCON has the features of allowing manipulating of contours under the -r window

environment, zooming up and down the contour map, changing the colours of contours, and

deleting and changing contours and data points on them. The fust step of editing the

contours is to delete the contours or contour segrnents that üe apparently outside the

catchment area of concern. This was done to the Sauerbier Creek which resulted in the

contour map of the catchment as shown in Figure 4.4'

Figure 4. 5 Map showing one of the tangled contour lines before edìting

The second step is to impose the catchment boundary onto the catchment. Larger scale

maps covering the catchment are needed to derive the catchment boundary accurately.

Maps with the scale of 1:2,500 were used to first outline the catchment boundary on these

)
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maps, and then by comparing the catchment boundary on these maps with the digitised

contour map, the points on the ridges of the catchment boundary were defined using the

EDITCON software. These points can be a seÍies of x and y coordinates only, or x, y, and z

coordinates which defure the catchment boundary points and form the catchment boundary

when connected. A total of 116 pairs of x, y coordinates were selected as the catchment

boundary points which enabled a relatively smooth line for the catchment boundary to be

formed (Figure 4.8).

The next step is to further delete the contour lines that lie outside the catchment boundary

which were not deleted in the f,rst pass, and to edit the contour lines and segments that are

obviously incorrect such as those crossing over one another, non closing loops at high

points or breaks in the middle of contour lines (Figure 4.3). An example of a tangled

contour line is shown in Figure 4.5. Finally the contour segments must be reæranged in

order that each higher contour should always be on the same side of the lower contour.

A

1

c

3

B

Figure 4. 6 Catchment partitioning problem of contour crossoYer
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It is important to note that significant time can be saved by editing the contours carefully

before executing TAPES-C, which partitions a catchment into series of interconnected

irregular elements. Otherwise problems can arise which are very cliffrcult to track and time

consuming to solve.

4.2.3 Fartitioning the Catchment into Smaller Elements

With the finishing of catchment contour editing, and the imposing of catchment boundary

on the contour map, catchment partitioning is ready to be performed. By executing the

TAPËS-C program, the catchment can be partitioned into many irregular but interconnecteci

elements. The partitioning starts with the lowest contour aud moves progressively tor,varcls

the higher contours according to the sequences of the segments on each contour. Some

problems in the original model were identified during the partitioning process and these

were corrected. One of them was that elements were created with their boundaries crossing

ovel contour lines as illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Three contour lines numbering 1, 2, and 3 from lower to higher elevation are shown in

Figure 4.6. A point on contour 3 needs to be found as one of the four points to form an

element. It starts from point A on contour 2. The software acts like this: it fnst looks for the

point B on the higher contour, the contour 3, where the tangent line is orthogonal to the

trajectory line of AB, then it looks for a second point on contour 3 with the shortest

distance to point A, which is point C in this case. Then it compares the two trajectory lines

of AB and AC and chooses the shortest one as one of the element boundaries. In this case

point C would be chosen as the point for further partitioning on the higher contour.

However the trajectory AC crossed the contour lne 2 which is unacceptable for modelling'

The assumptions set up in the program were very reasonable and sound under most

conditions but failed to account for this particular situation which happened when there was

an abrupt change of contour shape. It seemed that little could be done to overcome this

except by making the contour lne 2 a little smoother and more parallel to the shapes of the

contour lines I and 3 to avoid such crossovers. This happened in several places which were

all corrected. Changing the shapes of the contour lines can be done using EDITCON.

130
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Another problem that arose from catchment partitioning was involved with closed contours

and catchment boundaries which is illustrated in Figure 4.7. For this example, AB is a part

of the catchment boundary, C is a closed contour, Point X is inside the catchment and point

Y is outside the catchment boundary. If the starting and finishing points are S and F

respectively, and partitioning starts \ryith point Y which is outside the catchment, then the

program will partition the part inside the catchment which is required. However if the

starting and finishing points are inside the catchment boundary as illustrated by point X, the

program will partition the part outside the catchment bounclary which adds elements outside

the catchment to the total partitioned elements and is incorrect. The original program was

modif,red to accornmodate this situation so that only the part of contour inside the

catchment was partitioned. Modifying of the original code was not an easy task as the

software is basically a research tool. There was a need to understand each and every part of

the code which was not developed in a commercial way, and locate the parts that needed

improvement. When these parts were changed other relevant parts in the software

frequently need to be adjusted as well.

Figure 4.7 Mlap showing a partitioning problem when starting from point X. AB is a

segment of catchment boundary, C is a closed contour, S and F indicate starting and

finishing points of partitioning

S

C
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X
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A try and error approach was needed for a successful modification of the program. There

were many times when the program stopped running in the middle of the calculations

leaving the user wondering why and at which place it stopped. The program had to be

divided into many parts to allow identification of the problem areas and make relevant

changes and adjustments to the code to allow the program running again. The progression

was rnade through experiencing a strenuous and time consuming modelling experience.

Figure 4. 8 Sauerbier Creek catchment as partitioned into 3477 elements where

darker lines are the ridges of the catchment

Before using EDITCON to create a catchment contour map, some scaling parameters need

to be determined to obtain a simpler or more detailed catchment contour map. The original

NORTH

1km
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input contour data for the Sauerbier Creek catchment was approximately 0.2 megabytes in

size, while the created output contour map was nearly 2 megabytes. It is advised that the

catchment boundary be set up before executing TAPES-C program. This saves time by

limiting the partitioning inside the catchment boundary only.

The partitioned Sauerbier Creek catchment is shown in Figure 4.8. The catchment was

partitioned nto 3477 elements with each element having an area of a few dozen square

meters up to a few thousand square meters, with an average area of 825 nf each. The

starting width of partitioning for each element is 20 metres and the contours are five metres

apart. This is to say that if an element is rectangular and with a slope of l0 degrees, then

one side of it would be 20 metres, and the other side would be 50 metres, and the area of

the element would be 1000 nr'. These figures are near those of an averaged element of the

partitioned Sauerbiel Creek catchment. However individual elements are much more

variable as their irregular shapes dictate.

4.3 PARAMETERDETERMINATION

With the catchment partitioned, the framework for modelling is setup. The next step would

be the determination of parameters for model use. With the distributed modelling approach,

it is not possible to obtain all the necessary data particularly to obtain the data at an element

scale which are frequently in their thousands for a catchment. Even if a few point data can

be obtained for the catchment, it is still not possible to distribute them over the catchment in

a acceptable manner, or to obtain a reliable average in some cases, without creating more

problems. To overcome this problem, simplified methods have to be used until better and

more efficient methods of data collection and distribution are found. For practical

modelling, it is unavoidable and comrnon practice to use data from various documentation

and use averaged parameter values. An example of this is the use of Manning's roughness

coefficient, which are so widely used that the empirical feature of the parameter is often

ignored.

Two types of parameters were outlined below. They are the non catbrated and calibrated

parameters. The non calibrated parameters are usually obtained from documentation while

the calibrated ones are obtained from f,reld investigation and modelling calibration.
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4.3.1 Non Calibrated Parameters

These parameters were mostly soil and soil water parameters. Saturated water content was

obtained from laboratory testing as was described in detail in Chapter 3. The average value

of 0.38 is found to be generally consistent in the catchment despite a few exceptions. The

residual water content or water content at wilting point was analysed in the last chapter to

be in the range of 0.05-0.06 which was assumed to be 0.05 for modelling.

Van Genuchten and Nielsen (1985) reviewed several empirical equations for predicting soil

hydraulic properties including Equations 2.II and2.I2.Fftfed values for the parameters in

these two equations for various field soils were obtained and recommended ìn their study.

The n in Van Genuchten equation (Equation 2.12) varies from 1.1 to 62,bttt the vast

majority of values are within the range 4.0-6.0, so it is reasonable to choose the parameter n

to be 5.0 as was used elsewhere. The exponent in the Brooks and Corey equation (Equation

Z.II) B , was given a typical value of 0.4 which is widely used in many studies. The

Bubbling pressure Hb (cm, Equation 2.I8), ranges from -22 to -78 and a representative

value was chosen to be -50, which was also used in othe.r studies. Since modelling was not

done continuously storm after storm, averaged monthly pan evaporation data was used to

estimate evapotranspiration during the storm. The amount or the influence of

evapotranspiration can generally be neglected for storm modelling in the Sauerbier Creek

catchment as storrns usually last only a few hours'

While these parameters could be obtained from extensive field and laboratory tests, it was

not done chiefly because of limited budget and time frame, and the belief that a few

experiments which are able to be done would not offer very much in identifying reliable

parameters for the catchment as a whole, and most practical catchment hydrological

modelling would not likely to be able to obtain the detailed soil water information on a

catchment scale. On the other hand, these parameters could also be calibrated in the effort

to obtain better fits in modelling. This was not done because it would only represent

artificial fitting without concrete data to support such calibrations. Furthermore, the added

number of parameters would likely to complicate the often diffrcult issue of parameter

identification. The philosophy behind this approach is to limit the uncertainties of parameter

determination by fixing those parameters deemed as less prominent, and calibrating as few
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variables as possible to make justif,red and sound predictions. It is believed that the approach

adopted here is not only a sensible one, but also best serve the need of practical modelling,

which can be improved with more f,eld data collected from the studied catchment.

4.3.2 Calibrated Parameters

Saturated hydraulic conductivity was estimated from soil morphology using the method of

McKeague et al. (1982), and King and Franzmeier (1981). This method determines the

parameter by observing the soil texture and structure, porosity, and the cracks in the soil to

estimate the classes or scales of the saturated hydraulic conductivity. The conductivity in the

Sauerbier Creek was initially estimated to be in the range of 42-167 mm/h, and a

representative value was chosen to be 50 mm/h. This parameter proved to be insignificant

for saturation overland flow and therefore not changed throughout the modelling. This

insensitivity is associated with the model structure of subsurface flow representation which

leads to the underestimation of subsurface flow and needs to be modihed if the model were

to be used for soluble chemical modelling such as salinity study, this point is further

discussed later in the chapter.

The channel conf,rguration was diffrcult to speciff because of the irregularities of the channel

network and its cross sections. A fxed cross sectional configuration was adopted as was the

case in the original model. A trapezoidal cross section with bottom width of one metre and

a sideslope of l:2 was assumed, which is compatible to the observation and measurements

in the catchment channel network.

Three other parameters were chosen for the runoff modelling. The f,rst was the moisture

distribution parameter which determines the areas of saturation or source areas of the

catchment, and the relative soil moisture content of the remaining catchment area. A proper

representation of this distribution is deemed of vital importance to estimating the runoff

production of saturation overland flow. Studies have shown that wetness indices can be

effective tools for catchment moisture distribution. Beven and Kirkby (1979) used Equation

4.14 to identify the distribution of wetness in the catchment. This index was used in the

model to identify the catchment moisture distribution. The relationship between
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accumulated catchment area and the wetness index is shown in Figure 4.9 for Sauerbier

Creek catchment.

Figure 4. 9 Relationship between the scaled catchment area and the wetness index

The initial moisture condition of a catchment is often a dominant factor in predicting runoff.

A distribution of the initial moisture condition can be derived from the moisture distribution

formula and the baseflow from the catchment at the start of the event through a method

developed in this study. The original model used saturated elements in the catchment to

determine the moisture distribution in the catchment which was found to be an improper

method (the reason is given in discussion section), A modification of the model by using the

wetness index and the baseflow of the catchment was performed for the Saueerbier Creek

catchment, which proved to be very successful. This was done by identifying the wetness

index which corresponds to areas or elements which are just saturated and scale the rest of

the catchment elements according to their wetness index values. The wetness index values

were derived for each storm, resulting in one index value which can be associated with the

initial catchment outflow for each storm, and thus a relationship between the wetness index

value and the initial outflow rate can be built empirically for a catchment after calibration of
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a few storms. Using this relationship, whenever an initial outflow is known, the moisture

distribution of the catchment can be estimated. This relationship is site specif,rc, but has the

potential of being generalised once enough small catchment data were collected and

analysed. The rightmost column in Table 3.5 gives the wetness index values of the six storm

events selected for 1993, with the fìrst three being calibrated values and the last three

estimated for predictions.

Two other parameters need to be chosen for the modelling, namely the Manning's

roughness coefficients for overland flow and channel flow, and the soil depth to the

relatively impermeable layer. The overland flow roughness coeffrcient was chosen from the

recommended Manning's roughness coefhcients for overland flow of Engman (1986) who

suggested the value of 0.10 for the clipped range, while the variation ranges O.O2-O'24.For

the roughness coefficient of channel flow, there are no readily available values to choose

from. Chow (1959) recommended only the roughness values for natural minor streams (top

width at flood stage < 30 metre) on the plains and for mountain streams with no vegetation

while the Sauerbier Creek can be regarded as a mountain stream but with extensive

vegetation in lower reaches of channels. Comparing the Sauerbier Creek with thick high

grass up to 1.5 meters in some sections of the channel, to the channel having the highest

roughness of 0.15 in Chow's book, it is obvious that the roughness for Sauerbier Creek

channel is greater than 0.15, but it could not be determined exactly from documentation. As

selection of the roughness a priori cannot be made, it has to be calibrated against runoff

events. The roughness for the channel was chosen as 0.19 after the three events calibration

mentioned earlier. Channel roughness was found to be more important than the overland

roughness in the modelling. It could also be variable according to the magnitude of storms

as larger storms would have a smoothing effect over the rough channel which may lead to

smaller roughness coefhcient. However there were not enough large storrns to test the

situation.

Soil depth to the relative impermeable layer is limited to the top two metres under almost all

conditions, but the fluctuations of moisture are generally within the top one metre according

to Taylor et al. (1974). These were confirmed by the field investigation of soils in the

Sauerbier Creek catchment in this study. It was measured from the fourteen borehole soils

samples that the depths to the relative impermeable layer were generally in the range of 40-

),37
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80 cm. Since the number of soil samples were not enough to cover the whole catchment,

providing soil depths to the impermeable layer for each and every element of the catchment

in a conhdent and reliable way, averaged or calibrated values need to be found in modelling.

Following the calibration against three runoff events, the depth to the impermeable layer

was chosen to be 0.66 m, which is in the range of both the field investigation of this study

and earlier documentation.

4.4 MANAGING DATA ENTRY AND OUTPUT FILES

Spatial rainfall as a major part of data input was well investigated and carefully prepared for

storm modelling in this study. Other data entry and output files were also set up before

modelling took place.

4.4.1 The spatial and Temporal Distribution of the Rainfall

As spatiai and temporal distribution of rainfali is often more important for runoff modelling

in a small catchment than in a large catchment, there is a real need to distribute the rainfalls

spatially and keep the temporal rainfall time step as short as possible for small catchments

with frequently short duration, high intensity storms. It was assumed in this study that the

gauged rainfalls were the real point rainfalls at the sites in the catchment although there may

be limited errors involved due to wind and other factors (Poreh and Mechrezz, 1984;

Sharon, 1980). Quite a few methods can be used to average point rainfalls over a

catchment. These include the nearest neighbour method, the arithmetic mean, spline-surface

fitting, kriging and other statistically based techniques (Creutin et al., 1982)' Elevation was

considered to be an important factor in the spatial rainfall distribution in this catchment. The

simple arithmetic mean method would be biased toward the lower elevation as there were

two raingauges at the downslope and only one at the upslope. The nearest neighbour

method would be biased toward the raingauge inside the catchment, that is, the upslope

one. Several methods were developed in this study based on the combination of the

elevation and closeness to gauges, as there were no prototype for rain averaging in the

original model. The fnst one was called elevation weighted spatial rainfall, where the rainfall

on an element in the catchment was interpolated between the upslope raingauge and the
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nearest downslope raingauge according to the elevations of the element and the two

raingauges. By knowing the relative positions or the x, Y, z coordinates of an element and

the raingauges, the nearest of the two downslope raingauges can be identified. Using the

record of this gauge and the record of the upslope gauge, a weighting factor based on the

elevations of the two gauges and the mean elevation of the element, can be calculated to

determine the element rainfall at a specified time. Since the upslope raingauge is near the

top of the catchment, and the other gauges near the bottom of the catchment, the elements

with higher elevations than the upslope gauge take the record of the upslope gauge, and the

elements with lower elevations than the nearest downslope gauge take the record of that

gauge. Few elements belong to these two categories, the elevations of the vast majority of

the elements are between the upslope and the downslope gauge. This method thus

combined the elevation and the distance factors into the formulation of the spatial rainfall' It

was considered that the spatial rainfall obtained by this method most likely represented the

catchment areal rainfall, which was used primarily for estimation of catchment runoff, the

results are shown in section 4.5.

The second method used was the nearest neighbour, or shortest distance method where

each element takes the rainfall record of the nearest gauge at a specihc time. This was used

to check different runoff responses using different spatial rainfall distributions. Other

methods such as simple average, individually gauged records, were also used to analyse the

catchment responses to different rainfalls. The spatial and temporal rainfall data is believed

to be one of the most important input data in a small catchment such as Sauerbier Creek,

variations can be very large as was demonstrated in the last chapter. The results and

comparison of using these spatial rainfalls are shown in section 4.7.3.

4.4.2 Data EntrY and OutPut

Raw rainfall and flow data were downloaded from loggers, edited and entered into the

HyDSyS database which was explained in Chapter 3. However the HYDSYS system

cannot solve our special need for averaging storm rainfall data in the catchment which have

to be done in modelling after the data was extracted from the system. Spatial rainfalls over

the catchment for the six storms occurred in 1993 were calculated using the method

mentioned above and the rainfall data described in Table 3.6. The average rainfall data
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series was then developed with a one minute tirne interval which was the same as the

modeiling time step. The time step could be a little longer if needed but should avoid being

too long to smooth out the high rainfall intensities.

The input data and parameters were stored in different input frles. The output files included

one file of runoff estimation, one file of element saturation condition and also files of

erosion and sedimentation estimations. The modelling results wete transferred to the

Windows environment and other softwares for display and further analysis.

4.5 MODELLING RESULTS

Data for the six major storms occurring in 1993 are shown in Table 3.6, listed from year end

to beginning as they were extracted from the data bank. The hrst three were chosen as

calibration events and the remaining three as validation events (Sun and Daniell, 1995).

These modelling were done before the part of sedimentation modelling, where twelve other

storm events were predicted for storms occurring in 1996, which are shown in Chapters 5

and 6 together with sedimentation modelling results. The calibration and prediction of the

six storm events in this chapter provided the basis for an analysis of the runoff model and

the model structure, which have important implications for sediment modelling in later

chapters. The storm modelling in this chapter was done in a much more detailed manner to

demonstrate the various results and implications of using and modiffing the model.

Figures 4.10 to 4.12 display the three calibrated events which occurred in December,

October, and September of 1993. The December event was the largest event of the year,

however it was difficult to calibrate the fatling limb of the second peak of the hydrograph,

This may possibly be caused by the spatial rainfall distribution factor, or the assumption that

the flow is kinematic flow where back water and overbank flow were not modelled, or the

assumption of saturation overland flow which may not suffice under very dry catchment

conditions of the time. A field examination of the channel network showed that there were

areas where no apparent channels or very shallow channels were observed (Figure 3.9)'

Storms flowing through these areas may experience some diffusion effect causing a more

flattened peak flow as compared to the simulated hydrograph shown in Figure 4.10. The

December month is generally a very dry summer month, little rainfall was observed before
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the event. The losses to the soil were diffrcult to determine, and the wetness index is less

likely to efficiently represent the catchment moisture conditions under very dry conditions

as studies elsewhere suggested (Western et al., 1996b). This is represented by the zero

initial flow in the catchment. It appears that the initial moisture and spatial rainfall

representations are the major reasons for the slightly less than satisfactory simulation at the

falling Imb of the second peak of the hydrograph, with the moisture distribution

representation probably a more significant factor. More of the discussion is found in later

secttons
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Figure 4. 10 Calibration of December 1993 runoff event

Figures 4.II-4.12 demonstrate the excellent simulation results of the October and

September storm events. The peaks and the rising and falling limbs were well depicted, even

the small peak at the end of the September storm event was well represented by the

modelling. These indicated the effectiveness of spatial rainfall, initial wetness and other

parameter representations under wet circumstances rather than the very dry conditions

where the moisture representation may be less efficient.
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Figure 4. 11 Calibration of October 1'993 runoff event
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Figure 4.12 Calibration of September 1993 runoff event
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Figure 4. 13 Prediction of August L993 runoff event
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Figures 4.13 to 4.15 exhibit the three verification events predicting the storm events

occurred in August, July, and May of 1993 respectively. The first two predictions were very

good. The estimation of the variations of the July storm hydrograph is particularly

satisfactory in that the peaks and troughs are all well fitted, representing an excellent spatial

and temporal rainfall resolution used for modelling. They also represent that the initial

catchment moisture conditions were effectively represented by the wetness index in these

cases. The third prediction for the May 1993 event overestimated the flow compared to the

observed hydrograph. This is caused by the very large variation of spatial rainfall which

exceeds 300 percent (Table 3.6), making it almost impossible for a good estimation of the

spatial rainfall and the storm hydrograph. The example showed the significance of spatial

rainfall on the hydrograph in a small catchment, particularly when the total rainfall amount is

small.

Figure 4. 15 Prediction of May 1993 runoff event

The influence of spatial rainfall to runoff prediction of this event is compared to that of

wetness index value which reveals a very interesting result as discussed in section 4.7.
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The overall prediction, though limited by the number of storms estimated at this stage, is

very satisfactory. In fact the twelve other storms predicted, although using a substitute

raingauge in the immediate surroundin g area, but still used the primary parameters obtained

through storm study in this chapter without any further calibration, also returned very

satisfactory prediction results as will be seen in the next two chapters, particularly when a

storm rainfall for an event is greater than a few millimeters. When the event rainfall is only a

few millimeters, it is difficult to justify that they represent catchment rainfalls in space and

time and catchment depression storage may play a significant role as reviewed in Chapter 2.

The storm estimation demonstrates that the modelling approaches and parameter

representations are well warranted and sound in predicting storm runoff in the Sauerbier

Creek catchment which will be further evidenced in later chapters.

4.6 PARAMETER SENSITIVITY TESTING

As discussed in the previous sections, there are two groups of non-calibrated and calibrated

parameters based on the approach adopted in this study. The calibrated parameters are

tested to determine their significance on flow estimation'

The sensitivity of each parameter was tested by varying a single parameter at a time while

maintaining the rest unchanged and comparing the peak runoff rate changes for that

pa.rameter. peak flow rate is deemed as a better and more convenient representation than

flow volume for sensitivity test in this study. The sensitivity test was done with the October

event which has a peak runoff rate of 0.64 m3/s. Tests with other events showed the same

or very similar results which are not displayed here'

Figure 4.16 shows the results of the sensitivity test of the parameters. It can be seen that

initial soil moisture distribution is the most sensitive parameter followed by Manning's

roughness coeffrcient for channel flow. Both the Manning's roughness coefFrcient for

overland flow and the soil depth to the relative impermeable layer have very little effect on

the results. The sensitivity test shows that a successful prediction of a runoff event depends

primarily on the prediction of initial moisture distribution, and a reasonable estimation of

channel roughness. This implies that the runoff hydrograph could be predicted using as few

as two parameters, or one parameter and one distributed parameter, a significant advantage
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over many other hydrologic models which rely on dozens of possibly interrelated

parameters, and with few concrete and reliable measures to determine them for modelling.

The important roles played by these parameters, input data, as well as other factors which

influence modelling results are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 4. 16 Sensitivity test of the four calibrated parameters used for modelling

4.7 FACTORS INFLUENCING MODELLING RESULTS

Since the weir formed a pond at the catchment outlet for flow measuring (Figures 3.16 -

3.17), the pond is likely to affect the storm hydrographs which should be assessed. Effects

of spatial moisture distribution and spatial rainfall distribution on hydrographs were also

assessed in this section.
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4.7.1 Pond Effects on HYdrographs

The weir for measuring flow and the pond which formed upstream of it were described in

Chapter 3 and shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. The observed outflow at the weir site was

affected by the routing effect of the pond storage formed by the weir. The magnitude of this

Table 4.L Calculation of pond storage and stage height relationship

10.3

10.5

10.9

321.8

551.1

696.t

r23l

236.4

t442

-2.8

11.9 -0.91
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effect was examined following a survey of the pond. The contour map of the pond was

shown in Figure 3.19. The stage and volume relationship of the pond was shown in Figure

3.20. The Stage-Volume relationship was fitted with a poþomial function of the form

2 4.t5,S= Co +CtH+C2H

Where ,f is the storage or volume and H is the stage height of the pond. Co, Ct, Cz arc

calibrated parameters. Table 4.1 demonstrates some details of the calculations and the

values for Co, Ct, Cz. Column B were the observed volumes with the relevant stage height,

Column C were the corresponding estimated volumes using Equation 4.15, column D

shows the difference of the two. The observed and estimated volumes are highly correlated

as the correlation coeffrcient suggests. Using this poþomial function, the outflow from the

pond can then be estimated.

For the change in storage in the pond, the continuity equation can be expressed as

I-o=ë
dt

I, + I, ^. Or+ O,

- 

lJt22 at = s2- st

Where 1 is the inflow rate, O is outflow and t is time. For the convenience of runoff

routing, Equation 4.16 is usually approximated over a period of time, so the discretised

form of Equation 4.16 with a time interval Ár is

4.16

4.17

Where subscript 1 represents values at the beginning of At, and subscript 2 represents

values at the end of /r , Equation 4.17 can be rewritten as

r,+r,.(+-q=* 4.18

This transformation leaves the left hand side of Equation 4.18 with the known items and the

right hand side values can be calculated by using the Discharge-Stage and Volume or

*o,
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Storage-Stage relationships. As a result, outflow from the pond can be obtained once the

inflow to the pond is known.

Table 4.2 Outflow routing from the pond

0.001 '5.t21

0.004 5.t20 5.t25

0.008 5.128 0.00,1499

0.012 5.t52

0.053 5,198 5.240 0.020796

Table 4.2 displays part of the result of outflow routing with the time interval /r set at one

minute. More details of this routing method are found in Linsþ et al. (1988).

The six storm events modelled previously were taken as inflows for the pond and the

outflows were routed using the method outlined above. The results are shown in Figures

4.I7 to 4.22. lt can be seen from these figures that the influence of the pond on the

hydrographs were generally minimal so there is little need to adjust the outflow from the

pond for runoff prediction. As a result, all the subsequent runoff predictions are not

adjusted for the effect of pond routing. The less than obvious effect of the pond in

regulating flow can be compared with its ability in trapping bed sediment from the

catchment as will be shown in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.17 Pond effects on calibrated
December 1993 event

Figure 4. 18 Pond effects on calibrated

October L993 event

Figure 4. L9 Pond effects on calibrated

September 1993 event

150

Figure 4. 20 Pond effects on predicted
August L993 event

Figure 4.2L Pond effects on predicted

July 1993 event

Figure 4.22 Pond effects on predicted

May 1993 event
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4.7.2 Effect of Catchment Moisture Distribution and Variability on Runoff
Modelling

The soil moisture distribution demonstrated itself to be the most dynamic parameter

influencing modelling results. A more detailed analysis was therefore warranted to

understand this important factor. The saturation areas of the catchment can be identified by

the wetness index for each storm event. The expansion and contraction of the saturation

areas during an event displayed how the moisture factor affects runoff producing areas.

NORTH

1km

Figure 4.23 Distribution of catchment moisture showing the contracted saturation

areas (dark) in dry months
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Figure 4.24 Distribution of catchment moisture showing the expanded saturation

areas (darÐ in wet months

Figure 4.23 shows the saturated areas of the catchment during the dry suÍlmer season, and

Figure 4.24 displays the saturated areas of the catchment during the wet winter season. It is

clear from these two figures that catchment moisture distribution varies significantly with

the dry or wet conditions of the season. In fact the moisture distribution may vary rather

considerably during the process of a storm hydrograph. From the theory of saturation

overland flow, the changes in saturation areas largely determine the runoff generation and

estimation of storm events.

NORTH

lkm
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Figure 4. 25 Sketch of the channel network of the catchment (darker areas in the

catchment)

When the catchment is dry, there is generally little or no baseflow, with smaller saturation

areas generating less runoff with the same amount of rainfall compared with that of wet

catchment conditions. The moisture condition difference is likely to dictate the shape and

volume of a storm hydrograph. The introducing of the wetness index, and relating it to the

initial storm flows of the catchment in modelling seemed well warranted as the moisture

distributions in Figures 4.23 and 4.24 suggest, which is also an important improvement over

the original model.
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'When the saturated areas in Figures 4.23 and 4.24 are compared with the channel network

shown in Figure 4.25, there is clear resemblance between them except in the areas of the

lower part of the catchment which is much flatter than the rest of the catchment and the soil

moisture conditions are wetter as indicated by the wetness indices. This illustrates that the

wettest areas are those around the channel networks and the areas of flat low land which

expand or contract according to the moisture conditions. This supports the fndings of the

field investigations in the catchment and also supports the results of others working in this

field (Beven and Kirkby, t979; Moore et. al, 1988; O'Loughlin, 1986). The broken

drainage lines in the Figures 4.23 to 4.25 were caused by numericai averaging of

transforming irregular data to grid based data, so these f,rgures represent approximately the

real catchment situations.

Figure 4.26 Simulation of Dec. 1993 event using different moisture distributions'

where w is the initial moisture content for the flat rate moisture distribution

The significance of using the wetness index to represent catchment moisture condition can

be illustrated more clearly by comparing the modelling results of using wetness index and

using a flat rate moisture condition for the whole catchment (Sun and Daniell, 1996).
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Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show the results of the sirnulation of the December and October,

1993 events using wetness index as well as flat rate initial moisture conditions.

The saturated soil moisture content is 0.38 as mentioned earlier. For ttre December cvent

there is no flow at the start of the event which means a drier initial moisture condition. The

initial moisture content w, for the December event was calibrated as 0.29 as shown in

Figure 4.26. The simulated hydrograph for the December event using a flat rate moisture

condition generatecl flow peaks well behind the observed, chiefly because the rising lirtb

was well behind the observed one. This reflected that .under dry catcllnent moisture

conditions, some time was needed to saturate the elements to generate flow in thc

catchment which actually delayed the runoff generation'

Figure 4. 27 Simulation of Oct. 1993 event using different moisture distributions'

where w is the initial moisture content for the flat rate moisture distribution

For the October event the initial flow rate was 0.019 nf/s and the initial moisture content

was calibrated as 0.347. The simulated hydrograph for the October event using a flat rate

moisture condition generated three peaks instead of one as observed (Figure 4'27), which
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showed that at high moisture conditions, any rainfall pulse, albeit a very small one,

generated significant runoff.

In reality the elements with high moisture conditions are able to be saturated by rainfall

more easily, and therefore can produce runoff immediately after a reasonable amount of

rainfall, with little or no time lag when compared to the observed event.. Using the flat rate

moisture conditign woulcl require all elements to be saturated at the same tirne to generate

runoff for the spatially invariable rainfall. The examples showed that both the shape and

timing estimated using the flat rate initial moisture condition do not represent real

catchment ruloff responses, and cannot thelefore be used for runoff prediction for the

catchment.
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Figure 4,28 Simulation of Dec. 1993 event showing the volatility of using a flat rate

moisture distribution, where w is the initial moisture content for the flat rate moisture

distribution

Figures 4.2g and 4.29 display the hydrographs using averaged flat rate moisture conditions

for the catchment for the same two events. Figure 4.28 demonstrates that an initial moisture

change from 0.29 to 0.30 for December event, a change of three percent of initial moisture
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content greatly changed the shapes of the hydrographs of the event; while for the October

event shown in Figure 4.29, aninitial moisture change from 0.347 to 0.348, a change of 0.3

percent of moisture condition also changed the simulations significantly. This abnormal

volatility of modelling of catchment runoff responses again showed that using flat rate

moisture condition for the Sauerbier Creek catchment was not suitable and unacceptable for

modelling.
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Figure 4. 29 Simulation of Oct. 1993 event showing the volatility of using a flat rate

moisture distribution, where w is the initial moisture content for the flat rate moisture

distribution

4.7.3 Effect of catchment spatial Rainfall on RunoffModelling

The Sauerbier Creek catchment rainfall varies significantly with different gauges, it is

important to distribute the individual rainfalls over the entire catchment. Quite a few

methods were used to derive catchment rainfalls to see how these spatial rainfalls influence

the modelling outcomes. Several sets of spatial rainfall distributions were prepared. These

t57
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included the simple arithmetic mean, the shortest distance method (SDSR), the distance

weighted, and the elevation weighted spatial rainfall distributions (EWSR). Two of these,

the elevation weighted and the shortest distance methods, were described in the calibration

and prediction of the storm events in previous sections. In this section the observed and

estimated runoffs using these two spatial rainfalls were overlaid in one figure for each event

so that modelling results can be compared in more detail'
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Figure 4. 30 Calibration and prediction of the Dec. 1993 event using the elevation

weighted spatial rainfall (EWSR) and the shortest distance spatial rainfall (SDSR)

respectively

Using the parameters obtained from previous modelling, estimation using the shortest

distance spatial rainfall was performed and the results obtained. Figure 4.30 shows the

simulated runoff of December 1993 event. The results revealed that using the shortest

distance spatial rainfall overestimated the flow. This is apparent because the shortest

distance spatial rainfall is biased towards the upslope raingauge, which recorded the largest

total amount of rainfall in this event.
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Figure 4, 3L Calibration and prediction of the Oct. 1993 event using the elevation

weighted spatial rainfall (EWSR) and the shortest distance spatial rainfall (SDSR)

respectively

Figure 4.31 displays the results of the October 1993 runoff modelling. The shortest distance

spatial rainfall slightly overestimated the event. Figure 4.32 exhtbits the September 1993

event with little difference between the two sets of spatial rainfall. This is because the storm

event was fairly evenly distributed over the catchment. This event showed the least

variability of spatial rainfall of the six storms selected from the 1993 records. For the

sirnulation of the August 1993 event shown in Figure 4.33, both spatial rainfalls

overestimated the runoff by small amount. The upslope raingauge recorded the largest rain

therefore using the shortest distance spatial rainfall predicted a higher peak than using the

elevation weighted spatial rainfall.

The July 1993 event shown in Figure 4.34 is a large event with a longer duration and is

more multipeaked than the others. This provided an opportunity to examine the timing and

shapes of the estimated hydrographs. It can be seen from Figure 4.34 that the predictions

using both spatial rainfalls fit well with the observed runoff. But on a closer look the

r59
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prediction using elevation weighted spatial rainfall not only fits the peak of the observed

well but also better fits the shape and timing of the observed, while the prediction using the

shortest distance spatial rainfall failed to predict the peak time by approximately one hour.
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Figure 4. 32 Calibration and prediction of the Sept. 1993 event using the elevation

weighted spatial rainfall (EWSR) and the shortest distance spatial rainfall (SDSR)

respectively

For the May 1993 event shown in Figure 4.35, both predictions using spatial rainfalls

overestimated the event, with the shortest distance spatial rainfall generating a three fold

higher peak than the observed. This is, as analysed earlier, caused by the serious uneven

rainfall distribution that the upslope rainfall was three times as large as one of the

downslope rainfall and more than doubling the other downslope rainfall record. From the

above modelling practices it can be seen that estimations of runoff are directly affected by

the spatial rainfall distribution. It appears that the elevation weighted spatial rainfall is a

better representation of spatial rainfall distribution than the shortest distance spatial rainfall'

However, it should be realised that the caübration of the first three events were against the

elevation weighted spatial rainfalls, while no calibration was performed for the shortest
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Figure 4. 33 Predictions of the Aug. 1993 event using the elevation weighted spatial

rainfall (EwsR) and the shortest distance spatial rainfall (SDSR)
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Figure 4.34 Predictions of the July L993 event using the elevation weighted spatial

rainfall (EwsR) and the shortest distance spatial rainfall (SDSR)
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Figure 4. 35 Predictions of the May L993 event using the elevation weighted spatial

rainfall (EwsR) and the shortest distance spatial rainfall (SDSR)

distance spatial rainfalls. Therefore the elevation weighted spatial rainfall should be able to

generate better predictions than the shortest distance spatial rainfall. This illustrated that the

spatial rainfall distributions are closely related to the methods used to obtain them, and

calibrations used for runoff estimations. A better estimation of them requires comparisons

of spatial rainfalls without prior calibrations.

An objective function was used to compare the goodness of fit using spatial rainfall

distributions. Quite a few objective functions can be used to obtain the goodness of fit of

hydrographs. A simple yet effrcient one may be expressed as

Fobi =>(R, - R,)t 4.r9

Where Fo6,isthe objective function, R, is the observed runoff and R, is the simulated runoff

at a specihc time through a storm event. The smaller the Fo6¡ is, the better the fitting of the

simulated or predicted values with the observed hydrograph for an event should be.
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Table 4.3 Objective function values for runoff simulation using spatial rainfalls,

where ele wted, simp av, dis wted, and short dis denote elevation weighted, simple

averaged, distance weighted, and shortest distance spatial rainfalls respectively

ele wted srmp av dis wted short dis

t63

Event number

0,2147

0.0934

0.3788

4.747

3.796

119.5

0.3913

o.2328

0,6830

13.07

1.249

0.5178

Table 4.3 shows the results of the estimations of the storm runoffs with various spatial

rainfall distributions. These spatial rainfalls include the simple averaged spatial rainfall, and

distance weighted spatial rainfall which is using the distances to the raingauges as weighting

factors for averaging, ir addition to the elevation weighted and shortest distance spatial

rainfalls used earlier. It is worth noting that calibration is performed only with the first three

events of the elevation weighted spatial rainfall, and there were no calibrations for other

spatial rainfalls. It is interesting to see that for the events 1 and 6, both simple averaged and

distance weighted rainfalls performed better than the elevation weighted rainfall. For the

other events, elevation weighted rainfall performed better than the rest but not significantly.

Considering the model was calibrated with the elevation weighted rainfall, both simple

averaged and distance weighted rainfalls performed well in the simulations. The shortest

distance rainfall showed larger variability especially for events 1 and 6.

These results are somewhat different than initially expected where it was believed that

elevation is a more dominant factor for rainfall spatialising, and therefore the elevation

weighted rainfall should be a better if not the best representation of catchment rainfall. The

results actually show that perhaps a simple arithmetic average for spatial rainfall would
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perform just as well as other methods. It looks like that the types of storrn rainfall may play

a part in the distribution of the rainfall. Local thunderstorm rainfalls are likely to be spatially

more variable than large scale frontal systems. Storm movement and wind direction may

also play a part in the rainfall distribution'

4.7.4 Effect of Individually Gauged Rainfalts on storm Hydrographs

The spatial rainfall influences on hydrographs were demonstrated in the last section' In this

section, the individual site rainfall, or a point rainfall in the catchment will be examined to

understand more fully the behaviors of the rainfall and its distribution on runoff estimation'

The observed hydrographs of the six events were displayed in Figures 4.36 to 4'41 using

each individually gauged rainfall as catchment rainfall'

Figure 4.36 exhibits the hydrographs generated by recorded rainfalls of December 1993 at

each gauge. Significant variations of runoff estimation are displayed by each gauged rainfall

record. The apparent large differences demonstrates how important these rainfall records

are, and why the effort of spatialising catchment rainfall is crucial. It aiso suggests that it

would be difficult to synthesize the vastly different hydrographs into one which f,rts

everywhere well with the observed. That is because no matter how hard we try, it is not

likely that the real distribution of the catchment rainfall can be obtained, which would

certainly lead to discrepancies in the estimation of runoff especially when the rainfall

differences are large.

For the October 1993 event shown in Figure 4.37, gauge 3 generated a higher peak and a

higher volume while the other two gauged rainfalls fit well with the observed. All the three

gauged rainfalls fit the September 1993 event well as displayed in Figure 4'38. This reflects

the more even distribution of the rainfalls observed at the gauge sites for this event. 'When

comparing Figure 4.38 with Figure 4.32, there is little difference with the major peak, but

for the second small peak flow the calibrated hydrograph using spatially distributed rainfall

was clearly advantaged by averaging the three individually gauged rainfalls. Figure 4.39

displays the simulation of August 1993 event with gauge 2 giving the best fit' Figure 4'40

shows the simulation results of July 1993 event. Rainfall at gauge 2 agan achieved a better

fit than the other two, gauge 3 created a larger peak but the timing and shape were close to
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that of the gauge 2 prediction, while gauge I prediction missed the major peak. This

suggests that the last rain burst occurred mostly in the lower part of the catchment which

generated the last and major peak. Figurc 4.41 shows the simulation of May 1993 event.

Rainfall at gauge 2 agangave the best simulation. As pointed out earlier for the event, the

rainfall recorded at gauge 1 was three times as large as that at gauge 3, so the hydrographs

generated were highly different. This again shows the importance of the catchment spatial

rainfall, should there happen to be one raingauge only in the catchment as is often the case

in many small catchment studies, and it is not the gauge 2, then no prediction is likely to

lead to satisfactorY result.

It is interesting to note that other than the December 1993 event, using rainfalls at gauge 2

generally simulated or predicted better than the rainfalls recorded at other two gauges.

Studies (Bastin et al. 1984) have shown that there are representative sites in a catchment

where rainfall is more representative of the catchment rainfall. The analysis of rainfalls and

further predictions may prove that gauge 2 is a better representative gauge for the Sauerbier

Creek catchment

Comparing the simulation results here with simulations using the elevation weighted rainfall

previously, it is obvious that the spatially distributed rainfalls significantly reduced the

volatility of the overall estimation by individual rainfalls and matched far better wiih

observation. This illustrates that the spatial rainfall input is very important for runoff

modelling in the Sauerbier Creek catchment. It has higtrlighted the need for a good network

of rainfall monitoring stations which is usually lacking in many hydrological studies.

Considering the Sauerbier Creek catchment which is less than three square kilometres in

size with three pluviometers in it, or that each pluviometer represents less than one square

kilometre, the gauge network is of very high density compared with many other similar

research projects. However it has been found that this density is still not high enough for

generating accurate spatial rainfall as shown by the modelling practice. When the rainfall

input is spatially higtrly variable, the estimation of runoff is likely to be as variable.

Therefore every effort should be made to reduce that variation and obtain the distributed

catchment rainfall.
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Figure 4. 36 Simulation of Dec. 1993 event using three individually gauged rainfalls

with gauge 1 the upslope gauge and gauges 2 and 3 the downslope gauges

Figure 4. 37 Simulation of Oct. 1993 event using three individually gauged rainfalls

with gauge L the upslope gauge and gâuges 2 and 3 the downslope gauges
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Fígure 4. 3g Simulation of Sep. 1993 event using three individually gauged rainfalls

with gauge 1- the upslope gauge and gauges 2 and 3 the downslope gauges

Figure 4. 39 Simulation of Aug. 1993 event using three individually gauged rainfalls

with gauge 1 the upslope gauge and gauges 2 and 3 the downslope gauges
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Figure 4. 40 Simulation of July L993 event using three individually gauged rainfalls

with gauge 1 the upslope gauge and gauges 2 and 3 the downslope gauges
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Many researchers use only one raingauge to represent the catchment rainfall, and attribute

the modelling errors to parameter estimations and other factors, which in fact could well be

a misrepresentation of the spatial rainfall as this study suggests. It is of significance that a lot

more effort be made to ensure that the catchment rainfall is well represented in such studies.

4.8 DISCUSSION

The models used in this study, their structure and parameters are discussed in this section.

Implications for parameter selection and data collection, and the saturation flow assumption

in the catchment are also addressed in this section'

4.8 L The Hydrological Modelling Process

The previous modelling showed the hydrological responses of the Sauerbier Creek

catchment to various rainfall distributions, moisture conditions and other factors. Although

the number of storm events modelled were limited so far, the modelling practice revealed

some important aspects of the distributed hydrological modelling process. The responses of

the model to data inputs, variables, and parameters were tested and relevant information

was obtained from the modelling for subsequent sedimentation modelling in the catchment.

The knowledge and experience gained from runoff modelling are very important for setting

up an erosion and deposition model. In fact erosion and deposition modelling rely on the

structure and performance of the runoff modelling to provide the foundation work for

sedimentation modelling. A discussion that looks at the model structure, parameters, and

modelling practices will help to gain more insight into the model and the modelling

processes.

4.8.2 Model Structure

Use of TAPES-C for catchment partitioning is an alternative compared to other regular grid

based or triangular based catchment partitioning techniques. The chief advantage of this

method is that modelling is based on the natural flow route which is a series of
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interdependent one dimensional flows forming the flow network. This property of one

dimensional flow allows relatively easy runoff and sediment routing through a catchment

compared to two dimensional networks which require a divergence of flow according to the

flow direction on each element. The natural flow routes formed through the catchment

partitioning process could well be proved to be a better way for flow and sediment routing

in a catchment.

The structure of a partitioned catchment using TAPES-C provides a sound foundation for

runoff routing as well as for erosion and deposition modelling in a catchment. THALES is a

runoff generation and routing protocol based on this advantageous catchment partitioning

(Grayson, IggZ).It is a simple runoff model which allows less important processes to be

significantly simplihed, leaving the most important processes to be modelled. As a result of

this simplification as well as the approaches adopted in this study, the structure of the model

becomes straightforward and the number of parameters greatly reduced. This is the strength

of the model when considering the large amount of data needed for distributed models such

as TApES-C and THALES. This approach allows changes in an element be accounted for

in modelling but within each element it is treated homogeneously. It is different to the

conceptual modelling approach which lumps at the catchment or subcatchment scale and

could not take into account of changes in a catchment. There are also other advantages

associated with this kind of modelling as reviewed previously. Although more data are

required with this distributed approach, it is likely that with further technology and

modelling advances associated with GIS and remote sensing, the problem of data collection

and distribution on an element scale in a catchment can be alleviated significantly or even

solved.

4.8.3 Parameters

The simple structure of the model and the assumptions made in this study lead to fewer

processes and parameters for modelling. But even within such a modelling scope' it may still

not be practical or possible to calibrate all the parameters involved in modelling in a

confident way. parameters deemed less important or difficult to distribute and veriff on a

catchment scale are acquired from documentation as did frequently by similar studies, or

using averaged values for the catchment. It was through this means that the more important
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parameters could be singled out for more detailed analysis. Involving more parameters in a

model frequently adds more uncertainty than accuracy to modelling which is considered not

a viable practice for efficient modelling, This underlines the situation that we cannot

possibly model all the processes and derive all the relevant variables involved in modellig

with a usually very limited finance, time frame, and data available.

Of all the parameters involved, five were actually calibrated, two parameters were proved to

be more sensitive than the remaining th¡ee which had little impact on modelling results' Soil

moisture distribution was by far the most sensitive parameter and Manning's roughness

coefficient for channel flow was the second most sensitive parameter. It is clear that by

defining these two parameters, the runoff predictions could virtually be determined provided

the spatial and temporal rainfall distribution over the catchment is known or not a problem.

The rainfall distribution, though not counted as a parameter, had significant effect on the

shape of hydrographs which was not well documented in similar studies. This study

demonstrated the need to vigorously pursue the rainfall distribution on a catchment as well

as an element scale.

One of the major reasons to reduce the number of processes and therefore the number of

parameters is to make the overall parameter determination manageable' There is a

possibility which is inherent in distributed modelling to determine the parameters a priori

with increased modelling practices and accumulated data, which would lead toward making

runoff predictions without calibration, or extending the prediction model to ungauged

catchments. It is the goal of many researchers of hydrological modelling to make predictions

without much prior knowledge of a catchment. This study made a step forward towards

that direction. It has demonstrated that with a spatially distributed rainfall, a good estimate

of initial catchment moisture distribution and Manning's roughness coefficient, it is quite

possible to effectively and satisfactorily predict runoff in a partitioned catchment. While

roughness coeff,rcient can usually be obtained from documentation, moisture distribution can

be obtained from base flow or remote sensing, what is needed is the catchment rainfall to

make an adequate runoffestimation.

In the ideal world there would need a rainfall tracking mechanism or a very dense gauge

network to fully monitor the quantity and movement of areal rainfalls, and identiff the

17l
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rainfall types. A locally developed thunderstorm is more difhcult to monitor compared with

a larger scale frontal rainfall. A hilly catchment would expect more rainfall variabüity than a

flatter catchment. In order to monitor the spatial rainfalls, it looks like a dense network of

rain gauges and a high-resolution weather radar would be needed. The requirement for

accurate spatial rainfall is very important as was pointed out by the comment of Goodrich

and 'Woolhiser (1994) on the modelling of Grayson et al. (1992a), who did not take into

account of the issue. This study revealed clearly that the spatial rainfall can have significant

influence on modelling results and it should be addressed seriously in small catchment

studies. Prediction can often lead to the wrong reason without proper investigation of

spatial rainfall as will be shown in the next section.

The study found that the initial moisture condition of a catchment before a storm event can

be effectively represented by the wetness index. The wetness index is developed from using

the topographic features of the catchment. The adoption of using pre-event catchment flow

to assist in determining the index values for modelling is an important modification to the

original model. The effectiveness of the wetness index is very signif,rcant as shown in the

modelüng despite a relatively less than satisfactory performance when the catchment is very

dry. The calibration resuits of the December 1993 event showed this aspect, where the

initial flow was zero, and the catchment was very dry. Using one point in the catchment to

decide the whole moisture distribution of the catchment developed in the original model

(Grayson, 1990) could be very unreliable. This is because every element has a

corresponding wetness index value, the saturation of one element observed in the field does

not warrant other elements with drier conditions are saturated or not, though it does

represent that those elements with wetter conditions are also saturated. It is therefore

important to fmd the element which divides the catchment moisture condition into

saturation and non saturation elements by its wetness index value before an event' By

finding this wetness index value, it would be known that the elements wetter than this one

are surely saturated, and elements drier than this one are not saturated. Only when this

element is identihed can the index be effectively used over the whole catchment as was used

in this research. Signihcant improvement for modelling was obtained by identifying this

crucial element in the catchment using the catchment baseflow.
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Further development in frnding catchment moisture distribution is likely to come from using

advanced tools such as satellite or radar imaging, as signihcant progresses are being made in

radar mapping of surface soil moisture (Ulaby et al., 1996). To use the wetness index a

priori needs more field testing of diverse catchments as has been revealed by McDonnell et

al. (1996), in order to understand more of the relationships between the topographic

features of catchments, the baseflow and the moisture distribution.

As was mentioned earlier, by assuming kinematic flow for the catchment, Manning's

roughness coefficients for overland and channel flow have to be estimated. There was little

problem with estimating the roughness coefficient for overland flow since experimental

values were readily available and it was not a sensitive parameter. For the roughness

coeffrcient for channel flow, the value of n = 0.19 appears to be large for the catchment.

This selection can be compared with a recent study of Loukas et al. (1996), where

Manning's n is related to slope steepness in small catchments. Loukas et al. (1996)

performed a linear regression between Manning's n and water surface slope using data from

42 mountainous watersheds across the USA with mean stream slopes ranging from 0.2 to 4

percent, and obtained the relationship shown in Equation2.24 with correlation coeffreient R-2

= 0.734. Equation 2.24 shows that Manning's n increases with the water surface slope which

can be substituted by the stream bed slope when they are averaged over longer distances of

the order of hundreds of metres with the kinematic wave approximation (Loukas et al.,

1996). Loukas et al. (1996) then used Equation2.24 to estimate the Manning's n for two

small watersheds (9.5 km2 and 3 k*1 i" Canada with average main channel slopes of 8 and

16 percent respectively. When substituting with the averaged main channel slope of the

Sauerbier Creek which is 10.38 percent, derived from averaging of 36 main channel element

slopes, a value of 0.168 for Manning's n was obtained. Considering the relatively large

scatter of the data represented by the relatively low value of R2 of the Equation2.24,the

steeper slope as compared to the data set leading to Equation 2.24, and the significant

vegetation in parts of the main channel of Sauerbier Creek, it seems that the roughness

coeffrcient of 0.19 derived from runoff calibration for the Sauerbier Creek catchment is

reasonable and justihed.

Although Manning's roughness coeffrcients are generally available for most channels and

overland surfaces (Engman, 1986; Chow, 1959), these values may need to be adjusted to
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suit specific field or catchment conditions. This means that calibration may be needed before

the most suitable value is found and applied. However a narrow range can usually be

obtained a priori which can hetp in situations where an approximation of the runoff

hydrograph is needed with an acceptable degree of uncertainty.

4.8.4 Implications for Parameter Selection and Data Collection

The research has shown that satisfactory catchment modelling can be achieved with limited

data collection, and it is getting increasingly possible to extend the model to ungauged

catchments. However these shoutd be based on the sound understanding of the spatial

variability of catchment rainfall and initial moisture distribution. Problems can arise from

modelling if there is a lack of understanding of parameters and data. There is need to go

beyond simply fitting the hydrographs, because good fitting does not necessarily represent

good or meaningful parameter determinations.

Even with a few processes and parameters, the modelling showed that different

combinations of parameters can generate similar results. Figure 4.42 shows that by choosing

a drier initial moisture condition for the May 1993 event, which is increasing the wetness

index as shown in Table 3.5 from 8.9 to 10. 1 , representing a decrease of the saturated areas

from 14.1 percent to 9.2 percent of the total catchment area, the prediction is greatly

improved and a very good fit with the observed was obtained. But this result represents an

artificial good fit not necessary the real situation, because the initial flow of the event was

0.002 m3/s, which can be compared to the zero flow prior to the event of December 1993,

which had a wetness index value of 9.1, and occurred in a dry sunìmer month. It is apparent

that the wetness condition for the December event should be drier than the May event or

that the wetness index for the December event should be larger than the May event.

Therefore the wetness index of 10.1 for the May event is too large for the event and does

not represent the real moisture condition for the event despite a good fit with the observed

event. An examination of the rainfall records for the May event showed that the largest

gauged rainfall is three times larger than the smallest, which is much more than could be

effectively averaged for the catchment. This variation of spatial rainfall is most likely the

reason for the overestimation of flow, not the estimation of the wetness index.
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Figure 4. 42 Simulation of May 1993 event showing an artificial better frt to the

observed by reducing the initial catchment moisture condition for the event

This example shows that a perfect fit can be obtained for the wrong reason. It is very

unlikely that this problem could be found if there is only one gauge in the catchment. The

example not only demonstrated the importance of spatial data collection, but also indicated

the inadequacies of the often dubious determination of parameters in many studies, which

may well involve dozens of parameters in modelling. Considering that there were only one

or two major parameters in this study, any significant increase in the number of major

parameters would likely to increase the occurrences of similar modelling shifts in an effort

to achieve seemingly more accurate predictions. The approach adopted in this study to limit

the number of parameters to be calibrated seems well justified considering the uncertainties

that may arise otherwise. The less calibration should also help to extend the model to

catchments where less data are available. The modelling practice represents a step further

towards the direction of eventually making predictions without calibration.

The fact that parameter combinations can produce similar results even when only a few

parameters are used illustrates a serious problem for hydrological modelling, parameter
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selection and application. The outflow hydrograph is an analogue of all the catchment

processes and therefore is used as the ultimate criteria to test models. This sometimes leads

to too much concentration on hydrograph fitting.and too little on basic principles, data

validation and parameter estimation. Use of this output criteria is practical and is sufftcient

for most modelling requirements, but it must be realised that this is also a limiting criteria

for understanding the basic hydrological processes.

The spatial and temporal rainfall plays a large role on runoff modelling as demonstrated in

this study. The way the spatial and temporal rainfall was set up also influence modelling

results. Significant effort were put into obtaining the best spatial rainfall for modelling which

is an important improvement over the previous studies. However the choosing of elevation

and closeness as the prime weighting factors for averaging rainfall in the Sauerbier Creek

catchment surprisingly did not return the best estimate, as a simple average of the records

did equally well or even better. This may suggest that the elevation and closeness factors

only represent a limited part of the dynamic movement and distribution of the catchment

rainfall. This problem is unlikely to be well solved without further technology advances such

as using radar for rainfall tracking.

The modelling is based on the general soundness of the wetness index for representing the

moisture distribution of the catchment, which proved to be a very effrcient parameter when

associated with initial catchment flow. Various reports showed that wetness indices

approximately explain 3O-4O percent of the soil moisture variation in wet seasons and may

reduce to 10 percent in dry seasons (Western et al., 1996b; Ladson and Moore, 1992:

Moore et al., 1988; Burt and Butcher, l9S5). The representation of catchment moisture is a

very challenging issue as there is virtually no better alternative including radar imaging

which still need further improvement at the studied scale. More studies are thus needed to

develop and test wetness indices as it could ultimately become one of the most effective and

effrcient parameters for catchment runoff estimation.

4.8.5 The Saturation Overland Flow Assumption

The original model was developed to accommodate both saturation and Hortonian overland

flow but only separately for each event or catchment. Modifications were made to the
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model so that it can be used to deal with both runoff generation mechanisms for the same

event based on rainfa[ intensity, Field investigation as well as a previous study (Taylor et

al., I974) confirmed the layered soil structure of the soil profile structures of the Sauerbier

Creek catchment, with a rapidly decreasing infiltration capacity towards the lower layer. In

fact the infiltration capacity of the lower layer is such that the amount of water loss through

to the deeper layer beyond one metre during a single storm event can be effectively ignored'

The water loss to the deeper layer is unlikely to form any significant groundflow, but more

likely to be evapotranspirated during the following summer season as suggested by Taylor

et al. (1974). V/ith a shallow soil depth above what is effectively an impermeable layer, the

shallow water table areas such as channel areas and depression areas, are more easily

saturated in a large rainfall event when the catchment condition is wet. This condition can

last for several months in July, August and September. Therefore, the assumption of

saturation overland flow was well warranted at least for these source areas under the

favorable conditions.

Modelling results also suggested the appropriateness of the saturation flow assumption.

Using the Hortonian flow assumption, and applying it to the storm events modelled earlier

in this chapter, proved that calibration of the model was difficult and there was little

predictability for storm runoff estimation. Field observation also demonstrated that

subsurface flow does contribute to the channel in the form of returned flow after a storm

event. All these points suggest that the saturation flow assumption is appropriate for the

catchment, while the Hortonian flow assumption in the Sauerbier Creek catchment is

believed to be generally inappropriate and does not reflect the real mechanism of runoff

generation. However the Hortonian flow cannot be completely ruled out as a runoff

generation mechanism contributing to the hydrograph under dry surface conditions in the

summer months of December to February. Storms with significant rainfall intensity in dry

months such as the December, 1993 event is one example where different flow conditions

may exist. In fact this event with the largest rainfall intensity recorded for the year, can also

be modelled with the Hortonian flow assumption, albeit only for the first peak when the

highest rainfall intensity reached 180 mm/h. This is perhaps another reason why this event

cannot be calibrated satisfactorily with the second peak using saturation flow only.

Nevertheless situations like this rarely happened, and it is safe to say that the vast majority

of events are generated by saturation overland flow. This conclusion was further confirmed
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with more events modelled in the next chapter for erosion and sedimentation estimations in

the Sauerbier Creek catchment. These modelling are further evidence on the soundness of

the saturation flow assumption in the Sauerbier Creek catchment.
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Chapter 5

Modelling Catchment Erosion and

Sedimentation

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Most of the catchment erosion and sedimentation studies in Australia have been undertaken

in small catchments, and most of these studies used sediment rating curves based on weekly

or daily sampling data. It has been found that the rating curve method was open to large

e,,ors due to the higtrly variable relationships of flow and sediment transport (Olive and

Rieger, 19BS). Long term studies for many Australian catchments have shown that the

major part of annual sediment load was contributed by a few major storms, which occurred

in any one year (Olive and Rieger, 1988; Edwards, 1987). This finding therefore suggests

that erosion and sedimentation studies in Australia should adopt a storm based approach in

order to successfully estimate catchment sediment load. Two important issues for small

catchment erosion and sedimentation study are data collection and model use. For a

successful study, the data collection should be able to monitor the details of storm events'

The sediment model used to model these events should be process or physically based,

which can model the various processes of soil detachment, transport, erosion and

deposition, by storm rainfall and runoff. Erosion and deposition inside a catchment should

also be able to be presented as part of the modelling result.
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Approaches used for sediment modelling consist generally of two types, empirical modelling

and modelling based on fundamental processes i.e. physically based modelling. The most

widely used empirical model is the USLE model and its myriad of modifications. This

approach derives its parameters from long term observations of various land surfaces,

primarily of agricultural landuses. The approach has the advantage that very valuable

erosion parameters of most landuses are readily available. However these parameters are

not immediately transferable outside the United States. Long term observations are needed

to derive the parameters needed to use the USLE in places different from where the USLE

is derived. Although modifications of the USLE have since enabled the formula to be used

for storm erosion and sedimentation modelling, it is still limited in that the simple formula

does not model the temporal dynamic processes of rainfall, runoff and sediment movement,

rather it is an average of these processes. The fact that USLE is inherently not suitable for

storm based sediment modelling leads to the development of the second type of erosion and

sedimentation models, those based on fundamental processes or physically based models.

The physically based models aim at using mathematical tools to describe the erosion,

deposition and sedimentation processes, and then route the sediment to the catchment

outlet. The advantages of using this kind of model are many folds as described in detail in

Chapter 2. However, few such models have been developed and applied successfully in

Australia, particularly on a catchment scale. The need for a better erosion and sedimentation

model is apparent, and when combine such an model with a digitat terrain network, it is

possible to create a powerful tool for physically based, distributed modelling of erosion and

sedimentation on a catchment as well as element scale'

A model was developed for rainfall and runoff detachment, and sediment transport

modelling in this chapter. This model was combined with the runoff model used in the last

chapter to estimate erosion and sedimentation in the Sauerbier Creek catchment. Sediment

detachment, erosion and deposition in interrill, rill and channel, and sediment transport

capacity for channel and overland flow are presented. Deposition in an element was

calculated when sediment concentration exceeds the sediment transport capacity in the

element and these are accumulated in the element for the whole of a storm event. Erosion

and deposition on an element scale in the catchment is presented to demonstrate a whole

picture of catchment response to storm events. Modelling results are compared with various

other erosion and sedimentation studies to shown that better results were achieved through
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this study, with discussion providing more insight of the modelling philosophy, modelling

approach, and sampling strategy which were developed successfully for this study.

5.2 THE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION MODEL

The erosion and sedimentation model developed in this chapter was derived from a

combination of the established works of previous sedimentation studies (Foster, 1982; Blau

et al., 1988; Yang, 1973) with some important development in this study. Significant

modifications were made to combine the use of USLE parameters based on the physical

model structure, and establish new algorithms for channel detachment and transport, and

sediment routing through the catchment. As a result, a physically based digital terrain model

for flow, erosion, deposition and sediment transport estimation was developed for flow and

sediment study in Sauerbier Creek catchment.

5.2.1 Interrill Erosion and Sedimentation

Interrill erosion and sedimentation involves soil detachment, transport and deposition in

interrill areas. This kind of erosion was combined with the overland flow modelling in the

last chapter to model erosion and sedimentation in overland part of the catchment.

5.2.1.1 Interrill Detachment

Erosion in intenill areas is generally considered to be caused primarily by the splashes of

raindrops. Rain drops not only detach soil particles from the land surface, enabling soil

particles to be transported, but they can also be the major transport tool in these areas by

splashing the soil particles to the nearby rills to be carried downslope. The broad sheet flow

is usually thin in depth that little sediment is detached through sheet flow and therefore

interrill flow detachment is generally omitted from sediment detachment modelling in

interrill. The basic equation for interrill detachment is expressed as a square function of

rainfall intensity, when fitted with certain conditions, can be described as (Foster, 1982)

181
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4 = 0'0138K¡i2 5.1

'Where D¡ = detachment rate (kg/m2 h), Kj = soil erodability factor for detachment by

raindrop impact (kg t/N m2), and i = rainfall intensity (mm/h). The coefficient of 0.0138

was obtained by frtting i2 to the EIZ, vs. i of USLE relationship and i = 63.5 mm/h as a

typical intensity. It should be noted that the typical rainfall intensity of 63.5 mm/h used for
Cti derivation of Equation large for many Australian catchments. It appears that the

a coeffrcient of 0.0138 needs to be increased for smaller rainfall intensities. This will be

discussed further later in the chapter. Equation 5.1 was written so that K¡ values can be

taken directly from the K value of the USLE. The value of K¡ may be slightly larger or

smaller than the K according to the susceptibility of a particular soil to sheet detachment'

Equation 5.1 is the basic form for interrill detachment estimation. It was established for 9Vo

slopes to enable consistency with the USLE K value. To account for other factors of

interrill detachment such as slope, cover, canopy and land management, further parameters

need to be added to the equation. The equation involving those relevant factors is expressed

r82

AS

4 = 0.01¡8i2K:(SF)C,b

Where Gr, is the soil loss ratio from the USLE. SF is the slope factor expressed as

SF = 1.05 -0.858XP(4SIN(S)) 5.3

'Where S is the local slope (Lal, 1990). SF varies from 0.2 for a flat slope to 1.0 for a slope

of 450, to 1.05 for a slope of 900. Equation 5.3 singled out the important influence of slopes

in sediment detachment which is warranted as it is a key factor for detachment as reviewed

in Chapter 2, which is also in line with digital terrain model structure where topography

plays a major role for runoffmodelling.

Equations S.Z-5.3 were used for interrill detachment estimation in this study. Since the

parameters are compatible to those in USLE, which were developed in the United States,

certain calibration are generally expected to apply outside the US.

5.2
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5.2.1.2 Interrill TransPort

Sediment delivery from the interrill is the lower value of either the transport capacity or the

available soil detachment. Flow in these areas is generally broad sheet flow, sediment

transport in these areas is greatly enhanced by raindrop effects as has been reviewed earlier.

Using a transport equation without considering the rainfall impact would significantly

underestimate the sediment transport capability in interrill areas. A general interrill transport

formula is available but parameter values for the formula are diffrcult to obtain. For a

practical representation of interrill sediment delivery, Foster (1982) proposed a roughness

factor to estimate the interrill sediment delivery, which is using Equation 5.2 to estimate the

detachment rate and then multiplying this by the roughness factor of the interrill surface to

obtain the actual sediment delivery rate. The roughness factor varies from 0.3 for large-

scale roughness with depressions greater than 150 mm, to 1.0 for a smooth surface. Most

part of the Sauerbier Creek catchment is rather smooth, so the roughness factor would be in

the range near 1.0, or that most interrill sediment calculated by Equation 5.2 are delivered

out ofthese areas.

There is a very limited amount of data for overland sediment transport estimation in

catchments. Yang's (1973) channel sediment transport equation (Equation 4.7) was

extended by Moore and Burch (1986a) for calculation of overland sediment transport

capacity, which is described in section 5.2.4-

5.2.2 Rill Erosion and Sedimentation

Rill erosion and sedimentation involve soil detachment, transport and deposition in rills

which is a more severe erosion than intenill erosion.

5.2.2.1 RillDetachment

R¡1l Erosion can be described by the hydraulic processes in rills. The shear stress or the

incisive force which applies on the rill surface by the flow in a rill, is the primary force for

rill detachment. When this incisive force exceeds the critical shear stress of the soil which is

1.'
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the force required to detach soil particles in a rill, soil particles would be released and rill

erosion occurs.

Rill detachment was expressed by equations 2.30 to 2.34 in Chapter 2. Equations 2.30 to

2.33 alluse shear stress to express rill detachment, which was found to be not very practical

for modelling as an arbitrary rill shape has to be given to derive the shear stress values.

While this arbitrary rill shape may be assumed for flow modelling without major impact to

the modelling outcomes, it is not the case with sediment detachment modelling. It was

found using flow rate as a function of rill detachment instead of sheer stress led to better

estimations, or that equations such as Equation 2.34 wlttch describe rill detachment by flow

rate were more suitable for rill sediment detachment in Sauerbier Creek catchment.

After try and error with the available rill detachment formulae discussed above and

particularly those using flow rate for estimations, it was found that rill detachment

expressed as proportional to the square of the flow rate, was more capable of representing

the situation in the catchment, that is

D, =üQ2sKC,b 5.4

'Where ø is a calibrated parameter. Equation 5.4 established a relationship between rill

detachment and flow rate which represents a particular case of the relationships between the

two variables, its implication is significant as discussed later in the chapter.

5.2.2.2 Ríll TransPort

Rills can be regarded as very small channels with frequently changing shapes and sizes.

Determination of rill transport capacity is important in that transport capacity determines

whether deposition occurs in rills. Many transport equations can be used for the transport

capacity of rills and channels. Yang's (1973) total sediment transport model (section 5.2.4)

was chosen as the sediment transpoft capacity model because it is simple to use and

reasonably accurate. It was also shown to be one of the best for channel sediment transport

capacity formula for sands and silts channels (Alonso et al., 1981). Rainfall is generally
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regarded as having a very limited effect on rill transport capacity and can be neglected for

rill sediment transport as did in many studies.

5.2,3 Channel Erosion and Sedimentation

Erosion and sedimentation and runoff estimations in channels are similar to those calculated

in the rills. The formulae developed in rill erosion/deposition and rill sediment transport can

be readily applied to channels with little or no modification as there is no difference in

hydraulic terms between them.

5.2.4 The Sediment Transport Capacity Estimation

Through analysing a large amount of data, Yang (1972, 1973) found that the unit stream

power, defined as the time rate of potential energy expenditure per unit weight of water in

an alluvial channel, matched well with the observed data under variable conditions. The unit

stream power can be expressed as the average water velocity Vmultiplied by energy slope S

dy/dt = (dx/dtXdy/dx) = VS 5.5

In which y is the elevation above a datum, x is the longitudinal distance and r is time. Energy

slopes can be approximated as the soil surface slope or bed slope. For noncohesive natural

beds with particle sizes between 0.062 mm and 2 mm, a specific gravity of 2.65 and a shape

factor of 0.7, yang (1973) obtained the relationship between the unit stream power and

total sediment concentration as

185

log C, = I + J los(VS -V",5 )/ co )

In which

I = 5.435-O.386tog(oú /u)-0.457Iog(U. /a)

5.6

5.7

J = 1.799- 0.409 IoSk'ú / u) - 0.314 tog(U. / a) 5.8
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Where

C, = total sediment concentration, p¿ìrts per million (ppm)

VS = unit stream power, m/s

%J = critical unit stream power required at the incipient motion, m/s

yS - %J = effective unit stream power'

al = the sediment terminal fall velocity in water, m/s

d -- the median particle size of the bed material, mm

o = the kinematic viscosity of the water, m2ls, and

U* = the average shear velocity, m/s.

'Where

* 0.5

U^= (gDÐ

Where

D = water depth, m, and

I = acceletation, m/s2.

For most cases, the term V"J can be assumed zero when C is equal to or greater than 100

ppm (yang , lg73).It was found that, allowing the critical unit stream power %J to vary

according to flow and slope, resulted in very poor predictions, while using a constant for

the term v"J resulted in very good results (Moore and Burch, 1986a). Moore and Burch

(1gg6a) found that yang's equation, which was originally applicable to natural channels, can

also be extended to overland sediment flow prediction. The condition for this extension is

that detachment by either rain or flow is not considered to be a limiting factor or that the

overland sedimentation is transport limited. This is consistent with the original assumption

in the formulation of Yang's formula, and so does not pose new limitation for the extension'

Using unit stream power and Manning's equation, and assuming that the flow is uniform,

turbulent and kinematic sheet flow, the unit stream power equation for overland sheet flow

sedimentation can be derived as (Moore and Burch, 1986a)

yg = (e/b)o'4 St'3 /no'6

Where

O = discharge, m'/s

5.9
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b = the width of an element, m, and

n = Manning's roughness coefficient.

For flow in a channel

VS = Q0'2s St'375 ços /n0'7s 5.10

And

c -- R/ Ao5 5.11

'Where

R = hydraulic radius, m

A = crosS sectional area, m2 and

C = aconstant dependent on the shape ofcross section'

In Chapter 3, the Sauerbier Creek catchment soil was calculated as having a median

diameter of 0.203 mm rvhich is in the range of Yang's equation (0.062 mm to 2 mm)

developed. Equations 5.9 and 5.10 can thus be readily incorporated into Equation 5.6 to

estimate sediment transport capacity of sheet, rill and channel flow in the catchment. It is

anticipated that sediment transport capacity in the sauerbier creek catchment could not be

actually reached because of signifrcant ground and channel covers which act as resistance

layers to erosive forces, and the high catchment slopes which would result in very high

sediment transport capacities. Equation 5.11 is a form of calculating hydraulic radius of rills

which is comparable to the norm that cross sectional area divided by wetted perimeter

(Moore and Burch, 1986a).

5.2.5 Estimating Erosion and Deposition on an Element

The hydrological component of the model calculates the flow rate and velocity at a fxed

time interval (one minute in modelling) in each element of the catchment. These flow

variables were then used for estimating the sediment concentration at the inlet and outlet of

the element during the time interval. The erosion/deposition rate was then estimated by
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calculating the sediment fluxes entering and exiting the element. For an overland flow

element, assuming the upslope inlet flow rate and sediment concentration *s Q,u and Cu

respectively, and the downslope outlet flow rate and sediment concentration *s Qaand Co

respectively, then the net sediment flux Y, (ppn/s m) at time r within an element area of A

188

ls

Y¿=(QC,-QdCì/4"

Assuming the specific gravity of the soil is 2.65, the erosion/deposition per unit area (g/m2)

during the time interval År is

Y, =2-65Y¿Lt 5.13

And the erosion/deposition per unit area (g/m2) during an event time ris

T

Y, =\Y,
¡=0

Equation 5.14 was used for sediment erosion and deposition calculation for each element

during a storm event

Annual erosion or deposition on an element scale can be estimated based on all the storm

events of the year

5.15

Where To, is the total annual sediment (erosion/deposition) per unit arca (glr*) for the

element, Y, is the event erosion/deposition per unit area (gtr*) for the element, and , is the

number of storm events during the year. Equation 5.15 can also be applied to the whole

catchment to obtain the total annual erosion and sediment flux from the catchment.

5.12

5.t4

Y"

e=l

To, =
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5.2.6

Model

Interfacing the Erosion and Sedimentation Model with the Hydrological

To facilitate modelling sediment transport, erosion and sedimentation modelling was

integrated with the existing runoff model. The runoff modelling provides the hydrological

variables involved in sedimentation processes such as runoff, flow depth at local areas in the

catchment. The equations for conservation of mass and momentum for flow and their

solutions are well documented. These equations are usually simplihed to kinematic unsteady

flow and solved numerically. The sediment continuity equation can also be set up in a

sirnilar way, and solved for sediment transport in a catchment. The sediment continuity

equation is usuallY described as

ã(cq) - D,+D,+
Ax

5.16

'Where C = sediment concentration( kg/-'), 4 = discharge per unit width 1m2/s¡, h = local

depth of flow or hydraulic radius (m), r = dme (s), x = distance (m), D¡ and D, are interrill

and rill erosion rates respectively (kg/m2ls).

Equation 5.16 includes two forms of erosion, rill and interrill, other forms of erosion such as

gully erosion or mass movement can be included when needed, in appropriate forms of

source or sink items on the right hand side of the equation. Equation 5.16 can also be used

for channel sediment transport calculation, in this case the rill erosion rate is replaced by

channel erosion or deposition rate, and the interrill erosion rate is replaced by lateral

sediment inflow rate per unit length of the channel'

Equation 5.16 can be delineated into the finite difference form as

ff øCoøo + C4h4 = Ctht + C3h3 - Crh, *Trt- u,

(Cút - Czeù*ffacrq, +ZDI(D, + D,) 5.t7
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'Where subscripts 1,2,3,4 represent the time and distance grid shown in Figure 5.1, and

At, Ax, are time and distance increments respectively, g is the weighting parameter for

numerical solution (usually with values of between 0.5 to 1.0, and the mean value of 0'75

was used in modelting). This is the primary equation used for sediment transport

calculations.

The equations of rnass conservation and momentum of flow are solved numerically using

Newton Raphson or Regula Falsi method (Moore and Grayson, 1991)' Once the flow

variables are obtained, Equation 5.17 can be explicitly solved for c¿, and erosion and

deposition can be estimated and routed through the catchment channel network. The

overland and channel sediment concentration and load are calculated for each element and

the catchment as a whole. Overland sediment in a channel element is considered to be a

lateral sediment contribution. Deposition is calculated as a constant process of erosion and

deposition in an element, depending upon whether the sediment concentration exceeds the

local sediment transport capacity.

I (t+1,x) 4 (t+1,x+1)

I (t,x) I (t,x+1)

T

Figure 5. 1 Time and space grid for equation discretisation
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The combination of the runoff modelling with the added sedimentation modelling protocol,

has extended the TAPES-C and THALES models to include the more complete processes

of flow and sediment transport in a catchment. This extension represents a step forward

towards a more environmental focused approach for catchment modelling. When the

parameters in the various equations were determined through different measures, the model

can be readily used for flow as well as sedimentation estimations using the collected data

from the Sauerbier Creek catchment.

5.3 PARAMETERDETERMINATION

Tbree parameters need to be determined before applying the erosion and sedimentation

equations for sediment modelling. Two of them are associated with USLE parameters, and

the third one needs to be calibrated through modelling'

5.3.1 The Cover and Management Factor in USLE

Both the interrill and rill detachment equations of 5.1 and 2.33-2.34 use the cover and

rnanagement factor or soil loss ratio G¡,of USLE to represent the ratio of soil loss from an

area with specified cover and management to that from an identical area in a standard tilled

continuous fallow condition. This factor comprises several subfactors of canopy, plant

residue and tillage. These subfactors can be used to calculate the G¡, factor (Wischmeier

and Smith, lgTB). Many researchers regard the vegetative cover as the most important

factor in soil erosion control. Although the ranges of values for the vegetation cover are

available from va¡ious sources, effort is still needed to determine the more exact value of

the parameter.

Soil loss ratio G¡, reflects the vegetation cover of the catchment surface and the channel bed

and banks. The USLE table (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) gave the Gr, value of 0.042 for

60Vo cover for grass, 0.013 for SOVo cover for grass, and 0.003 for greater than 95% grass

cover. c"t,. value for west Africa savanna or prairie in good condition is 0.01 and for

overgrazed savanna or prairie is 0.1 (Roose, I977a, b). The Gl, value for forest or dense

shrub, high mulch crops in west Africa (Roose, 1977a, b) and tropical rain forest have been

191
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borh quoted ar 0.001 (Srikhajon, 1984). The Morgan (1936) method modified the USLE,

but kept the crop cover management factor to be the combination of C and P factors of the

USLE. Their typical Gl, value for prairie and savanna grass is 0.01 to 0.1, and 0.004 to 0.01

for cultivated grass. Renard et al. (1994) used both USLE and RUSLE to estimate factor

values for rangeland with 6OVo grotlrrrd cover and 257o canopy cover in Arizona, and found

that C,t,factor was 0.038 and 0.014 respectively. It seems that the Gl, factor for grassland

and prairie not overgrazed would be in the range 0.001 to 0.04.

Under Australian soil conditions, Edwards (1987) reported values of C,t from pasture plots

range from 0.000 to 0.012, with most values less than or equal to 0.002 for New South

wales (NSW) soil tests. Edwards (1987) admitted that it is extremely diffrcult to estimate

G¡, values for local conditions as local values for cropping were considerably and

consistently lower than those from the USLE book (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). While it

is reported (Edwards, 1987) that G¡, values for local pasture were consistent with the

handbook values of Wischmeier and Smith (1978), it appears that the G¡, values derived

from the plots in NSw were also smaller than the handbook values derived in the US and in

other parts of the world. The NS\M soil erosion study (Edwards, 1987) was more extensive

than anywhere else in Australia in terms of plot-years of using the USLE method and

therefore the parameters obtained in the study (Edwards, 1987) are believed to be more

reliable and suitable for Australian soil erosion conditions. The G¡, value was thus assumed

to be 0.002 for the soil loss ratio for Sauerbier Creek catchment which is predominantly

covered by pasture. This value is very near to the USLE table value of 0.003 for 95Vo or

greater cover of grass.

5.3.2 The Soil ErodabilitY Factor

The soil erodability factor K used in the English soil erodability nomograph range from 0.05

to 0.60. This should be multiplied by o.I317 to give a metric K having units of kilograms

per Newton times hour per squafe meter (kg MN m2) (Foster,1982).

Laflen (lgï2) reported that the K value could vary considerably from year to year, and an

accurate estimate of K could require an extensive study maybe more than ten years in length

under Australian conditions to obtain the average annual value. Loch (1984) showed that
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the estimated K value changed significantly with plot length when tested using a rainfall

simulator

The substantial NSW soil tests (Edwards, 1987) at seven soil research centers showed that

the metric K value ranged from 0.02 to 0.058 with a mean of 0.035. Since the range of the

K value is not very large, and the data are more reliable than other field testing data seen,

the average value of the NSW tests of 0.035, which is within loÙVo of the lowest and

highest value range, was adopted as the most appropriate soil erodability factor for erosion

estimation in the Sauerbier Creek catchment. It is beyond the scope of this study to derive

the K value directly from field tests in Sauerbier Creek catchment'

It is understood that to obtain reliable values of both the cover factor and soil erodability

factor for a plot size in a catchment needs many years of data collection and different plots

in the catchment will definitely return different values for the parameters. On the one hand

long term field tests is beyond the reach of this study , and on the other such tests are likely

to return site specific values for the parameters, so unless enough tests were done all over

the catchment which is time and financially prohibitive, it is almost certain that averaged

values have to be used in the end to cover the whole catchment. Therefore choosing the

parameter values of both the cover factor and soil erodability factor from documentation

and particularly from relevant Australian studies seemed like a reasonable choice compared

to choosing them from USLE table and elsewhere or try to derive them from field tests.

Though there is some risk involved in these parameter values for the Sauerbier Creek

catchment, such risk should have been greatly reduced by the selection process, and when

these selections were combined with some parameter calibration in sediment modelling, the

uncertainty associated with these parameters can be further reduced'

5.3.3 Calibration of Rill and channel Erosion coefficient

Rill and channel erosion were initially calculated using equations 2.32 and 2-33. It was

found however, that the shear stress acting on the bed and the slopes of a rill or channel

could not be accurately calculated because the natural rill and channel cross sections could

not be accurately defured. The assumed shape of trapezoidal with fxed bed width and bank

slope gradient did not work satisfactorily. The reason is that this assumption is too far from

t93
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reality as the irregularity of the natural channel cross section is so different that a simple

trapezoidal shape is probably suffrce for flow estimation but definitely not for sediment

estimation. As a result the estimation of sedimentation based on shear stress acting on

channel bed and bank is less than satisfactory. Therefore Equations 2.34 and 5.4 were

employed to approximate the rill and channel erosion. Equation 5.4 proved to be a better

representation for Sauerbier Creek catchment rill and channel detachment compared to

equation 2.34. Thus Equation 5.4 was used for rill and channel detachment modelling in this

study.

The a value in equation 5.4 needs to be calibrated against storm event modelling. This

parameter represents the seriousness of rill and channel detachment which proved to be the

single most important parameter in sediment modelling as it turns out that the Sauerbier

Creek catchment is detachment limited. By using this calibrated parameter, the uncertainties

with the estimation of soil cover factor and soil erodability factor K for rills and channels are

significantly reduced with the a value calibrated. By predetermining the cover factor and

erodability factor, the d, value obtained through modelling can thus be compared or

possibly transferred to similar catchments with more modelling practice.

5.4 MODELLING RESULTS

Eleven storm events with sampling data described in detail in Chapter 3 were chosen for

runoff and sediment estimation, with flow prediction being the first to be performed'

The first part of flow estimation was described in detail in the last chapter. The modelling of

flow provided the necessary information and background for parameter estimation and flow

modelling in this chapter. The predicted flow for each of the eleven storms is then used for

sediment modelling, which resulted in estimated sedigraphs of sediment concentration and

load or yield.

The calibrated value of a = 4305, was derived from one storm event calibration. There

could be more calibrations against storm events to obtain the best possible fits, but the

subsequent results turned out to be very satisfactory and there seems very little need for
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further calibration, which goes in line with the modelling philosophy adopted in this study of

requiring only the most basic and essential calibration before making predictions.

5.4.1 Prediction of Runoff Events

Eleven events of various sizes and duration were chosen from the available storm events

which had sediment sampling data in 1996, for runoff prediction and sediment estimation.

Runoff events were predicted in the same way as the predicted events of 1993 described in

Chapter 4. The catchment moisture conditions were represented by the wetness indices

which were estimated according to the catchment baseflow, an unique approach developed

in this study for catchment moisture representation. From the data used for the simulation

and prediction of the 1993 events, it is possible to obtain a relationship between wetness

index and baseflow. This linear relationship is developed and displayed in Figure 5.2,

together with the formula and coeffrcient of determination. The result showed that the

catchment baseflow is highly correlated with the wetness indices of the catchment. Using

this relationship, a wetness index can be found according to the baseflow of each storm

event, and the catchment moisture distribution can be scaled using the wetness index for the

event. Once the moisture condition for each event is obtained, the flow hydrographs can be

easily predicted with rainfall data.

The predicted hydrographs as compared to the observed are displayed in the first graph of

each of the Figures from5.4 to 5.14, and the results were also summarised in Table 5.1. It

can be seen from those figures that most of the runoff events were predicted well except

some very small events with total rainfalls of less than 4 millimeters for a storm and often

with dry antecedent catchment conditions. With these small rainfalls, the spatial rainfall data

is less reliable as discussed before, and dry antecedent conditions would make the catchment

moisture distribution less predictable, resulting in a few cases where better flow predictions

are unable to be obtained. The overall runoff prediction is very satisfactory and the results

proved not only the previous runoff predictions for the 1993 are solid results, but also the

model structure, the parameters chosen and the calibrations are very sound and reliable, and

such results are achieved using the rainfall data transferred from a nearby pluviometer.
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Figure 5. 2 Relationship of wetness index with baseflow

5.4.2 Simulation and Prediction of Erosion and sedimentation

Sediment concentration may be affected by the time difference between the sediment

sarnpled in the field and processed in the laboratory which can be as long as 24 hours. A test

was done to examine the differences of suspended sediment concentration (SSC) with the

same set of samples tested immediately after sampling and one week later. Figure 5.3 shows

the two sedigraphs which are consistent in most part except in the peak areas. The

discrepancy may be caused by the errors involved with the laboratory test or by the

coagulation or flocculation of materials finer than the 0.45 ¡tm ftrter after the first test, and

thus increasing the sediment concentration at peak area after one week. Most of the samples

collected were tested as soon as possible after collection, with generally a time difference of

less than a day for laboratory processing. This should have avoided the possible errors in

peak SSC as shown in the example, and ensures that the testing results do not need

arnendments.
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Erosion and sedimentation modelling results are frstly exhibited graphicaily with modelling

explanations for each storm, and then the overall results are summarised and discussed to

gain more insight into the modelling.
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Figure 5. 3 Comparing sedigraphs of an event tested immediately after sampling and

one week later

Figures 5.4 to 5.14 show the predicted runoff, the simulated and predicted suspended

sediment concentration and the sediment rate or sediment discharge for each of the eleven

storm events. As was discussed earlier, only one storm event, the 2816196 event, was

actually calibrated to obtain the parameter value of ø in Equation 5.4. The calibrated

parameter a = 4305, was used for the subsequent sediment predictions. Table 5.1 shows a

sunìmary of the modelling results of all the events.

Figure 5.4 displays the predicted 2816196 runoff event, the calibrated sediment

concentration, and the corresponding sediment discharge rate. The 2816196 event was

chosen as a calibration event because the predicted runoff is very close to the observed

which should timit the error of sediment transport estimation caused by runoff estimation

error. Runoff is shown to be a significant factor for sediment load or yield estimation' It is
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clear from the simulated sediment graphs that it is possible to simulate both the

concentration and the sediment discharge well at the same time.

Figure 5.5 exhibits that the predicted runoff which is a very small event, is not a very good

fit with the observed. This may be due to the small total rainfall of only 2.6 mm, or due to

the dry catchment condition in January 1996 where the antecedent flow is zelo, oÍ a

cornbination of the two. The initial wash offof the sediment in the channel bed is obvious as

shown by the observed sediment concentration graph in the figure, with initially high and

then declining sediment concentrations during the first haH hour. The overall prediction of

sediment shows very.good agreement with the observed. The observed sedigraphs declined

somewhat faster in the falling limb of the hydrograph'

Figure 5.6 demonstrates another very good fit of overall sediment prediction despite a less

than adequate estimation of the flow, again with total rainfall as low as 2.6 mm, the

hydrograph is hard to fit but the peak runoff time is fitted well with the observed. The shape

of the sediment concentration arising and falling with the flow is clearly demonstrated which

is often lacking in many other sediment concentration graphs.

Figure 5.7 presents an event with only the initial small part sampled. This is an example

showing how an event can be missed if the initial stage trigger is not high enough which

would prompt the start of sample collection by a sudden lift in river stage as suggested in

this storm. The overall flow prediction is very satisfactory but the initial three hours with a

small flow peak is not fitted well with the prediction, resulting in apparent differences in the

sediment concentration graphs of the estimated and observed. This example shows how a

small difference in flow estimation could significantly influence the sediment concentration

estimation. The unfortunate missing of sediment data at the main peaks limited the

assessment of this storm event.

Figure 5.8 shows a prolonged event or a group of storm events in the wet season lasting

two plus days with three sets of sampling data collected. Each sampling set can only take

lirnited number of samples because of the flow rising and receding so frequently in the wet

season. The prediction using the limited sampling points, though not enough to cover the

complete sedigraphs, does demonstrate that a more or less sufftciently fit at those specific

198
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points of the sedigraphs have been achieved. It seems that if each sampling can last 24

hours, this long event or a group of storm events could have been covered by thrree

sampling processes.

Figure 5.9 displays a small event but with rather high sediment concentrations. It is

suspected that the sediment deposited in the channel or surrounding areas prior to this

storm was picked up quickty in this event. Whether the pre event deposition was caused by

construction or other disturbances in the catchment was not known. It seems unlikely that a

small event would detach such high concentrations of sediment. The shape of the

concentration graph showed an instant rise of sediment with flow and an immediate decline

which is typical of a wash off of deposited sediment in the channel areas. This indicated that

the assumption of zero detachment before an event perhaps would not hold at times,

particularly for a small storm.

Figure 5.10 presents very close predictions for the 3It7t96 storm despite an underestimation

of flow rate. Were the flow peak better predicted, the sediment discharge rate would match

the observed even better. This is the kind of storm event that the sediment monitoring

program aimed at. It can be seen how the estimated sediment concentration graph fits with

the observed, with the curve showing more or less close resemblance of each other. 'We can

confidently assume that the second peak in this example represents a detachment of

sediment through the catchment, not a wash off of previously detached or deposited

materials, reflecting a proper detachment and transport representation of the model'

Figure 5.11 exhibits a similar small event as shown in Figure 5.9. A quick rise and decline of

flow and sediment resemble perhaps a wash off of pre event deposition in the channel. Since

the storm is very small, a larger than usual discrepancy of flow estimation resulted in similar

sediment estimation errors demonstrating the importance of accurate flow estimation.

Figure 5.12 demonstrates very close runoff and sediment estimations where samples were

available, obviously the triggering stage level had been raised considerably by this time so

that the initial small peaks did not activate the sampling unit until the last major peak which

resulted in the monitoring of the major peak. Excellent fitting of the sedigraphs represents
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another example of the adequacy of sediment detachment modelling of this medium sized

storm in the catchment'

Figure 5.13 displays an extraordinary steep rising and falling limbs of the hydrograph and

very high concentration of sediment concentration. Again the high sediment concentration

observed may be due to the pre event soil detached or deposited in the channels which

demonstrated very different behaviour with the onset of flow in the catchment throughout

this modelling practices. It looks unlikely that this part of the sedigraphs can be modelled

more accurately without some prior knowledge of the catchment, such as meteorological

conditions leading to the present storrn" possible disturbances in the catchment and other

factors before application of the model developed in this study. This is again related to the

assumption that there is no detachment available before a storm event'

Figure 5.14 shows an event with sampling comprising the first part of the major storm peak.

The flow and peak sediment predictions are excellent, yet the observed sediment

concentration declined faster and earlier than the predicted. This mainly represents, as were

in some other examples, that sediment detachment responds faster than even the square of

flow rate as indicated in Equation 5.4 and perhaps a larger exponent of flow in Equation 5.4

would better fit the observed in such cases.

5.4.3 Summary of the Modelling Results

A summary of the above modelled storm events is given in Table 5.1. The estimated or

predicted runoff peak, sediment concentration and load are compared to the observed, and

the average or total values were given in the last row of the table. The total sediment load

estimation error of 36Vo for the 11 events is satisfactory and better than many other studies.

The errors for storm sediment load or yield estimation are larger but limited as compared to

the study of Walling (1977) with prediction errors in excess of. +900Vo and as low as -90Vo

in some British streams, and as low as :127o reported by Geary (1981) and -83Vo by Olive

et al. (1980) in some Australian rivers. A more thorough comparison of the modelling

results with other studies is provided in Table 5.2.
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In order to compare the modelling results more conveniently with other studies, the

predicted and observed sediment loads were plotted in log-transformed graph to

demonstrate the linearity and statistical properties of the results using the least square

method as did by many soil erosion and sedimentation studies. The result is displayed in

Figure 5.15.

Table 5. 1 Summary of the estimations of catchment sedimentation

2t2

ffiffi ffiffiffiw Wffiffiffiffiffi
t7t6 0.077 0.t27 65 259

ffiffiffiffi ffiffiffiWW
0.194 0.198 2 294 290t I 199

ffiww ffiffiffiffi ffiffiffi
ffiffiffiffiffiwffi ffiWWw

2t8 0.118 0.165

ffiffiffi ffiffiffiffiwffi
L2t9 0.374 0.233 -33 978 390

ffiffiw ffiffiffiffiffiw
TotaVav. 0.304! 0.25!

. * calibrated value,

o ! averaged values,

o # total,

o @ difference of total values (7o¡

Figure 5.15 displays the observed and predicted sediment loads and a fitted line for their

logarithmic relationship. It is clear that there is obvious linear relationship between the two.
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The correlation coeffrcient of observed and predicted sediment loads is 0,895, and the

standard error of estimation is 0.284 and U statistic is 0.396.

Figure 5. 15 Observed and predicted sediment load for the storm events

The U statistic is a measure of scaled root mean squared enor expressed as

(J=
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5.18

'Where y¡ is the observed and x¡ the estimated or forecasted variables. In this case yr is the

observed sediment load and x¡ the estimated sedirnent load and U is the statistic for all

storms.
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The u statistic value is better than the standard error or root mean square error because it is

scaled and can be evaluated with data sets having different units. It is also not bounded by 0

and 1, a large value of u indicates a poor forecasting performance.

Using the U statistic, the root mean square error (RMSE), and the coefftcient of

determination (n2), or the correlation coefficient, it is possible to compare the result of this

study to the results of earlier or more recent studies. Table 5.2 displays the results of eleven

sediment studies from the past few decades. These studies are selected according to the data

available which are more or less randomly chosen, it is not an effort made to be exclusive'

It can be seen from Table 5.2 that some of the earlier studies (Van liew and Saxton, 1984;

Smith, 1977; Foster et al., lg77b) returned excellent results. This is chiefly because these

studies were done on well established experimental watersheds in the US, where the

complete data set were collected for each and every slope in small watersheds, and the

number of parameters were generally large and well calibrated with significant amount of

data before predictions. For example Van Liew and Saxton (1984) used more than ten

parameters which are extensively calibrated in the experimental catchments before

prediction. These are apparent advantages for sediment modelling which can hardly be met

by other studies without such 'privileges', as very few can afford such detailed studies in a

catchment other than an experimental one. However, even under such conditions, the result

is not always that good for every study. The study of Onstad and Foster (1975) of 11 events

on two agriculture watersheds returned a correlation coefficient of only 0.642 and a U

statistic of l.Z1,both represent a far lower standard than the studies of Van liew and Saxton

(lgg4) and Fosrer et al, (Ig77b), reflecting the diffrculties of making predictions even on the

well established experimental watersheds with all the detailed data available for calibration.

The result of Smith (lgi7) was dominated by a single largest storm thus returned the

highest correlation coeflrcient, but the U statistics of 0.345 is large compared to others with

similar correlation coeffrcients, representing a less than excellent performance for

forecasting despite the high correlation coeffrcient obtained.

Most other studies listed in Table 5.2 used rating curve method for sediment estimation as

compared with using USLE or modified USLE in the previous examples.
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Table 5. 2 Comparison of catchment sediment load studies
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These rating curves usually express sediment load and concentration as a non-line¿u form

which becomes linear when log-transformed. Although there are bias related to this

transformation as suggested by Kock and Smillie (1986), there should be little problem

when comparing among all the formulae using the same log based functions. It is apparent

that the rating curve methods generally return with low coefftcients of determination or the

goodness of fit, and further to these low coefftcients, most correlations are not only site

specific but also time specific, and are usually obtained with all data available, which

seriously limit their predictive capabilities as contrasted to this study, which predominately

represents a predictive power with very little calibration from the research'

The study in the Sauerbier Creek catchment is perhaps not better than or even as good as

the best ones exhibited in Table 5.2 n terms of accuracy, which were done on experimental

catchments with a level of data collection and calibration few models can match, but

significantly better than the rest. The model developed in this study is also a much better

one regarding to the predictive power of the model, and the physical basis behind the

modelling, which is rather remarkable considering the sediment prediction was done against

one calibrated storm event with only one calibrated parameter in modelling.

5.4.4 Erosion and Deposition in the Catchment

One of the advantages of using digital terrain network for sediment modelling over many

others is that erosion and deposition in the catchment can be estimated on an element basis

for individual storm events, and the results can be demonstrated over the catchment for each

storm event. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 display sediment erosion/deposition distribution in the

catchment for the events of 4t7196 and2919196 respectively. As no deposition was found for

any element for the two events, suggesting a detachment limited sediment transport scenario

in the catchment, the two figures actually demonstrate the erosion areas of the catchment

for each event. It is clear that most of the erosion source areas identified are channel

elements and erosion in the overland areas are not obvious (see Figure 4.25 fot the sketch

of the channel network of Sauerbier Creek catchment). The more intensive storm of the

zgtglg1event (Figure 5.16) observed marginally larger erosion areas extending to the

216
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Figure 5. 16 Catchment erosion distribution for the 2919196 event
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Figure 5.17 Catchment erosion distribution for the 0417196 event
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overland part of the catchment. Erosion/deposition over the catchment of other storm

events can also be displayed in the same Íranner as Figures 5.16 and 5.17 exhibited.

5.5 DISCUSSION

Good sediment erosion and deposition modelling requires good flow estimation as

demonstrated in several cases in modelling. Good flow estimation needs to include a flow

module that is able to cater for the needs of sediment detachment and transport in the

natural environment. An alternative and better way to do this is by partitioning the

catchment into small elements, so that sediment detachment and transport can be done on

an element basis which is then ultimately routed down the channel network and to the

catchment outlet. Sediment detachment and transport depend on the flow structure to

perform. Erosion and sedimentation modelling are also dependent on good and reliable

sediment sampling. The approach of sediment modelling based on real catchment and

catering catchment conditions is important to understand erosion and sedimentation in the

natural environment.

5.5.1 Model Parameters

Some of the parameter values used in the sediment modelling were derived from

documentation (Foster, 7982), those in the USLE equation were adopted from relevant

Australian erosion studies (Edwards, 1987). The reasons behind such adoptions are that the

ranges of variability is relatively small and obtaining such parameters from field experiments

is beyond the scope of this study. The flow parameters were obtained from the previous

modelling of the 1993 events described in Chapter 4. The calibrated parameter d, was

calibrated from one storm event and applied to the remaining storm events. Modelling

results showed that this parameter performed well for most of the erosion and

sedimentation predictions particularly for those events which can be identified as

representing real sediment detachment and transport in the catchment, not by wash off of

already detached or deposited sediment in the channels which are generally considered to be

minimal and was assumed to be zero before each storm. Little data is available for a
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comparison of this calibrated parameter with other studies, and therefore it is hoped that

future research will provide some information for evaluation of this parameter.

5.5.2 Flow Estimation and its Influence on Sediment Load Estimation

It can be seen from the modelling that the flow predictions were very satisfactory for the

majority of the storm events, particularly given that some storms modelled were very small

events with rainfalls as low as 2.6 mm for a storm. There was no calibration performed in

runoff modelling for all of these 1996 events, which showed the high performance of the

predictability of the runoffmodel and the parameters calibrated in Chapter 4.

Since flow was correlated exponentially to soil detachment, the shape and size of the flow

hydrograph can significantly influence the estimation of sediment concentration. Flow is

usually positively related to sediment concentration, therefore an overestimation of flow

would generally lead to an overestimation of sediment concentration, and when multiplying

flow with sediment concentration to obtain sediment discharge, the double accounting of

the two overestimations would translate to an even greater overestimation of the sediment

discharge. Therefore accurate flow estimation is very important for an accurate estimation

of sediment discharge. As a result, the accuracy of sediment discharge estimation cannot be

expected to surpass that of the flow estimation. It is well known that sediment

concentration is generally much more variable and less understood than stream flow in the

natural environment due to the increased complexities involved in sediment estimation.

5.5.3 Modelling the Erosion and Sedimentation Processes

Rill and channel sediment detachment was originally assumed to be directly proportional to

the flow rate as suggested by Foster (1982) in Equation 2.34. However, trial modelling of a

few events not shown here showed that the parameter a determined from the linear

relationship of rill detachment to flow, changes with individual storm and little predictability

could be derived from such an assumption. In addition, the predicted sediment

concentration and load were usually too flat to represent the much sharper rising and falling

limbs of the observed sediment graphs. As a result the flow detachment rate was chosen to
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be proportional to the square of the flow rate which resulted in a much better simulation and

prediction.

It has been well documented that erosion in Australia was dominated by large storms (Olive

and Rieger, 1988, Edwards, 1987). This is in contrast to the US situation where the

majority of annual erosion was caused by the more frequent smaller storms. Since the

Australian erosion rate is relatively low compared to world standa¡d (Olive and Walker,

lg12), most of the erosion is believed to be not transport limited but source or detachment

limited. A large storm brings with it large energy to detach and transport the soil out of a

catchment, while a small event is unable to detach large amounts of sediment even if it could

transport it. The more important role of large storms for sediment detachment and

transportation translated into mathematical terms, is that sediment detachment may not be a

linear relationship with runoff rate, but rather a power function of the runoff rate. The study

in Sauerbier Creek catchment suggested that it was more appropriate for sediment

detachment to be proportional to the square of runoff rate for most of the events although

other storms could be better modelled if the exponent was assumed larger than 2' Further

modelling may lead to a more precise value of the flow exponent, resulting in better

estimation of flow detachment. It appears unlikely that such a power function of sediment

detachment to runoffrate should be restricted to the Sauerbier Creek catchment alone.

Rill or channel detachment is usually expressed as a function of shear stress exerted by

water on the bed and sides of the rill or channel. However this is more suitable for

laboratory or small scale erosion test where rill and channel cross sections can be accurately

defined. To use such an approach for a natural channel is very limited especially where the

channel cross sections can be so variable that it is often diffrcult to define precisely the

dimensions. As runoff can usually be more accurately determined in hydrological modelling

than most other flow variables, its use to approximate detachment by the shear stress

appears to be an effective alternative for rill and channel detachment representation.

However, such an approach would require that the peak sediment detachment should

somehow coincide in time with peak flow which may not be completely the case under

variable catchment conditions, though it is the case under majority of field conditions. In the

case of forest erosion, erosion may be delayed by the delayed flow with much more evenly

distributed sediment concentration over the course of the hydrograph. This was confirmed
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by Lam (1984) in a study of a small forest catchment in NSW which showed the importance

of the source of flow on sediment transport. Erosion and detachment are part of a very

complex system are influenced by many factors, with runoffbeing only one factor, albeit the

most important one. Variability in erosion estimation is bound to be large and the processes

less predictable than most others in the hydrological system. Diverse relationships between

flow and sediment are likely to exist in the natural environment, as are the relationships

between detachment and flow.

Most of the observed sedigraphs in this study show that peak sediment concentration is

usually stightly ahead of the peak runoff, and the predicted peak sediment concentration is

slightly after the peak runoff with a lag time of around 15 minutes. In some of these cases

the detachment as a function of the squared power of flow is not suffrcient, and a larger

exponent greater than 2 is needed to cope with such situations. Therefore the rise and

decline of the sediment concentrations would be steeper to represent the observed sediment

transport. The larger exponent of flow as a function for detachment means that detachment

is more sensitive to changes of flow. This may represent some washing up of deposited or

already detached sediment in or around the channel prior to a storm. If these sediments are

assumed to come from the deposition during the recession limb of the last storm, then a

small storm could activate these sediments relatively easily to obtain high suspended

sediment concentrations (SSC) in a very short time on the rising limb of the hydrograph,

and then the SSC may drop quickly as a result of exhaustion of the sediment, particularly

the finer particles. If this settling process accompanied the recession limb of the hydrograph,

then the settling process would accelerate much faster. As a result, the SSC on the recession

limb would be extremely steep as observed from the sampling of the smaller events shown

in Figures 5.7 and 5.11.

Through the modelling practice, it is evident that there needs perhaps a model to represent

the initial catchment detachment condition, as the sediment concentration at or within half

an hour of the onset of a storm can vary from as low as 50, to 200, 500, or even 1000 mg/l

for a similar flow discharge. Some sediment concentration graphs looks very much like

hydrographs while others display only a recessing limb without a rising one. The situation is

difficult to define as it directly relates to the pre event activities and disturbances in the

catchment. The size of the previous storm, the time interval to the last storm need also to be

221
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considered together with weather conditions to formulate a scheme to determine the

possible existing detachment and deposition before a stornL and how these detachment or

deposition can influence the next storm. The most diffrcult part is perhaps to determine the

level and scope of catchment disturbances before a storrn, which may need explicit

representation in further studies.

If however, the process of washing up of already detached sediment in the channel and

surround areas is completed, then the sediment modelling should represent the newly

detached sediment tfansport. Examples can be observed in most multipeaked events as

displayed in Figures 5.4, 5.8, 5.10, and 5.12. Figure 5.12 is of particular interest as it

sampled the last one of three peaks. This event therefore should represent the sediment

transport of newly detached sediment after a duration of approximately 7 hours from the

start of the event. The relative good fit of the modelling of the events showed that the flow

detachment as a function of the square of flow rate is a reasonably good approximation for

the catchment.

The difference between the peak time for observed and predicted SSC may also be caused

by the rainfall detachment in the overland areas. If contribution of rainfall detachment is

more significant than that of the modelled, and the sediment is able to find some

concentrated flow in these areas, the detached particles can be quickly transported to the

channel network, then the lag of time between the observed and predicted peak sediment

rate may be reduced or even removed'

5.5.4 SamplingStrategY

The observed sediment concentration graphs show that the peak time often lasts from a few

minutes to 2O minutes. The intensive sampling from five minute intervals for most sampling

in this research gave suffrcient detail to the sediment concentration graphs in many events

and hence proved a satisfactory sampling strategy for this study. Less intensive sampling

with say 30 minute intervals would have lost almost all of the peak sediment concentrations.

The price paid for this intensive sampling is the missing of events due to the short duration

of the total sampling time that was able to be completed during one event, as a total of 24

bottles of samples could be possibly taken for each setup. A small event was able to trigger
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sampling if the trigger water level was low, while larger events later may be missed as

shown in Figure 5.7 , or that only the larger part of a series of events was monitored if the

trigger water level was set high as shown in Figure 5.12. lt seerrs that an ideal sampling

should be able to monitor with suffrcient frequency and cope with a period of 24 hours for

the Sauerbier Creek catchment. This would allow data to be retrieved and processed with

much less risk of losing potential larger events. Monitoring such as that shown in Figure

5.8, where three sets of samples were collected but the main flow peaks were still missed,

could then be avoided. A normal commercially available 24 bottle automatic sampler is not

enough for intensive sampling for small catchment erosion and sedimentation studies. With

a ten minute sampling interval, which is acceptable though not as good as a five minute

interval lasting for 24 hours would require approximately six times the number of bottles of

a cornmercial available sampler, or 140 bottles for each sampler. Using an intelligent

controller which is able to be triggered several times and therefore be able to monitor

several events by putting samples in the same set of bottles with each event, would help to

obtain the total sediment load during these events, but would not help much in sediment

estimation using hydrological models which generally should be done on a storm by storm

basis. Without detailed monitoring, sediment peaks can be easily missed.

A modification of the normal automatic sampler could reduce the bottle size from one litre

at present to half a litre, while at the same time increase the total number of sampling bottles

in one set. A compromise of half an hour sampling interval lasting 24 hours would require

4g samplings, which would provide more time for sample retrieval and processing with less

risk of losing storm events. This would be more likely to enable whole series of data to be

captured and significantly reduce the possibility of loss of data. An haH hour sampling

interval looks like a maximum for a small catchment such as Sauerbier Creek catchment, a

longer time step would be tikely to lose important details of the storm events.

The sampling in this research is much more intensive which compares favorably with

normally daily sampling programs. Normal sampling in this catchment would not be able to

give reliable data for serious sediment analysis. Resea¡ches with generally low sediment

concentration data, as reported in many sedimentation studies, should vigorously seek to

confirm whether the storm sediment peaks are missed. Long intervals between sampling are

unlikely to enable high concentration data in a time series to be captured, and therefore is
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not suitable for small catchment erosion and sediment studies but alternatively may be

suitable for much larger catchments.

The importance of a successful sampling program cannot be overemphasised.

Unfortunately, intensive sampling is costly and labour demanding. Although turbidity

measuring can possibly reduce the cost and labour in the long term, it still needs good

sampling data to obtain a highly correlated turbidity and suspended sediment concentration

relationship to work as will be shown in the next chapter. For the modelling or calibration of

the turbidity meter, intensive sampling is still unavoidable and the most dependable method.

5.5.5 Summary of the Modetting Approach and sediment Delivery

The sampling and modelling were designed to concentrate on the storm flows and the

associated catchment erosion and sedimentation which traditional sampling and modelling

are unable to cope with. The results showed that the aim was primarily achieved with the

sampling tracking more details of the hydrographs and sediment graphs for the storm

events, and the modelling returned satisfactory and better outcome than most working in

the f,reld.

The study demonstrated that there was little deposition in the catchment which need to be

anaþsed further. Comparing to the transport capacity using Yang's equation outlined earlier

in the chapter, the predicted catchment sediment concentration is usually one percent or less

of that of the transport capacity. For example, the peak sediment transport capacity is

around 130,000 mg/|, while the estimated sediment concentration is approximately 300

mg/I, with the former over 400 times larger than the latter for the event 0218/96. Figure

5.lg demonstrates a comparison of the predicted sediment concentration and the sediment

transport capacity for the 0218196 event, with different scales for the vertical axes. It can be

seen that sediment transport capacity is generally several hundred times larger than the

actual sediment transport. Similar results were obtained for other storm events occurred in

the catchment. These results reflect that the Sauerbier Creek catchment is detachment

dominated or source limited, and that there is a very large gap between the transport

capacity and the real sediment detachment rate, with the latter unlikely to reach the level of

the former no matter what kind of storm event might be occurring in the catchment. The
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situation underlines that the Sauerbier Creek catchment is very sensitive and vulnerable to

the disturbances in the catchment. Looking back at the storm events of 2417196 and 1119196

where very large sediment concentrations were observed, it seemed that the catchment may

have experienced some disturbances at the times, resulting in higher sediment detachment

which were carried away by the subsequent storms. The storm event of 1119196 can also be

compared to the 2gtgtg6 event with the latter larger than the former but the peak sediment

concentration of the latter reached only half of that of the former, which is another

indication that the lltgtgí event is susceptible to pre storm catchment disturbances. 'While

using Yang's equation resulted in seemingly very large sediment transport capacity for the

Sauerbier Creek catchment, there is no doubt that the catchment does have very large

transport capability as observation in the catchment demonstrated. 
'Where the channel was

disturbed and without a protective layer of either grass or large gravel, erosion is very

serious and smaller gravel can be easily moved downstream until an equilibrium was

reached or a resistant layer developed and then no further erosion is apparent or in a

significant way.
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This study showed that flow in channels dominated the soil detachment of the catchment'

The interrill detachment parameter value has to be raised many times to have obvious effect

on the estimated sedigraphs. This could be caused by the relatively low rainfall intensity in

the catchment in 1996, usually less than 25 mmlh, or the underestimation of the parameter

value shown in Equation 5.2, or more likely a combination of the two. The constant of

0.0138 in Equation 5.2 is for a typical rainfall intensity of 63.5 mm/h, which is very large for

the catchment. It is calculated that this value should be raised approximately 5 times when

the rainfall intensity is reduced to 10 mm/tr. However this increase alone is still not enough

to compensate for the less than obvious effect of the interrill detachment. The estimation of

the cover factor may also have contributed to the underestimation of interill detachment as

not all areas Íì.re completely covered by grass.

The model has been successful in identi$ing the source areas of the catchment, and

representing erosion and deposition in the catchment. With the very large transport capacity

of the catchment, it is very unlikely that deposition would occur in large areas of the

catchment. The source areas in the overland elements can be better represented with more

information obtained in these areas, such as the exposure of bare soil or catchment

disturbance caused by housing construction and cattle grazrng in the catchment. Some field

experiments in overland areas would also help to better identif the parameters of soil

detachment in these areas which is beyond the scope of this study. The results can then be

used to obtain a more confident representation and modelling of catchment erosion and

sedimentation.

Since the catchment detachment is very low compared to the sediment transport capacity, it

appears reasonable to assume that sediment detached in the catchment is available to be

removed completely from the catchment or that no or little deposition is available in the

Sauerbier Creek catchment. The modelling results also showed that there was little or no

deposition in the catchment after each storm, which is consistent with field observations.

This is in contrast to most parts of US for similar catchment sizes, where the delivery ratio

generally have a range of 70-90Vo, but consistent with the delivery ratio of near I00Vo of

North Shaanxi, China (V/alling, 1934). The modelling results suggest that erosion and

sedimentation in Sauerbier Creek catchment is mainly a problem of detachment and erosion,

not deposition and delivery. This should simphfy the erosion and deposition estimation in
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the catchment, thereby enabling the possibility of extrapolating the rese¿ìrch results to

similar catchments elsewhere in Australia.

Human disturbances may exert significant influences on erosion and deposition as were

observed in the channels of the Sauerbier Creek. The water sampling site which resides in

the lower part of the main channel of Sauerbier Creek, becomes a serious erosion site and

the pond at the outlet of the catchment where a flow measurement weir was built, becomes

a major deposition site. The erosion in the channel continued until it reached a state where

the erosion site was covered by a resistant layer of gravel, and the deposition in the pond

had already reached an equilibrium state by the time this research was undertaken so that

deposition no longer continued in any significant way.

The modelling reveals many important features of erosion and sedimentation in the

Sauerbier Creek catchment. Not only does it achieved a better prediction for sediment

concentration and load fbr erosion modelling as compared with most but some of the best

established small experiment catchments in the US, it achieved these results by using a

physically based digital terrain model which allow estimation on a storm basis with whole

hydrographs. The model also predicted erosion and sedimentation on a distributed

catchment and element scale, revealing real unsteady state storm erosion and sedimentation

not erosion potential in a catchment as performed by some other GIS models. In addition

the modelling discovered the detachment limited sediment transport in the catchment which

may have implications for extrapolating the model and the results to other catchments in

Australia. And finally the modelling suggest that other factors such as human activities or

disturbances in the catchment may need explicit addressing in future studies.



Chapter 6

Using TUrbidity Data for Catchment

Sediment Estimation

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Turbidity as a measure of the optical properties of water is widely used for suspended

sediment monitoring. Although suspended sediment is generally the major source of

turbidity in water, water colour, particle size, minerals and organics in water can have

significant influence on the turbidity of water. The use of turbidity meter for sediment

monitoring is chiefly by developing a statistically significant relationship between the

turbidity and suspended sediment concentration (SSC). This is not always easy as the

factors mentioned above may have major influence on the relationship of turbidity and SSC.

Gippel (1989) compiled several dozen relationships of turbidity and SSC for inland and

coastal waters. The relationships showed wide variations especially for inland waters. While

some of the relationships were near perfect, others had little if any correlation, with the

majority of the relationships in between the two extremes. These turbidity and SSC

relationships are usually site specific and may be time specific, and a relationship is therefore

unique for a particular catchment and perhaps within a particular period of time. However'

for a well calibrated turbidity and SSC relationship developed for a catchment, using the

turbidity meter is not only the most convenient, but also the most time, labour, and
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financially saving method for sediment monitoring. Therefore a turbidity meter is often a

very important part for sediment studies.

In addition to the convenience of using a turbidity meter for sediment monitoring, another

excellent feature of the turbidity measurement is that it is generally a continuous record of
data, monitoring the whole time series of a hydrograph. These qualities of a turbidity meter

made it an ideal tool for sediment monitoring and analysis, which are the essential reasons

behind the wide spread use of the instrument.

6.2 DEVELOPING TURBIDITY AND SEDIMENT RELATIONSHIPS IN THE

SAUERBIER CREEK CATCHMENT

Turbidity and suspended sediment relationships change with each individual storm event.

These variable relationships reflect the many factors referred to previously that can affect

the optical properties of water under natural environmental conditions. If suspended

sediment is the only source of turbidity, a unique relationship between turbidity and SSC

would have prevailed. Figures 6.1 a to f show some distinct relationships for six storms that

occurred in Sauerbier Creek catchment during 1996. The large differences between turbidity

and SSC among individual storms made it very diffrcult to develop a consistent turbidity and

SSC relationship that perfectly suits each and every one of the storms. If each storm were to

be fitted with a turbidity and SSC relationship, there would be little predictability developed

from such an approach.

The hysteresis of SSC with runoff is frequent as shown in Figures 6.2 a to c. The hysteresis

loop of the majority of the storm events are counter clockwise as shown in Figures 6.2 a

and b although the extent or shapes can be highty variable. Other storm events are even

more variable and there could be no apparent relationship between SSC and flow as shown

by Figure 6.2 c.It is likely that more diverse forms of such relationships can be found with

additional storm events monitored. This is in good agreement with the findings of Rieger

and Olive (1984) on hysteresis of suspended sediment and flow of storm events, which

often leads to significant errors for sediment estimation if using direct correlation between

SSC and flow.
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It is evident that the time series approach is unlikely to result in much predictability as the

randomness of the SSC to turbidity and flow is so apparent with each individual storm.

Therefore deriving the statistical properties of SSC with turbidity and other variables seems

to be a better alternative. In fact, the general procedure of developing a total turbidity and

SSC relationship by putting all the data points together to find an average relationship, and

then apply this average relationship back to the individual storm events for sediment load

estimation reflects a statistical or regressive approach. Such a method underlines the

average or statistical feature of using turbidity for suspended sediment estimation. The

extent of good or bad estimation depends primarily on the relevance of the turbidity and

SSC relationships, or how good the turbidity data fits with the SSC data points.

The turbidity and SSC relationships depend very much on the quality and the amount of

turbidity and sample data recorded. It is frequently found that many such relationships

developed up to the 1980s have been based on weekly or daily data which were often taken

manually as grab samples. These relationships were generally developed with low values of

turbidity and SSC and can hardly be used for storm sediment load estimation where the

storm may last only a few hours. As studies (Edwards, 1987, Olive and Rieger, 1984)

demonstrated that major storms carry the majority of annual sediment load in many

Australian catchments, it is important that a turbidity and SSC relationship developed is able

to depict a true and reliable relationship for the studied catchment. The use of a sparsely

recorded data set cannot possibly cover the range of flood hydrographs, and sediment

calculations based on such data can easily be treacherous. As a result the aim of data

collection should focus on collecting data that includes the peak flow and sediment

information, and covers the entire flood hydrographs. This has not been frequently achieved

in the past due to various difficulties with water sampling.

A question which is often asked in developing a turbidity and SSC relationship is how much

data is enough to confidently build up such a relationship? Would part of the total data

series lead to worse sediment estimation? And, if so what would be the possible diflerences

or errors related to the length and quality of the data series? 'What is the best possible form

for the turbidity and SSC relationship? These questions have rarely been raised in previous

studies and no satisfactory answers or resolution have ever been obtained to these

questions.
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Figure 6.3 Turbidity and SSC relationship for stage 1 storm eyents

Figure 6.4 Turbidity and SSC relationship for stage 2 storm eYents
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concentrations based on the overall relationship obtained ',/vith all data combined. The

turbidity and SSC relationship based on all the data was used for sediment load prediction,

and compared with the observed sediment loads for individual events.

SSC is usually expressed as a linear or logarithmic linear function of turbidity. It is found in

this study that.the polynomial function is a better fit than other forms of functions which is

similar to the findings of Finlayson (1985). Therefore all the turbidity and SSC relationships

were expressed as poþomial functions of turbidity to SSC. Both second and fourth order

polynomial functions were used for sediment estimation and the results were compared to

demonstrate that even a small difference in coeffrcients of determination can have a

significant effect on the results of sediment estimation'
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Figure 6.5 Turbidity and SSC relationship for stage 3 storm events

Figures 6.3 to 6.5 show three sets of successive stages of data collected which were

arbitrarily separated according to the time sequence data were collected. Stage 1 shown in

Figure 6.3 represents data from events 1 to 11, these events occurred during January to

May 1996. Most of these events were small and generally only a few samples were taken

during each event. Figure 6.4 displays the data from stage 2 data of events 12 to 18 taken

mostly during the month of June 1996. These events were also small events similar to stage

1, but generally lasted longer allowing more samples to be obtained during an average storm
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in this stage. Figure 6.5 represents data from stage 3 of events 19 to 28, with the storm

events occurring from July to September 1996. A few large storms occurred during this

stage in the year 1996.

The polynomial relationships of turbidity and SSC were developed for each of the three

defined stages which are also shown in Figures 6.3 to 6.5 together with their coeffrcients of

determination or goodness of fit. It can be seen from Figure 6.3 that stage 1 obtained the

worst correlation for the turbidity and SSC relationship of the three stages due to the small

short storms having more variability in both turbidity and SSC records. Stage 2 obtained a

better correlation than stage I as can be compared from Figures 6.3 and 6.4, because the

events in this stage lasted longer than most events in stage 1 and so the turbidity and SSC

records were less variable. However the coeffrcient of determination in stage 2 is not much

higher than that of stage I as similar sized small storm events were involved in both stages.

Stage 3 shown in Figure 6.5 obtained a far better turbidity and SSC relationship than either

of the previous two stages, chiefly because larger storm events with higher turbidity and

SSC records were observed in this stage. The result demonstrates the significance of the

large storm events on the turbidity and SSC relationships developed.

Apparently the relationship of turbidity and SSC can be quite different with different data

sets in the same catchment. Better relationships can usually be obtained by recording the

more continuous and larger storm events. This is not for statistical reasons as large values

usually improve the goodness of fit, but for practical pu{poses as large events generally

carry large sediment load with therr¡ and a better constructed relationship can significantly

reduce the uncertainties of sediment estimation. Without the large storm events being

observed, it is likely that sediment load estimation may lead to large errors, particularly over

a long period of time.

Figure 6.6 shows the relationship of turbidity and SSC using combined data of stage 1 and

stage 2, which does not exhibit much difference from the relationships built on the separate

stage data. This underlines that no matter how much data may have been collected, as long

as it does not include high turbidity and SSC data or quality data, the relationship of

turbidity and SSC obtained would not likely to improve much with increased data series.

236
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Figure 6.7 displays the turbidity and SSC relationship using all the available data recorded.

This relationship shows a marked improvement over the relationships using two stage data

series shown in Figure 6.6. Despite that the coeffrcient of determination obtained for all data

is slightly lower than the relationship built on stage tluee data only, the former relationship

should better represent the catchment turbidity and SSC relationship because the latter

represent only part of the overall data series.

A total of 398 pairs of data were used for the overall turbidity and SSC relationship shown

in Figure 6.7. The turbidity meter may expose to the air at times of low flow which returned

very low turbidity readings. These data points were eliminated as they do not represent the

real situation. Both the second and fourth order polynomial turbidity and SSC relationships

are used for sediment modelling and the difference between the two is checked later in the

chapter. It can be seen from Figures 6.6 and 6.7 that the fourth order polynomial

relationships display marginally better fitting with the observed data.

Figure 6.7 demonstrated the wide range of SSC from 50 mg/l up to 1400 mg/I, this

compares favorably with those shown in Figure 6.6 where the SSC are all below 400 mg/I.

The situation is even more evident when comparing the result obtained here with many

other studies where very low sediment concentrations were obtained despite sometimes a

larger overall data population has been acquired (Gippel, 1989; Finlayson, 1985; Van

Bueren, 1gg4). This indicates that the aim set out in this study to obtain storm sediment

data and particularly peak storm sediment data, has been favorably achieved compared to

similar studies conducted elsewhere in Australia'

6.3 USE OF TURBIDITY FOR SEDIMENT MODELLING

Once the turbidity and SSC relationships are developed for a catchment, they can be used

for catchment erosion estimation. The advantage of this method as compared to using a

hydrological model with sampled data is that there is no need for storm calibration or

determining the antecedent catchment conditions for storm modelling' With the observed

flow data and the turbidity and SSC relationships, suspended sediment yield for a storm can

be readily estimated. Since observed flow may not be available for practical applications,

while rainfall data are easier to collect, this study used predicted flow for sediment load
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prediction, which is using the rainfall and the hydrological model described in Chapter 4 to

provide the flow and then using the turbidity and SSC relationships to estimate sediment

discharges. This is a significant difference and a step forward as compared to using

observed flow data for sediment yield estimation which has almost always been the case in

other sediment studies using turbidity and SSC relationship for sediment estimation.

Therefore the sediment estimation results obtained in this study would be of predictions in

more sense than one, as the flow used for sediment estimation are also predicted storm

events.

Twelve storm events with sample data were used to predict SSC and sediment load and

compare with the observed, using the 2nd order turbidity and SSC relationship developed in

Figure 6.7. Eleven of the events were the same as those used in Chapter 7, the event of

318196 was added because it was the largest event of the year, but unfortunately with only a

few samples collected for the event due to equipment failure. Figures 6.8 to 6.19 show the

predicted and observed flow, SSC, and sediment load with the sediment estimated using

predicted flows for twelve events occurred in 1996. A summary of the modelling results is

given in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.8 presents very close sediment concentration estimation, the spike at the end of the

SSC graph may have been caused by a temporary blocking of the turbidity meter lens of a

passing stone or other materials, which is not corrected as with other similar cases exhibited

later to display the real turbidity records reflected in the turbidity and SSC relationships. An

occasional blocking of the turbidity meter lens is understandable as a turbidity reading is

done instantly, and a storm event can return many hundreds of such readings with one

minute record interval. Some spikes are expected considering the significant gravel content

in the catchment soil, in addition to materials such as grass and leaves, the large transport

capacity of the flow which is able to carry relatively large and heavy materials as observed

in the field, and the situation that the turbidity meter was placed at the bottom of channel

bed. The sediment rate estimation fits the shape of the observation well although an

underestimation of the flow discharge caused some similar underestimation of sediment rate

which could otherwise show a perfect fit for the storm event.
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Figure 6.9 displays an excellent estimation of the sediment discharge rate. This is achieved

by an overestimation of the flow and an underestimation of SSC for the event l7t6lg6,

which reveals that a good sediment yield estimation can be made for the wrong reason and

it is not enough by just showing the final sediment yield result with no regard of the

processes involved as demonstrated by many other studies. Some sediment concentration

spikes were also observed in this storm which as stated earlier may also have been caused

by passing materials blocking the light beam of the instrument.

Figure 6.10 exhibits a very good fitting of estimated sediment for the part of the sampling

for the 2216196 event. The example demonstrated the advantage of using turbidity for

sediment estimation, as sampling tracked approximately a third of the total hydrograph

while the turbidity meter recorded the whole of the storm event. In addition to this, the

small observed part fitted much better with the prediction as compared to the case of using

the physically based modelling for sediment estimation in the last chapter, because the latter

depends very much on flow detachment for good modelling which has difficulty depicting

the initial low flow sediment transport, the former has no problem of the kind. This indicates

that a statistical or black box model does has its advantage at times over the more physically

based approach and is quite able to return better modelling results.

Figure 6.1 1 displays excellent fits for both sediment concentration and discharge of the

2816196 event, however the last two hours of the sediment concentration estimation

returned very large values while as the same time the flow is in a declining state. It is

difhcult to understand why this happened except by speculating that there might be a

sudden change of water colour. The result indicates the down side of the statistical or black

box model approach which generally should not happen to a physically based approach in

the same situation.

Figure 6.12 shows the fitting of three separate turbidity and sampling records with the

estimates fitting relatively well with the shapes of the observed storm event. Although the

turbidity meter can usually monitor complete series of sediment covering a whole

hydrograph, the level float has to be in the 'up' position to start and keep the turbidity meter

working as water stage below the trigger level is considered too low for turbidity

measurement. When the flow is low the turbidity meter can be exposed to the air returning
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false recordings, thus eroding the worthiness of the complete record. Therefore a discrete

record does not necessarily mean an inferior record of observation.

Figure 6.13 exhibits excellent estimations for flow, sediment concentration and sediment

rate for the2411196 stormevent, which is better fitted when compared with the physically

based modelling of the same event in the last chapter.

Figure 6.14 presents an overall satisfactory fitting of the estimated and observed SSC

graphs though a little skewed in the peak area. The sediment concentration estimated

displays the averaging property of the turbidity and SSC relationship which could not

possibly represent every storm event well as indicated in this example. The smaller predicted

flow caused an otherwise very good fit of the predicted sediment discharge.

Figure 6.15 displays large differences of the estimation and the observed, which is

comparable to the estimation of the same event in the last chapter. 'While the overestimation

of sediment maþe caused by the small flow and larger than usual estimated flow error in

the last chapter, the disparity seemed to have been caused by other factors such as the water

colour. A darker water colour and higher organic contents in the samples recorded

demonstrated higher turbidity which in fact contain very limited sediment in the samples.

This resulted in the overestimation of the real sedìment rate for the storm.

Figure 6.16 demonstrates very good estimation of flow for this stormevent, and generally

good trend of estimation with the observed although limited sampling were obtained for this

large and extended storm event or a group of storms. Some spikes were also observed in

the estimated sediment concentration graph. The need for extended sampling both in terms

of time and sampling numbers for very large and extended storms or a group of storm

events in the wet season as discussed in the last chapter is further reflected by this example.

Figure 6.17 shows very good fits for flow, the SSC and sediment rate for the event 2618196.

The result would be even better if exclusion of the few spikes at the start of the sampling

and turbidity monitoring was made.
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Figure 6.1g displays excellent estimations of sediment concentration and rate for the

l2tglg6 event. The sediment spikes which may have been caused by passing materials are

actually very few compared to the total amount of turbidity readings. The total sediment

load is not much influenced by the few spikes as will be shown later, although these spikes

are visually obvious. The inclusion of the spikes is to show the true picture as observed

from the field, and to avoid possible subjectivity and artificial good fitting by deleting them,

despite that there is very good reason to do so'

Figure 6.19 exhibits another good estimation result for both flow and sedimentation for the

event 2919196, and once again the spikes were not deleted. This result suggests that the

relationship of turbidity and SSC built is sound and reliable for the basic trend of sediment

estimated.

The predicted SSC and sediment rates were obtained using the 2nd order turbidity and SSC

relationship of all data shown in Figure 6.7. The second order turbidity and SSC

relationship was used chiefly because of its simpler structure and the coefficient of

determination was very close to the 4'h order turbidity and SSC relationship.

A summary of the modelling results is given in Table 6.1. The differences between the

observed and the predicted sediment concentrations and loads were given. The event of

3lgtg6was not included because of the limited sampling data available. This leaves the same

1l storm events as modelled in Chapter 5, for a comparison and analysis of sediment yield

estimation using two different methods of physically based hydrological modelling and

turbidity and SSC correlation modelling'

It can be seen from Table 6.1 that the predicted averaged peak SSC error using turbidity

and SSC correlation isZZvo. The predicted and observed load differences for individual

event were generally within +507o. The total sediment yield estimation error for all storm

events is less than3Vo as compared to the observed'

A logarithmic linear form of correlation of the predicted and observed sediment loads was

performed and shown in Figure 6.20.It exhibits a highly correlated linear relationship with

the correlation coeffrcient of 0.95, the root mean square srror of 0.033 and the U statistic of
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0.13. These are excellent statistical indicators as compared to the pþsically based sediment

modelling results shown in Figure 5.14, or compared to the results of other sediment studies

as shown in Table 5.2. The modelling represents a remarkable sediment estimation result

using turbidity and SSC relationships in Sauerbier Creek catchment'

Table 6.1 Summary of the predictions of catchment sedimentation using turbidity

and SSC relationshiP

ffiffiffi WffiW
ffiffiffiw

28t6 0.194 0.198

ffiffiffiffiWffiffiffi

1A9 0.374 0.233 -33 978

ffiffiffiWWffiffi

Using the relationship developed in Figure 6,20, the predicted sediment load can be further

analysed. For an observed sediment load, the predicted sediment load can be judged by an

estimated interval of confidence. For a 957o confidence interval, and with a particular

prediction value of 1000 kg, the estimation of the, observed sediment is calculated as

429 -t2 109.2 103,2 -6

WWffiffiffi
296 52 25.2 66.6 16:

ffiffiffiffiffi
lo57 I 2t6 3A4.2 tl
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1126+ 385 kg, or that the observed sediment load is between 741-1511 kg, or an effor

interval of X34Vo. This represents excellent prediction accuracy as demonstrated in the

discussion of the sediment estimation results of most other studies shown in the last chapter.

The high estimation accuracy can be illustrated by an example of the sediment estimation of

the L7t6l96 event, where a relative good fitting to the observed is apparent and satisfactory

to most sediment modellers, yet an estimation error of 56Vo is returned. Most other storms

obtained estimation accuracy better than the example and these results were achieved based

on the predicted storm flow rather than the observed flow as is often the case for almost all

other studies.
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Figure 6.20 Comparison of predicted and observed sediment loads

The excellent overall sediment yield estimation results using the turbidity and SSC

relationship developed for the Sauerbier Creek catchment indicates that the turbidity meter

set up in the catchment can be used confidently for sediment estimation, and that the

turbidity and sediment concentration relationship established for the catchment is well

developed and can be used as a reliable tool for sediment estimation in the catchment based

on storm events monitored or predicted.
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6.4 ESTIMATING ANNUAL SEDIMENT LOAD USING TURBIDITY DATA

The above sediment estimation was performed for the storm events with sediment sampling

data. The results showed that using turbidity and SSC correlation can satisfactorily estimate

sediment load on an event basis, which is a step forward compared to the traditional rating

curve method. With more storm events observed by turbidity meter in Sauerbier Creek

catchment in 1996 where sampling was not possible for each storm, the annual sediment

yield from the catchment can be estimated by adding all the storm sediment yields in the

catchment during the year, using the turbidity and sediment correlation approach' The

continuously operating turbidity meter shows a good capacity for estimating longer term

sedimentation such as annual sediment yield from the catchment.

Twenty-eight data sets were recorded between March to Septembet 1996. These data sets

have been regarded as 28 events although many of the data sets contain several storms in

each set. By applying the turbidity and SSC relationships obtained previously to all these

storms, the total sediment load estimations over the period of monitoring can be obtained.

The details of these storm events and the results are shown in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.21.

Table 6.2 shows the rainfall, runoff peak and runoff volume of each storm event, and the

estimated sediment for each storm, using the 2"d and4'h order polynomial turbidity and SSC

relationships of the total data shown in Figure 6.7 , and the 4th order polynomial relationship

established for two stage data as shown in Figure 6'6.

Figure 6.21 exhibits the sediment estimation results based on the three different turbidity

and SSC relationships. It can be seen that using the 2nd and 4th order polynomial turbidity

and SSC relationships of all the data, significant differences in the total amount of estimated

sediment load were obtained. Based on the total estimated load of the 4th order relationship

for all data, the two estimations showed nearly 4O7o dtfference in total sediment estimation

for the period of March to September,1996, which is large considering the small difference

in the correlation coeffrcients of the two relationships (0.7857 and 0.8113 respectively),

which is only 0.0256 or less than3.2 7o.The total estimated load based on the 4th order

turbidity and SSC relationship for all data, using the stage 1 plus 2 turbidity and SSC
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Table 6.2 Storm sediment load estimation using 2nd and 4th order polynomial

relationships of turbidity and ssc and stage l+2 data
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Figure 6.21 Comparison of sediment estimation results, \ryhere series lr 21 3 represent

the estimations based on 2nd, 4th order and stage L+2 polynomial turbidity and SSC

relationships respectivelY

relationship with a correlation coefficient of 0.504 is shown in Figure 6.6. This represents an

overestimation of 2lIVo. The difference between the two correlation coefficients is 38Vo'

This shows the importance and significance of a better turbidity and SSC relationship for

sediment load estimation.

If the result of sediment load estimation with sampling data shown in Table 6.1, can be

extended to the sediment load estimation of all storm events that occurred in the year 1996

as listed in Table 6.2, which seerrs likely as they come from the same data series and within

the same time period, the error range should be similar to the one demonstrated earlier,

which is +34Vo.

Gippel's (1989) compilation of the relationships of nephelometric and suspended sediment

concentration did not offer any estimation of standard deviation or other estimation error

information, or data volume leading to those relationships. He did however supply the

coefficients of determination for most of the relationships which provide a basis for a
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comparison of this study with those listed. Of the 2J relationships with R2, though some of

them are estimated from graphs, and most are from laboratory study results, the coefficient

of determination obtained in this study (0.8113) is better than 16 of those listed. The better

correlation should translate into better sediment yield estimation as has been displayed in

this study.

The largest event (event 3/8t96, number 22,Figure 6.16) made up 54 percent of the total

sediment load of the period. This estimation did not include the sediment load of the second

major peak of the event (see Figure 6.16), where there was no sampling or turbidity data

available because of equipment failure. The second flow peak is about the same size as the

fnst one. If it can be assumed as is likely that the second peak in Figure 6.16 carried the

same amount of sediment as the f,rst one, then the total sediment load would increase about

one third, and the storm event would transport approximately 69Vo of the total sediment

load of the period from March to September 7996, a very significant share of sediment yield

generated by a single storm.
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Figure 6.23 Relationship between event rainfall and sediment load

Figure 6.22 is an illustration of the sediment load transported by each storm. It

demonstrates clearly that the large storms dominate the sediment transported from the

catchment, and using the 4th order polynomial turbidity and SSC relationship would estimate

a signihcantly higher sediment load than using the 2nd order polynomial relationship,

particularly for the larger storlrls.

Figure 6.23 displays the relationship of storm rainfall to sediment load, which is not at all

well correlated, reflecting total event rainfall is not an efficient measure for storm sediment

load estimation.

Relationships of sediment load to runoff peak, runoff volume, and monthly rainfall are

shown in Figures 6.24 to 6.26. The higher coefficients of determination obtained from

sediment load with peak flow rate and volume relationships confirms the appropriateness of

using the two variables in modified USLE for catchment sediment estimation as described in

Equation 2.38. Clearly the largest storm event exerted much higher statistical influence than

the rest in these relationshiPs.
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Figure 6.24 Relationship between peak runoff rate and sediment load
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Figure 6.26 Relationship between monthly rainfall and sediment load

Figure 6.27 Relationship between peak runoff rate and peak ssc

The relationship between peak runoff rate and peak sSC for each storm event is shown in

Figure 6.27 whichdisplays a moderately good relationship between the two' It can be seen

from these correlations that the relationship of sediment load with the runoff peak is the

best, reflecting runoff peak is a better representation for sediment load estimation than other

variables. The runoff peak represents both the rainfall intensity and the flow intensity, or the

energy needed for sediment detachment and transport, while runoff volume and monthly
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rainfall may not represent the event rainfall and flow energy as well. However using the

peak runoff and sediment load correlation involves some self-correlation as sediment load

also includes the runoff factor. This can be illustrated by Figure 6.27 whete the peak flow

rate is not as well correlated with the peak SSC as with sediment load shown in Figure 6.24'

The total rainfall in the Sauerbier Creek catchment for the year L996 was approximately 665

mm which was near the long term average annual rainfall of 650 mm as described in

Chapter 3. Rainfall for the period of March to September, 1996 is 595.2 mm. The total

suspended sediment rate transported from the catchment is calculated as 56 tonnes/km' year

for the period. There were no significant rainfalls beyond the March-September period of

1996, total rainfall for the five remaining months of January-February and October-

December was approximately 70 mm. Sediment yields during these remaining months of the

year were estimated at 6 tonnes , which was approximated from the storm rainfall records'

This represents less than 4Vo of the total annual suspended sediment load' The sediment

load obtained during the period of March to September 1996 thus represents more than

96Vo of the total estimated suspended sediment load for the year 1996. The total annual

suspended sediment yield from the Sauerbier Creek catchment with an area of 2.81 yrÊ,

was estimated at approximat ely 167 tonnes for the yeat 1996 at an erosion rate of 58

tonne/km2 year, or an annual denudation rate of approximately o'022 mm for a specific

gravity of 2.65. These are very low erosion and denudation rates compared to world

standard but consistent with many other small catchment erosion and denudation rates for

Australia (Rieger and Olive, 1988)'

This study was not aimed at bed load estimation from the catchment. However, the bed load

can be properly estimated by calculating the deposition in the pond at the outlet of the

catchment. A group of four sedimentation pads each of 225 mm square constituting a 450

mm square were placed at four separate parts of the sedimentation pond for 141 days in the

lgg2-lgg3 period (Daniell and McCarty, 1994). The sediment deposited on the mats was

taken back to the laboratory for analysis, it was found that the deposition rate on the mats

ranged 3.5-6 glday with an average of 4.8 glday' Assuming that bed load from the

catchment were all deposited in the pond, while the suspended load was transported out of

the pond which appear very likely, the total deposition in the pond can be calculated as total

bed load. The pond surface area at elevation 10.0 m, which is at the weir sill level, was

264
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calculated as 312 m2, so the total annual bed sediment was calculated as 11 tonnes of

deposition in the pond. The annual rainfalls for 1992 and 1993 were 957 mm and 626 mm

respectively which were larger than or comparable to the 1996 rainfall of 665 mm. The bed

sediment generated from the year 1996 is likely to be smaller or comparable to the years

1992 and lgg3.The bed sediment of 11 tonnes, which can be used to approximate the bed

load of the year !996, comprises a little over 6Vo of the total sediment load of 167 tonnes

from the Sauerbier Creek catchment for the year 1996. This result suggests that

sedimentation in sauerbier Creek catchment is primarily of suspended sediment with only a

small percentage of deposition in the pond which is the major deposition area in the

catchment. The result is in good agreement with field observation in years 1995-96 that no

significant deposition in the pond was occuffing at the time.

6.4 DISCUSSION

The above modelling results indicate that a turbidity meter can be used successfully for

study of catchment erosion. The prospects of using turbidity meter for sediment monitoring

and analysis, the implication of the research for future studies, and comparison of the study

to others are presented in this section. Some new light is shed onto the investigation and

explanation of low erosion rates as observed in many parts of Australia'

6.4.1 Assessment of the Turbidity Records

The turbidity data ¡ecords did not show much jumping or oscillating until the end of July

1996. Starting from August it was getting increasingly apparent that the turbidity readings

fluctuate in a range of several folds of the basic or trend readings for the storms displayed in

Figures 6.15 to 6.19. The generally upward spikes were more obvious with the ssc

estimation than the sediment load estimation because of the smoothing effect of the flow

data for the latter. There is no further explanation beyond that the turbidity lens may have

been temporarily blocked by larger materials in the stream water for the spikes. As a result,

sediment load may be overestimated to some extent by these spikes of turbidity records'

However the overestimation caused by the spikes should be relatively limited as each spike

represents only one minute or one data point in an event of generally several hours, despite
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that the spikes are visually obvious. Although this phenomenon can be explained by the

passing materials blocking the lens of the turbidity meter, it has rarely been reported in

previous studies. The reason for not making an effort to smooth all the turbidity data time

series for sediment estimation is, as stated earüer, basically to avoid data arbitration, and the

perception that the perturbation would have a minor influence on the sediment load

estimation despite a visually apparent influence'
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Figure 6.28 Modified sediment rate estimation by smoothing the apparent turbidity

spikes as shown in Figure 6.19

An example is given by smoothing the sediment spikes for the estimation of sediment load

for a storm appearing most influenced by the spikes. Figure 6'28 shows the modified

sediment rate times series of the 2gtgtg6 event, which can be compared to Figure 6.19 with

the spikes retained. Despite a visually much better fitting of the observed with the predicted

sediment rate by the modification, the total sediment load of 1056 kg in the modified case as

compared to 1128 kg without modification, represents a difference of approximately 6Vo

with the storn¡ which seeÍN to be the most influenced storm event by the turbidity

fluctuation. Looking back at all the storm events modelled, it appears that the overall

sediment estimation may be marginally improved by smoothing the turbidity time series with

some possible risk of data manipulation. An intelligent turbidity meter which can detect and

smooth the data time series to a certain extent would better suit the modelling needs, or a
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certain data smoothing technique needs to be applied to the data time series if the

fluctuation seriously affect the data and modelling quality. This however should be guarded

against certain data arbitration as it can be diffrcult at times to distinguish whether the data

points are influenced by the temporary lens blocking of the turbidity meter'

It is often found at the start of an event, that the turbidity meter record very low data for a

few minutes. These are believed to be caused by the partial submergence of the turbidity

meter in the rising yet not high enough water levels. These readings were edited before the

setting up of the turbidity and SSC relationships. By eliminating these spurious data points,

better turbidity and SSC relationships were obtained for subsequent sediment estimation'

6.4.2 Turbidity Meter as a Substitute of Sampling for Sediment Monitoring

Comparing Table 6.1 with Table 5.1, it was apparent that better sediment load estimations

were obtained by using the turbidity and SSC relationship than by using the physicaþ based

mathematical model described in Chapter 5, both in terms of individual storm events and the

total load for all the events. This implies the potential effectiveness of turbidity data if

calibrated successfully with the sampling data. However, it does not mean that using the

turbidity meter can displace the physically based mathematical modelling, as the latter can

predict from rainfall data alone for the SSC, manipulate design rainfall for calculation of

possible erosion and deposition on an elemental basis, and have other features that the

turbidity approach could not possibly match. The turbidity and SSC correlation relies on the

observed turbidity readings to calculate SSC in the catchment, and therefore obtaining the

lumped results of erosion at the catchment outlet, which cannot calculate deposition in the

catchment.

Therefore while the turbidity meter has its advantage in catchment erosion estimation by

black box modelling, and may achieve better estimations depending on the statistical

properties of the turbidity and SSC correlation, it cannot replace the hydrological modelling

approach as described in the last chapter. In fact it has relied on the flow modelling to

estimate sediment yields from the catchment'
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For the purpose of monitoring SSC or estimating sediment load in a natural environment,

the turbidity meter no doubt has the advantage of low maintenance, continuous data

records, with little labour cost, which cannot be matched by any sampling method. Using

turbidity for sediment concentration estimation needs however, developing a turbidity and

SSC relationship which requires intensive sampling as shown in the previous sections. The

sampling should cover a variety of storms in duration and size, and should generally cover

the whole of the flood hydrographs. Large events generally play a much more significant

part in the turbidity and SSC relationships as demonstrated in the modelling and should

therefore be monitored with a highest possible priority. Although each individual event may

have a different turbidity and SSC relationship, which usually could not be used individually

for other storm events for sediment estimation, the combined turbidity and SSC relationship

as an average over the individual storm event relationships should generally predict well if
such an relationship is soundly constructed over a longer term of observation. Because the

optical property of the water can change signifrcantly storm by storm, and many factors can

affect the turbidity readings, it should not be expected that the general turbidity and SSC

relationship could predict every storm event well.

The successfully deriving of the turbidity and sediment relationships in this study represents

an adequate sampling strategy rarely observed in most other studies. The short time interval

of sampling enables the observation of peak storm data points which could be easily lost by

the extension of sampling time interval. The study suggested that no matter how long the

data collection program lasts, as long as there were no significant data points observed, it is

not likely that the turbidity and SSC relationship can be possibly established with high

correlation. This probably explains why many previous sediment studies failed to offer

reliable sediment estimation results. As demonstrated earlier in this study, a 3Vo difference in

the coeffrcients of determination caused more than a third of difference of the total sediment

yield estimation, while a 38Vo difference in the coeffrcients caused several hundred percent

difference.

The turbidity and SSC relationship competently developed should be relatively stable within

a certain period of time, say a few years without major disturbances in the catchment.

Beschta (1980) showed that the catchment turbidity and SSC relationships did not change

greatly for three years without major catchment disturbances in a small catchment. The
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convenience of using the established turbidity and SSC relationship for sediment estimation

in a catchment means a lot of saving in time and labour for modelling and sampling,

Occasional checks of the relationship are always necessary to ensure that there are no

noticeable disturbances in the catchment.

The study proved that event based sediment estimation can be used for long term, such as

annual sediment yield estimation, with much higher accuracy than other methods such as the

rating curve method. With large and small storm events up to maybe a hundred in a single

year as have been occurred in the Sauerbier Creek catchment for 1996, it would have been

quite difficult and too strenuous by sampling throughout all the hydrographs to calculate the

annual sediment yield. Therefore using a turbidity meter is unique in terms of efficiency and

cost, for long term sediment yield estimation in a catchment.

6.4,3 Implications of this Research for Future Catchment Sediment Estimation

The estimation of sediment load on a storm by storm basis to obtain total sediment over a

period of time is a significant advancement as compared with the traditional rating curve

method. The rating curve method bases the sediment concentration as a function of flow

rate of all available data which can result in significant enors. Walling (1977) reported the

annual sediment load error involved up to t280%o, while monttrly loads ranged between

+9OOVo and -9OVo using rating curve method in a British river. Fenn et al. (1985) used the

rating curve method to estimate sediment in a Swiss river, where estimated sediment peaks

were reported to be over an order of magnitude smaller than the observed. In Australia,

Geary (1931) reported errors of -727o in Deep Creek in the Hunter Valley, and Olive et al.

(1980) found errors as large as -83Vo in underestimation of sediment load. The event based

sediment estimating method developed in this chapter is a much better alternative compared

to the rating curve method. The estimated errors which are comparable or likely to be

limited to !347o with a 95Vo conltdent interval, is a far smaller error range both for storm

sediment load as well as the total sediment yield. This was achieved by using the estimated

flow for sediment estimation rather than using the observed flow as have been done by the

vast majority of other sediment studies.
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This study not only shows the necessity of a storm based approach in assessing catchment

sediment load, it also demonstrated that large storm events carried the majority of the

annual sediment load which more clearly confirms the furdings made in other Australian

studies (Edwards, 1987, Olive and Rieger, 1934). The results demonstrated that the

approach developed in this study could be more accurate and more eflrcient for long term

sediment yield estimation and possibly for catchment evolution prediction than most other

methods currently used which are not constructed to estimate sediment times series for

storms

6.4.4 Establishing Turbidity Based Erosion Modelling in the Sauerbier Creek

Catchment

The turbidity and SSC relationships are site or catchment specific, which cannot be

compared to relationships developed in other catchments, or relationships developed using

other kinds of turbidity meters. The turbidity and SSC relationship for a particular

catchment cannot be transferred to any other catchment even with similar catchment

conditions. Turbidity levels are also difficult to compare between catchments because they

may represent other optical properties of water in addition to suspended sediment'

These properties of a turbidity meter and the turbidity and SSìrelationships suggest that the

relationships developed in this study are unique for the Sauerbier Creek catchment. As the

study showed a relatively accurate estimation of sediment in the catchrnent, the overall

turbidity and SSC relationship obtained through a considerable amount of short time

interval storm data collection of both large and small storms, can be deemed as reliable and

established relationship for the Sauerbie¡ Creek catchment. By obtaining such a relationship,

erosion estimation in the catchment becomes a simple matter for the foreseeable future

which only requires turbidity and flow records to make adequate annual catchment sediment

predictions, or by using the turbidity and rainfall data and the physically based model for

storm sediment estimation and possibly catchment evolution. Some due attention paid to the

possible changes in the catchment and occasional checks of the relationships for possible

adjustment would safeguard satisfactory long term sediment estimations in the Sauerbier

Creek catchment.
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6.4.5 Explanation to the low Erosion Rate Observed in Australian Catchments

Low catchment erosion rates have been observed in many parts of Australia. Rieger and

Olive (19gg) compiled the erosion rates for 19 catchments in five states of Australia and

found that most catchments have erosion rates below 50 tonne/km' year' These catchments

have annual rainfalls ranging from 400 to 4320 mm. The largest erosion rate was 634

tonne/km2 year for the Ord River in Western Australia where the catchment is generally dry

with annual rainfall of only 400-800 mm but with most of the precipitation occurring in high

intensity storm events during the monsoon wet season. Other higher erosion rates can be

explained by catchment disturbances.

In the Murray-Darling sub-catchments where catchment areas range 26-139,000 km2,

sediment yields range l.5-675 tonne/km2 year with the majority below 200 tonne/ktrf yea,

(Olive and 'Walker, 1982). Table 6.3 displays results for some small catchment erosion

studies conducted in Australia, reported by olive and Walker (1982) and the result from this

study. The catchment sizes range from 1.19 To 225 km2, annual rainfalls range 665-4320

mrn, and suspended sediment yields from 6.2 to 480 tonne/ km2 year. Of the 23 studies, only

five cases reported sediment yields in excess of 100 tonne/ km2 year, while the rest reported

yields of less than 60 tonne/ km2 year. 'While these reports were mostly done on pasture,

grazing, and forest land, studies in the sub-catchments of the Murray-Darling which are not

lirnited to these landuses, reported similar sediment yield results as stated earlier.

These studies along with others represent low erosion rates in many if not most of the

Australian catchments by world standard. The low erosion rate in Australia was generally

attributed to the low gradient and the low delivery system of Australian rivers (Rieger and

Olive, 1983). However, the study in the Sauerbier Creek catchment has shown that the

delivery system in this catchment is very efficient with sediment transport capacity usually

hundreds of times larger than the real erosion rate. The Sauerbier Creek catchment with a

catchment channel average slope of approximately 10 percent, should be able to generate

much more sediment if slope steepness is a major factor for erosion in the catchment' If low

delivery of sediment occurred in the catchment, then deposition should have been observed

in a large scale in the catchment as the erosive power of the catchment indicates.

27t
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Table 6.3 Suspended sediment yield for Australian streams

(After Olive and Walker' 1982)

272

Catchment Area (km2) Annual Rainfall
(mm)

Vegetation SourceSuspended

sediment yield
(t/ km2 year)

Dumaresq Ck.
(Armidale)
Little Styx R.
(New England)
Bullock Ck.
(New England)
Serpentine R.
((New England)
Chandler R.
(New England)
Congewai Ck.
(Hunter)

Deep Ck.
(Hunter)
Mittagong
(NSW)
Johnson's
(NSW)
Meadow (NSW)
Springs Cr. (NE
Vic.)
Slippery Rock
Ck. (NE Vic.)
Browms R. (SE

Tas.)

Snug Rivulet
(SE Tas.)
Davis (NE Qld)

Freshwater (NE

Qld)
Behana (NE

Qld)
Barron (NE

Qld)
B. Babina (NE

Qld)
Millstream (NE

Qld)
v/ild (NE Qld)

N/A

2000

1500

r650

900-1000

1084

764

1500

1 500

1500
1 850

1 850

680-1220

1 140

t270

2235

4000

t562

4320

1900

1015

665

grazing & some

forest
sclerophyll
forest & pasture

sclerophyll
forest & pasture

sclerophyll
forest & pasture

sclerophyll
forest & pasture

grazing &
sclerophyll
forest
sclerophyll
forest & pasture

clea¡ed

Bevan 1970

Loughran 1972

Lotghran 1972

Loughran 1972

Loughran 1976

Loughran 1977

55.1

9.6

7.s

20

208

85.5

20

25

1.19

3.39

7.5t
2.4

1.36

13

8

t79*

1 38x

164*

6.2-8.4

28

121-232

15.7

17

9.9

19.5

72

l2

15.9

72

39,9

35.5

45.3

cleared

cleared
sclerophyll
forest
sclerophyll
forest
sclerophyll
forest moorland
& pasture

sclerophyll
forest
sclerophyll
forest/rainforest
rainforest

rainforest

rainforest

rainforest

arable & cleared
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However, such a case did not occur in the catchment. It was observed in the catchment that

the stream has very high erosive power and little deposition is apparent except a limited

amount of sediment deposited in the pond constructed for flow measurement. Similar low

sediment yield in the Sauerbier creek catchment was obtained as with most other

catchments throughout Australia, which suggests that low catchment gradient and low

sediment delivery are not the major causes for the low sediment yield in the Sauerbier Creek

catchment and may not be the main reasons for other Australian catchments.

The study of Olive and Walker (1982) on Australian erosion yields did suggest that

suspended sediment yield is governed by the availability of fine soil fractions rather than the

transport capacity of water flows, which was confirmed by this study. One of their

conclusions is that for much of Australia, either erosion rates are low or that the delivery of

eroded sediment to rivers is very inefficient and that the question is unsolved through lack

of data. The much more detailed investigation in this study, as against the manual grab

sampling and daily data collection on a very limited basis a decade or two ago, made it

possible for a better assessment of the catchment erosion issue. The study in Sauerbier

Creek catchment proved part of the conclusion of Olive and Walker (1982) in that erosion

rate is indeed low in the catchment, despite that it is a very steep catchment. Low sediment

delivery in the catchment has not been found in the catchment, in fact a contrary was

indicated by the modelling results.

The Australian soils are generally clay rich and should provide considerable source of

erosion under certain conditions, however clayey soils have higher bonding forces,

particularly when combined with high mineral and organic contents. With the generally high

vegetation cover in most catchments providing an efftcient resistance to raindrops and flow

shear force in addition to providing more organic matters, the bonding of soils can be very

high and this may be the primary reason for the low erosion rate in many Australian

catchments

The low population density in many parts of Australia exerted much less pressure on

landuses, particularly for crop production which means that the overall catchment

disturbances are relatively small and minor as compared to places elsewhere such as Asia'
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This could be another major reason for the low sediment yields observed throughout

Australia catchments'

When the soil surface is bare or the river channel is disturbed by outside forces, the possible

existence of large gravel in the soils provides an effrcient resistant layer when the top soil

has been eroded way, as observed in the Sauerbier Creek catchment. It seems that the

catchment can quickly attain an erosion balance or equilibrium within a relative short time

after some catchment disturbances. This may well be another good reason for the low

erosion yield in the studied catchment'

The combined effects of high soil binding, minor catchment disturbances and the ability to

obtain erosion balance after disturbances are probably the major reasons for less severe soil

losses in Australian catchments. While there are very flat places where the sediment delivery

ratio can be correspondingly low, this was not supported by modelling in the Sauerbier

Creek catchment. Modelling in Sauerbier Creek catchment suggests that catchment erosion

is limited by the detachment rate not the delivery rate of the catchment. The low erosion

rates in many catchments are more likely to be caused by the inherent properties of the soil

or soil bonding, and the generally high vegetation cover, and low disturbances as a result of

low population density and low pressure on landuses. Furthermore, high gravel contents of

soils can easily form a resistance layer on the soil surface once the topsoil is eroded

preventing further erosion. The high gradient of a catchment, though providing large

erosive power of flow, may not be a significant contributor to erosion as it is limited by

other factors of detachment which is indicated by mode[ing in the Sauerbier Creek

catchment.

The significance of modelling, investigation and observation in the Sauerbier Creek

catchment lies in that it provides rather contrary evidence as against the traditional ideas and

beliefs. It provides new information to clarify some erosion issues which is not very clear

due to the lack of detailed sediment data before the study. The study proved that it is the

low sediment detachment, not the low gradient and low sediment delivery ratio, which

caused the low erosion rate in the catchment. 
'Whether the conclusion can be applied to

other catchments remains to be seen but it seems very unlikely this is a unique or special

case which does not apply to similar Australian catchments.
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In the detachment dominated natural environment, the rainfall and flow energy is the main

factor for sediment production. Large storms come with large energy both in terms of

rainfall intensity and flow shear stress applying on the soil surface. High flow may also

extend to wider overland areas forming more concentrated flows in the catchment and

therefore detach more sediment. This is perhaps the major reason behind the large storm

dominated catchment erosion phenomenon occurring in many parts of Australia. As a result

sediment study should be storm based with more effort put on the large storms where a

single storm could bring up to 70Vo of total annual sediment yield as indicated in this study.



Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

7.I STJMMARY

This study used a digital elevation model called TAPES-C to partition the Sauerbier Creek

catchment into a series of irregular shaped interconnected elements according to the natural

flow structure. The elements form a one dimensional flow network that allows efhcient flow

and sediment routing in the catchment. The elements are categorised into two groups of

overland flow elements and channel elements according to the upslope contributing area of

each element. Each partitioned element has an average area of 825 nf - The differentiation

of the two categories allows different flow descriptions for catchment flow and sediment

modelling.

The THALES hydrological model describes the general hydrological processes such as

evaporation, infiltration, and surface and subsurface flow based on the partitioned

catchment structure from the TAPES-C model. This is a kinematic model that is suitable for

small catchment flow studies. The number of parameters in this model is relatively srnall

compared to similar models.

An erosion and deposition model based on the physical principles of sediment detachment

and transport was developed in this study to estimate the erosion and deposition in

Sauerbier Creek catchment. The model is capable of predicting sedirnent not only at the
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catchment outlet but also on an elemental basis. Modelling was based on storm events with

detailed sampling data for verification and prediction'

A statistical model was developed using turbidity and suspended sediment relationships for

catchment erosion estimation. Both storm based and long term seiiment yields were

estimated from the Sauerbier Creek catchment. Reliable turbidity and suspended sediment

concentration relationships were established for the catchment, which allows convenient use

for future erosion estimation in the catchment'

A significant amount of field data was collected to facilitate the model use in addition to the

initiation, installation, calibration and testing of monitoring equipment in the catchment' The

data collected include rainfall, flow, water sample and turbidity data. The short time interval

of sampling data made it possible to demonstrate the details of sediment behaviors during

storm periods. The combination of sampling and turbidity data collection makes both storm

based and long term sediment estimation mofe reliable and practical'

7.2 CONTRIBUTION OF THIS RESEARCH

Contributions were made in several a¡eas through this research on catchment partitioning,

runoffflow modelling, physically based erosion and deposition modelling, erosion modelling

using turbidity data, and the initiation and installation of equipment for sediment monitoring

in the catchment.

7.2.1 CatchmentPartitioning

Catchment partitioning provides the basic form of structure for modelling in this research'

The study is perhaps the fnst one using existing digitised catchment data as against more

widely used self-digitising method with the catchment contour. Therefore a lot of time were

spend on investigating the structure and use of the TAPES-C model in an effort to derive a

good catchment partitioning result based on a different approach. From the first start,

entering catchment data to the system is a problem, a Fortran progfam has to be written and

distributed among future users for the existing digitised catchment contour data to be input
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into the TAPES-C model. other problems such as contour editing and exposing a

catchment boundary before catchment partitioning also had to be investigated in a try and

effor rrïmner to accomplish the catchment partitioning job. When all these work were done,

it needed effort to determine the suitable parameters needed for the catchment partitioning

which transforms the raw data of approximately 0.2 megabyte into a partitioned forrn of

approximately 2 megabyte in the case of Sauerbier Creek catchment.

Since the model is not written in a commercial way, the partitioning processes often stops in

the middle of the process, leaving the user in a helpless state. The original source code has

to be divided into many parts to find at which time and spot the program stopped, and make

relevant changes to the code to allow continued partitioning process' One of the more

obvious examples is demonstrated by the partitioning outside the catchment boundary for

some closed loop contours using the original TAPES-C. A modification had to be made to

allow partitioning of contours exercised within the catchment boundary only. The

corrections made such as this to simply allow the continuation of catchment paftitioning in a

proper way until the last contour is finished are more than a few. These experience obtained

through the process should help new users or potential users to better understand the model

and take due care and prepare to study the program code for modelling, and save time and

labour when later using the model, this is especially true when the catchment contour

system is relative comPlex-

The modification of the original code and the experience obtained through the modelling

processes is obviously a very important part of the research experience which many

potential model users and,/or selectors have much diffrculty in finding such kind of

information, particularty in the initial stage of model selection, as few model developers are

able to reveal such details. There is no intention to detail the possible difüculties with using

the model, rather I believe it is the complexity of the natural catchment topography which

may be too diverse at times for the existing tools to effectively and efficiently express and

deal them. The result is quite obvious that it would require comprehension of the original

code, particularly for more complex catchment contouÍs, to make possible applications or

amendment simply to allow the program running smoothly. This can easily become a heavy

load for rnany ordinary model users because it would require much time and effort to go

through the code let alone to modis it. Therefore the software package will remain
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basically a research tool for more advanced users rather than a commercial package which

can be used by virtually everyone in the field.

7.2.2 Catchment Rainfail and RunoffModelling

The study demonstrated the effects of spatial rainfall on runoff modelling which has rarely

been found in small catchment rainfall runoff studies. Various spatial rainfalls incorporating

elevation, distance were investigated in modelling which showed significant influences on

modelling result by the spatial distribution of rainfall. The study found that using spatially

distributed rainfalls generally make better runoff predictions, and a simple average of the

gauged rainfalls is perhaps as good as other methods considering gauge elevation and

distance factors in the Sauerbier Creek catchment. The study found that errors in runoff

estimation which \ilere generally contributed to parameter estimations, could actually be

caused by the spatial distribution of rainfall, which has not been identifred with many small

catchment studies using just one pluviometer for a catchment. The study also found the

possible existence of a preferred raingauge or representative raingauge inside the catchrnent

which frequently predicts better than the rest of gauges'

Another major contribution in the rainfall runoff part of the study is combining the use of

wetness index with the use of the antecedent catchment baseflow in the catchment, which is

a signilicant improvement over the use of the wetness index in the original model' Not only

does it better identify the saturated parts of the catchment, it is also able to better scale the

unsaturated part of the catchment which is not properþ applied by the way the wetness

index is used in the original model. The modification made in the modelling lead to very

successful flow predictions in the catchment, which were demonstrated funher by using

gauged rainfalls outside the catchment-

euite a few other contributions in the rainfall runoffmodelling are made. These include the

identification of saturation flow in the catchment, parameter grouping and identification

from freld, laboratory investigation of soil properties, and from documentation. The study

also found several places where potential model irnprovements can be made, such as the

subsurface flow representation which is too small and may cause serious efrors for solute

transport estimation. Modifications of the source code to allow both saturation and
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Hortonian flow occur in the catchment according to rainfall intensity and numerous other

changes were made to enable the flow modelling running smoothly similar as had been

performed in the catchment partitioning part. This is again caused by the more research

oriented code writing rather than a commercial package. Signifrcant amount of time and

effort were spend on program code comprehension and alterations in rainfall runoff

modelling as well as in the previous part of catchment partitioning.

7.2.3 Physicatly Based Erosion and sedimentation Modelling

One of the most significant part of contribution in this study has been the development and

application of the erosion and sedimentation model, which is a Fortran module,

incorporated with the TAPES-C and THALES models for building up a more

comprehensive catchment hydrological modelling package. The erosion and sedimentation

model was based on the physical properties of soil detachment and transport in rills,

interrills, and channels. The model can estimate erosion and deposition for each element as a

result of the distributed modelling approach, in addition to being able to model sediment at

the catchment outlet. A significant advantage of the approach is that modelling was based

on storm events, which when summed up is able to estimate long term erosion and

sedimentation in the catchment.

The physical basis of the model is a step forwa¡d compared with the empirical approaches

such as the USLE method. The distributed modelling structure using a digital elevation

model made it possible for modelling erosion and deposition on an element scale. The event

based modelling approach for both short and long term sediment load estimation is a

significant improvement in accuracy over the empirical method such as the rating curye

method for sediment load estimation. Another advantage of this modelling approach is that

it modelled the sediment transport of the dynamic catchment unsteady flow- This can be

compared to the steady state approach of the \VEPP method, which aims at replacing the

USLE approach in the US in the near future, and most other GIS approaches which

generally only estimate erosion potential in a catchment'

The combination of these modelling characteristics represent a new advancement in soil

science research which had rarely been pursued in the same way in the past, particularly in

280
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Australia. Through the modelling practice it is clearly demonstrated that not only better

results were obtained, they were obtained with few parameters and minimal calibration,

which opens a wide space for the application of the model to other catchments with little or

no data available. Moreover the higtrly successful modelling results with very few

parameters and very limited calibration fit well with the modelling philosophy set up

originally to use as few parameters and as little calibration as possible for modelling. Finally'

the model identified the high sediment detvery rate of the catchment and the detachment

limited soil erosion and transportation in the Sauerbier Creek catchment based on a

substantial collection of sediment data, which reveals that catchment sediment modelling is

more of a problem of soil detachment in the studied catchment which set the direction for

future studies

7.2.4 Turbidity Based Catchment Erosion Modelling

Another most significant part of contribution from this study is the development and

application of the turbidity based modelling for erosion estimation in the Sauerbier Creek

catchment. Using turbidity and sampling data collected from the catchment, relationships

between turbidity and suspended sediment concentration were built for sediment estimation

in the Sauerbier Creek catchment. The storm based sediment estimation using the well

established relationships between turbidity and suspended sediment showed excellent results

for modelling as compared with similar studies. Long term sediment yield estimation is

performed by summing up the sediment estimations of all the storms occurred in the period,

which represents a clear advantage to the traditional rating curve method.

The separation of turbidity and sampling data into stages and using the independently

established turbidity and SSC relationships for sediment modelling represent another area

where significant contributions are made. Through such an approach, it is demonstrated that

no matter how long the data sequence may be, as long as there were little quality data

monitored, it is not likely to obtain reliable turbidity and sediment relationships. fuid using

the 1ess reliable data for sediment estimation can result in errors of several folds. The

turbidity and SSC relationships built with quality data covering a series of large and small

storm events, is more reliable, returning better estimation results, which showed significant

281
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advantage over other studies where the relationships were built with low sediment

concentration data as a result of less frequent sampling in these studies'

This study is perhaps the fust one combining a physical modelling for flow estimation and

use turbidity and SSC relationship for sediment discharge estimation, as previous studies are

almost always rely on observed flow for sediment estimation. Such a difference means that

the excellency obtained in sediment estimation in this study is conservatively made, and the

comparisons with other studies are not based on a true equal footing despite that fa¡ better

results were obtained. The study showed that within a confidence interval of 957o, an

accuracy of +34Vo for storm sediment estimation is expected.

perhaps the most significant frnding in this study is the indication that, contrary to the long

held beliefs that the generally low erosion rate in many Australian catchments are caused by

the low gradient and low delivery rate in these catchments, the low erosion rates could in

fact be caused by the low detachment rates in these catchments. The modelling in Sauerbier

creek catchment, which is a steep catchment with huge sediment transport capacity,

suggested that sedimentation in the catchment is detachment limited, with no or little

deposition observed in the catchment, implying that sediment delivery is very effrcient in the

catchment. The finding of low erosion in the Sauerbier Creek catchment as a result of low

detachment not of low gradient and low delivery rate in these catchment, is important in

that other similar catchments may be experiencing the same mechanism contrary to

traditional ideas and beliefs.

7.2.5 Data Collection Program

The data collection program in this study made a unique contribution to this research. A

whole series from catchment selection; soil survey; equipment purchasing, installation,

calibration and maintenance; field data collection, testing and processing; to laboratory

analysis and verification, represent a first hand and original initiation, development, and

accomplishment of a research prograrn, a successful project management from paper to the

field and back to research, which is achieved in addition to model selection, development

and modelling Practices.
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The most important part of data collection has been the water sampling and turbidity data

collection. The detailed sample collection program made it possible to obtain the peak

sediment concentrations as well as those through the course of the hydrographs, which then

allowed storm based sediment modelling possible. As a result, high turbidity and SSC data

were obtained compared to simila¡ researches where most data points were in the low flow

stages and low sediment concentration range. The turbidity data collection provided an

excellent supplement for the sampling data and its continuous records made it a very

effrcient tool for the annual sediment load estimation for the year L996.

A total of 3l large and small storm events were obseryed, with 488 significant sample data

points collected from one of the very few short time interval storm observation programs'

The collection of these data points provided the basis for the successful sediment estimation

in the Sauerbier Creek catchment. A significant achievement considering the financial

restraints and other limitations for the data collection program'

7.3 CONCLUSIONS

A few concluding remarks can be drawn from the study of storm runoff and sedimentation

modelling in the Sauerbier Creek catchment:

The digital elevation and runoff models of TAPES-C and THALES can be employed to

effectively model the catchment storm runoff events based on saturation overland flow.

spatial rainfall has a significant influence on modelling result which has to be considered

even in a small catchment such as sauerbier creek catchment. The wetness index can be

used as an efhcient tool for saturation flow estimation as demonstrated in the Sauerbier

Creek catchment.

The erosion and deposition model developed in this study can effectively and relatively

accurately model the erosion and sedimentation based on storm events in the catchment'

Long term sediment load can be obtained from accumulating the estimated sediment of each

storm event during the specified analysis period for the catchment' This is a significant

advancement over the traditional rating curve method and the empirical USLE method

currently in wide spread use. The erosion and deposition estimation under unsteady flow
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conditions developed in this study is also an improvement over the IWEPP method designed

for future erosion and sedimentation estimation in the us.

The sediment modelling of large storms confirmed the findings of previous studies that

these storms play a dominant role in annual sediment production. The single largest storm

generating nearly 7o7o ofthe total annual sediment yield in the Sauerbier Creek catchment

for the year 1996 is testimony of the significance of large storms.

The study indicated that using a turbidity meter can be an effective and efftcient tool for

short term as well as long term suspended sediment estimation in a catchment- The storm

based sediment estimating method adopted can be much more reliable and much more

accurate than the traditional rating curve method for sediment estimation and therefore is a

much better approach for catchment erosion studies. The study showed that for a

confidence interval of 95Vo, a storm sediment yield could be estimated at an error range of

+347o using the established turbidity and SSC relationship.

The establishment of the turbidity and SSC relationships for the Sauerbier Creek catchment

means that sediment estimation in the catchment can be done much more easily and

confidently in the foreseeable future, which can be used as a convenient and reliable tool for

catchment nunagement and planning'

The study showed that for an accurate and efñcient estimation of long term sediment in a

catchment, the turbidity and suspended sediment concentration relationships should be

carefully calibrated with quatity sampling data with little regard to the total time of data

collection.

The study found that sediment erosion in the Sauerbier Creek catchment is detachment

timited or source limited and little if any deposition was estimated or observed in the

catchment, suggesting a very effrcient sediment delivery system.

Sediment modelling in the Sauerbier Creek catchment can be expected to extend to the

study of catchment evolution, and with limited modification, it can also lead to estimate

nutrients and soluble chemicals from the catchment'
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A generally low erosion rate was found in Sauerbier Creek catchment as is the case with

many other Australian catchments. This is found to be caused by low sediment detachment

in the catchment i.e., by the inherent property of the soil bonding or soil erodability,

supplemented by the generally low rainfall intensþ, high vegetation cover and low

disturbance in the catchment, not as it has been frequently claimed in many such situations,

caused by the low gradient and low sediment delivery rate in the Sauerbier Creek

catchment. This tentative conclusion should not be unique to the studied catchment alone,

there is a high possibility that it may also be the case in many other Australian catchments.

A successful catchment runoff and sediment study relies on the successful data collection

program. Soil field data often provide a better unde¡standing of the catchment soil profiles,

moisture conditions and possible flow generation mechanisrn Detailed water sampling and

turbidity data made more accurate and reliable sediment estimation possible-

olive and walker (1gg2) stated earlier that few analysis of sediment response during storm

events have been reported, and more detailed data on suspended load transport are required

for a range of storm events in a variety of geographic settings in Australia. This study is a

ftirther and very significant step toward that direction'

7.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FI.]TURE WORK

More effort is needed to allow data interfacing over a catchment using the TAPES-C

package. The THALES softwa¡e is strictly applicable to a hillside only for the subsurface

flow. The subsurface flow should be modified to allow it to emerge from the hillslope base

and then to be routed as combined surface and subsurface flow down the channel network.

The overland flow representation should also be improved as with rnany other models to

identi$ more suitable flow patterns in these areas. This does not appear easy despite that

the flow stmcture seriously influences the soil detachment, sediment transport and chemical

movement in these overland areas. Disturbances in a catchment need also be quantified or

accounted for a more accurate storm based sediment estimation.

Future work should also aim at some experiments at the element scale or field plot size

inside the studied catchment. The parameters for rill and interrill detachment need to be
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improved with different rainfall intensities of simulated or natural rainfalls. This will improve

the understanding of the erosion and deposition processes and may possibly lead to better

flow and sediment estimations. However larger financial need may involve in such studies.

In order to monitor large storm events which play a dominant role in sediment transport in

Australia, two sets of commercially available automatic samplers placed side by side instead

of one is recommended for future sediment monitoring, with half an hour time interval it

would last 24 hours which would significantly reduce the possibility of data losses, this may

cause some loss of data details but should not be in a serious manner. The trigger for

starting sample taking can also try to be turbidity based instead of stage based.

Research is also needed for further investigations into the transfer of soil erosion and

deposition data and modelling variables and parameters in Australian catchments. Further

research with physically based modelling should also look to enabling better data transfer to

serve the catchments where little data of the kinds are available.
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APPENDIX A

BOREHOLE TEST RESULTS OBTAINED FROM HAPPY VALLEY COUNCIL

Tables A.l to A.5 show the borehole tests results obtained from Happy Valley Council. The

soil moisture and ground water conditions are also given where possible'
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Table A. 1 Borehole test result for Lot 4 at The park\ilay, Aberfoyle Park. Sampled

on26tlll93 with rig mounted push tube
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Table A. 2 Borehole test result for Lot 203 at Cassia Court, Aberfoyte Park. Sampled

on22105t92 with DYnamic Push tube

ffiffiffi
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Table A. 3 Borehole test result for Lot 4 at Belvedere Court, Aberfoyle Park.

Sampled onl5t04l91with Dynamic push tube
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Table A. 4 Borehole test result for Lot 93 at llighfield Drive, Aberfoyle Park.

Sampled on 16/08/90 with Rig Mounted push tube
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Table A. 5 Borehole test result for Lot 2 at Mitchell Road, Aberfoyle Park. Sampled

on29l0ll87
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CREEKCOMPARING RAINFALL RECORDS FROM THE SAUERBIER

CATCIIMENTANDTIIEIIAPPYVALLEYRESERVOIR

Rainfall records of the selected six events of 1993 from the three raingauges of Sauerbier

creek catchment are compared with that of the Happy Valley Reservoir gauge' These are

shown in Figures 8.1 to 8.t2. Depot, Hilltop and school are the three gauges in Sauerbier

creek catchment, and Met & Pluvia is the gauge at Happy Valley Reservoir. Rainfall events

are shown in forms of histogram and accumulation respectively with generally one minute

time interval lasting up to 20 hours'
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